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Abstract
Conformal nets provide a mathematical model for conformal field theory. We
define a notion of defect between conformal nets, formalizing the idea of an inter-
action between two conformal field theories. We introduce an operation of fusion
of defects, and prove that the fusion of two defects is again a defect, provided the
fusion occurs over a conformal net of finite index. There is a notion of sector (or
bimodule) between two defects, and operations of horizontal and vertical fusion of
such sectors. Our most difficult technical result is that the horizontal fusion of the
vacuum sectors of two defects is isomorphic to the vacuum sector of the fused defect.
Equipped with this isomorphism, we construct the basic interchange isomorphism
between the horizontal fusion of two vertical fusions and the vertical fusion of two
horizontal fusions of sectors.
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Introduction
There are various different mathematical notions of field theories. For many of
these there is also a notion of defects that formalizes interactions between different
field theories. See for example [FSV13, KS11, QRW07, SFR06] and references
therein. Depending on the context, sometimes the terminology ‘surface operator’
or ‘domain wall’ is used in place of ‘defect’. Often field theories are described as
functors from a bordism category whose objects are (d − 1)-manifolds and mor-
phisms are d-dimensional bordisms (usually with additional geometric structure)
to a category of vector spaces. Defects allow the extension of such functors to a
larger bordism category, where the manifolds may be equipped with codimension-1
submanifolds that split the manifolds into regions labeled by field theories. The
codimension-1 submanifold itself is labeled by a defect between the field theories
labeling the neighboring regions.
In this book we give a definition of defects for conformal nets. Conformal nets
are often viewed as a particular model for conformal field theory.1 Our main re-
sult is that under suitable finiteness assumptions there is a composition for defects
that we call fusion. We also extend the notion of representations of conformal
nets, also known as sectors, to the context of defects. Sectors between defects are
a simultaneous generalization of the notion of representations of conformal nets,
and of bimodules between von Neumann algebras. Ultimately, this will lead to
a 3-category whose objects are conformal nets, whose 1-morphisms are defects,
whose 2-morphisms are sectors, and whose 3-morphisms are intertwiners between
sectors. The lengthy details of the construction of this 3-category are postponed
to [BDH16], but the key ingredients of this 3-category will all be presented here.
In [BDH16] we will use the language of internal bicategories developed in [DH12],
but we expect that the results of the present book also provide all the essential ingre-
dients to construct a 3-category of conformal nets, defects, sectors, and intertwiners
in any other sufficiently weak model of 3-categories.
a. Conformal nets
Conformal nets grew out of algebraic quantum field theory and have been in-
tensively studied; see for example [BMT88, GF93, KL04, Was98, Was95]. In
this book we will use our (non-standard) coordinate-free definition of conformal
nets [BDH13]. A conformal net in this sense is a functor
A : INT→ VN
1Note, however, that the precise relation of conformal nets to conformal field theory in the
sense of Segal [Seg04] is not at present clear.
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from the category of compact oriented intervals to the category of von Neumann
algebras, subject to a number of axioms. The precise definition and properties of
conformal nets are recalled in Appendix C. In contrast to the standard definition, in
our coordinate-free definition there is no need to fix a vacuum Hilbert space at the
outset—this feature will be useful in developing our definition of defects. Neverthe-
less, the vacuum Hilbert space can be reconstructed from the functor A. The main
ingredient for this reconstruction is Haagerup’s standard form L2(A), a bimodule
that is canonically associated to any von Neumann algebra A. This standard form
and various facts about von Neumann algebras that are used throughout this book
are reviewed in Appendix B.
b. Defects
To define defects we introduce the category INT◦• of bicolored intervals. Its
objects are intervals I that are equipped with a covering by two subintervals I◦ and
I•. If I is not completely white (I◦ = I, I• = ∅) or black (I• = I, I◦ = ∅) then we
require that the white and the black subintervals meet in exactly one point and we
also require the choice of a local coordinate around this point. For conformal nets
A and B, a defect between them is a functor
D : INT◦• → VN
such that D coincides with A on white intervals and with B on black intervals and
satisfies various axioms similar to those of conformal nets. Often we write ADB to
indicate that D is a defect from A to B, also called an A-B-defect. A defect from
the trivial net to itself is simply a von Neumann algebra (Proposition 1.22), so our
notion of defect is a generalization of the notion of von Neumann algebra. The
precise definition and some basic properties of defects are given in Chapter 1.
Certain defects have already appeared in disguise in the conformal nets lit-
erature, through the notion of ‘solitons’ [BE98, Kaw02, LR95, LX04]. For a
conformal net A defined on subintervals I of the real line (half-infinite intervals al-
lowed), an endomorphism of the C∗-algebra AR := colimA([a, b]) is called a soliton
if it is localized in a half-line, that is, if it acts as the identity on elements in the im-
age of the complementary half-line. We bicolor any subinterval I = [a,∞]∪ [−∞, b]
of the projective line by I◦ = [a,∞] and I• = [−∞, b]. Given a soliton σ, we can
consider the von Neumann algebra D(I) := σA([a,∞])∨σA([−∞, b]) generated by
σA([a,∞]) and σA([−∞, b]) acting on the vacuum sector. We believe that, under
certain conditions, this construction associates an A-A-defect to a soliton. The
exact relationship between solitons and defects is, however, not yet clear.
c. Sectors
We will use the boundary of the square S1 := ∂[0, 1]2 as our standard model
for the circle. (The unit speed parametrization gives this circle a canonical smooth
structure.) We equip the circle with the bicoloring defined by S1◦ = S
1∩ [0, 12 ]×[0, 1]
and S1• = S
1∩ [ 12 , 1]×[0, 1]. Let D and E be A-B-defects. A D-E-sector is a Hilbert
space equipped with compatible actions of the algebrasD(I), for subintervals I ⊂ S1
with (12 , 0) /∈ I, and E(I), for subintervals I ⊂ S1 with (12 , 1) /∈ I. Pictorially we
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draw a D-E-sector as follows:
A B
D
E
H .
The thin line should be thought of as white and stands for the conformal net
A and the thick line should be thought of as black and stands for B. Usually
we simplify the picture further by dropping the letters. The precise definition and
some basic properties of sectors are given in Chapter 2.
d. The vacuum sector of a defect
For any defect D we can evaluate D on the top half S1⊤ := of the circle.
Applying the L2 functor we obtain the Hilbert space H0(S
1, D) := L2(D(S1⊤))
and, as a consequence of the vacuum sector axiom in the definition of defects, this
Hilbert space is a sector for D, called the vacuum sector for D. In our 3-category,
the vacuum sector is the identity 2-morphism for the 1-morphism D. We often draw
it as
A B
D
D
H0 .
This darker shading is reserved for vacuum sectors.
e. Composition of defects
Let D = ADB and E = BEC be defects. Their composition or fusion D ⊛B E
is defined in Section 1.e. The definition is quite natural, but, surprisingly, it is not
easy to see that D ⊛B E satisfies all the axioms of defects.
We outline the definition of the fusion D ⊛B E. In our graphical notation,
double lines will now correspond to A, thin lines to B, and thick lines
to C. Let us concentrate on the evaluation of D ⊛B E on S1⊤. Denote by S1+ :=
∂([1, 2]×[0, 1]) the translate of the standard circle and by S1+,⊤ its top half. As
with the vacuum sector H0(S
1, D) = L2(D(S1⊤)) for D on S
1, we can form the
vacuum sector H0(S
1
+, E) := L
2(E(S1+,⊤)) for E on S
1
+. Let I = {1}×[0, 1] be the
intersection of the two circles S1 and S1+, equipped with the orientation inherited
from S1+. The Hilbert space H0(S
1, D) is a right B(I)-module, while H0(S1+, E) is a
left B(I)-module. Consequently, we can form their Connes fusion H0(S1, D)⊠B(I)
H0(S
1
+, E), drawn as
(0.1) A C
D
D
H0 H0
E
E
B
B
.
In this picture the middle vertical line corresponds to I. By the axioms for defects
the actions of D( ) and of B(I) on H0(S1, D) commute. Consequently, we obtain
an action of D( ) on the Connes fusion (0.1). Similarly, there is an action of E( )
on (0.1). Now (D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤) is defined to be the von Neumann algebra generated
by D( ) and E( ) acting on the Hilbert space (0.1). A similar construction,
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using the local coordinate, is used to define the evaluation of D ⊛B E on arbitrary
bicolored intervals.
A main result of this book is that under the assumption that the intermediate
conformal net B has finite index (see Appendix C.IV), the fusion of defects is in
fact a defect:
Theorem A (Existence of fusion of defects). The fusion D⊛BE of two defects
is again a defect.
This is established in the text as Theorem 1.44.
f. Fusion of sectors and the interchange isomorphism
Let A, B, and C be conformal nets; let ADB, BEC , AFB, and BGC be defects;
and let H = H be a D–F -sector, and K = K an E–G-sector. The horizontal
composition H ⊠B K of these two sectors is a (D ⊛B E)–(F ⊛B G)-sector whose
Hilbert space is the Connes fusion H ⊠B(I) K and which is depicted as
H K
D
F
E
G
.
This composition operation is defined precisely in Section 2.b.
Let APB be another defect and let L = L be an F–P -sector. The vertical
composition H ⊠F L of the sectors H and L is a D–P -sector whose Hilbert space
is the Connes fusion H ⊠F (S1⊤) L. Here S
1
⊤ is the top half of the circle bounding
the sector L; this half circle is canonically identified, by vertical reflection, with the
bottom half S1⊥ of the circle bounding the sector H , and that identification provides
the action of F (S1⊤) on H . The vertical fusion operation occurs along half a circle,
rather than a quarter circle as for horizontal fusion, and so is not conveniently
depicted by juxtaposing squares; instead we denote this vertical composition by
H
L
D
P
.
This composition operation is defined precisely in Section 2.c. Because vertical
composition is Connes fusion along the algebra associated to half a circle, and
the vacuum sector is defined as an L2 space for the algebra associated to half a
circle, the vacuum sector serves as an identity for vertical composition; that is,
H0(S
1, D)⊠D H ∼= H and H ⊠F H0(S1, F ) ∼= H as sectors.
Let BQC be yet another defect and letM = M be a G–Q-sector. The sectors K
and M can be composed into an E–Q-sector K ⊠GM . The horizontal composition
and the vertical composition of sectors ought to be compatible in the sense that
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there is a canonical isomorphism
H K
L M
∼=
H
L
K
M
;
here, in the left picture the horizontal compositions occur first, followed by the
vertical composition, whereas in the right picture, the vertical compositions oc-
cur first, followed by the horizontal composition. This fundamental “interchange
isomorphism” is constructed in Section 6.d.
The construction leverages the special case of the isomorphism where all four
sectors are vacuum sectors. That isomorphism is defined as the following composite,
∼= ∼= ∼= ∼= ;
here the middle rectangle
(0.2) A CH0
D⊛BE
D⊛BE
denotes the vacuum sector H0(S
1, D ⊛B E) of the composite defect D ⊛B E. The
second and fourth isomorphisms in this composite are simply applications of the
aforementioned property that the vacuum is an identify for vertical composition.
The first and third isomorphisms are instances of the much more difficult fact that
the horizontal composition of two vacuum sectors on defects is itself isomorphic to
the vacuum sector of the composite defect. Because the horizontal composition is
a Connes fusion, and the vacuum sector is a vertical unit, we call this isomorphism
the “one times one isomorphism”.
g. The 1⊠ 1-isomorphism
This isomorphism provides a canonical identification of the Hilbert space (0.1),
used to define the defect D⊛BE, with the vacuum sector for D⊛BE. By definition
the vacuum sector is H0(S
1, D ⊛B E) := L
2(D ⊛B E(S
1
⊤)).
By construction the algebra D ⊛B E(S
1
⊤) contains D( ) and E( ) as two
commuting subalgebras and is generated by those subalgebras. We can think of
the algebra D ⊛B E(S
1
⊤) as associated to the tricolored interval which is the
upper half of the circle ∂([0, 2]×[0, 1]); it is therefore natural, as above, to draw the
vacuum sector for D ⊛B E as .
Another main result of this book is the existence of an isomorphism between
the fusion (0.1) and the vacuum (0.2). We presume as before that the net B has
finite index.
Theorem B (The 1 ⊠ 1-isomorphism). There is a canonical isomorphism be-
tween the vacuum sector H0(D ⊛B E) of the fused defect D ⊛B E and the Connes
fusion H0(D) ⊠B(I) H0(E) of the two vacuum sectors of the defects.
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This result appears in the text as Theorem 6.2. The construction of the 1 ⊠ 1-iso-
morphism is quite involved and is carried out in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 6
also contains a short summary, on page 66, collecting all the necessary ingredients
in one place.
h. Construction of the 1⊠ 1-isomorphism
For any von Neumann algebra A the standard form L2(A) carries commuting
left and right actions of A, i.e., L2(A) is an A–A-bimodule. In the case of the vacuum
sector H0(S
1, D) = L2(D( )) these two actions correspond to the left actions of
D( ) and of D( ).2 One difficulty in understanding the Connes fusion (0.1)
comes from the fact that the algebra B(I), over which the Connes fusion is taken,
intersects both D( ) and D( ). To simplify the situation we will consider a
variation of (0.1) with a hole in the middle,
(0.3) ;
we refer to this construction as keyhole fusion. This Hilbert space is built from
vacuum sectors for D and E together with two (small) copies of the vacuum sector
for B. Its formal definition is given in Chapter 4; see in particular (4.8). The
Connes fusion of B(I) is now replaced by four Connes fusion operations along smaller
algebras. This allows us to identify, in Theorem 4.11, the Hilbert space (0.3) with
the L2-space of a certain von Neumann algebra that we represent by the graphical
notation . It is generated by algebras D( ), Bˆ( ), and E( ) acting on the
Hilbert space ; here Bˆ( ) is a certain enlargement of the algebra B( ) that we
abbreviate graphically by . We defer to (4.9, 4.10) for the details of the definitions,
and to 3.11 for an explanation of the notation Bˆ. Theorem 4.11 then reads
(0.4) L2
( )
∼= .
At this point we blur the distinction between intervals and algebras in our
graphical notation and often draw only an interval to denote an algebra. For exam-
ple we abbreviate B( ) as simply , and D⊛B E(S1⊤) as . We therefore write,
for instance D ⊛B E(S
1
⊤) ⊗ B( ) as . As the notation indicates, this tensor
product is a subalgebra of . (Note the additional dotted line in the middle.) If
B has finite index, then we show in Corollary 4.16 that this inclusion ⊆
is a finite homomorphism of von Neumann algebras. As the L2-construction is func-
torial for such homomorphisms [BDH11], we can apply L2 to it. Combining this
with (0.4) we obtain a map
(0.5) L2
( )
→ L2
( )
∼= .
In the next step, we need to fill the keyhole in (0.3). Formally, this is done by
applying Connes fusion with a further (small) vacuum sector for B. We fancy this
vacuum sector as the keystone and refer to the result as keystone fusion. On the
2 The reflection along the horizontal axis R×{ 1
2
} provides an orientation reversing identifi-
cation → and this accounts for the fact that the right action of D( ) on L2(D( ))
corresponds to a left action of D( ) on H0(S1,D).
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domain of (0.5) the keystone cancels the algebra . On the target, we simply denote
the result by filling the keyhole with the keystone, the (small) vacuum sector for B.
In this way we obtain, in Proposition 4.18, an isometric embedding
(0.6) = L2
( )
→ .
The existences of this isometric embedding enables us to prove that D ⊛B E is a
defect. To produce the 1⊠ 1-isomorphism from (0.6), we construct, in Proposition
4.29, an isomorphism
(0.7) ∼=
and then define the “1⊠ 1-isomorphism” Ω as the composite of the two maps (0.6)
and (0.7).
It remains to prove that the composite of (0.6) and (0.7) is indeed an iso-
morphism. The proof proceeds as follows: both the domain and the target
of Ω carry commuting actions of the algebras (D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤) = and
(D⊛B E)(S
1
⊥) = . On = L
2
( )
these two actions are clearly each
other’s commutants and so to prove that Ω is an isomorphism it suffices to show
that the same holds for H0(D) ⊠B(I) H0(E) = . That these two actions are
each other’s commutants on this fusion of vacuum sectors, provided as before that
the intermediate net has finite index, is a main technical results of this book:
Theorem C (Haag duality for fusion of defects). The algebras (D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)
and (D⊛B E)(S
1
⊥), associated by the defect D⊛B E to the two halves of the circle,
are each other’s commutants in their action on the fusion H0(D) ⊠B(I) H0(E) of
the vacuum sectors of the defects.
This is established in the text as Theorem 5.2; (see also Corollary 5.9). All of
Chapter 5 is devoted to its proof.
Remark. In constructing the 3-category of conformal nets, it is essential to
know that the 1 ⊠ 1-isomorphism Ω satisfies certain axioms, such as associativity.
In Proposition 4.32 we prove that the isomorphism is appropriately associative, but
unfortunately this is done directly by tracing through the entire construction of Ω.
Better would be to use a characterization of Ω (and thus of composites of multiple
Ω maps) as the unique map satisfying certain properties. Haagerup’s standard form
(that is, the L2-space of a von Neumann algebra) does admit such a characterization:
it is determined up to unique unitary isomorphism by the module structure, the
modular conjugation, and a self-dual cone. There is a natural choice of modular
conjugation on . Thus, to characterize the isomorphism Ω, it suffices to specify
a self-dual cone in that fusion of vacuum sectors. Unfortunately, we do not know
how to construct such a self-dual cone from the self-dual cones of and of .

CHAPTER 1
Defects
1.a. Bicolored intervals and circles
An interval is a smooth oriented 1-manifold diffeomorphic to [0, 1]. We write
Diff(I) for the group of diffeomorphisms of I and Diff0(I) for the subgroup that
fixes a neighborhood of ∂I. A bicolored interval is an interval I (always ori-
ented) equipped with a cover by two closed, connected, possibly empty subsets
I◦, I• ⊂ I with disjoint interiors, along with a local coordinate (that is, an embed-
ding (−ε, ε) →֒ I) at I◦ ∩ I•. We disallow the cases when I◦ or I• consist of a
single point. The local coordinate does not need to preserve the orientation, but is
required to send (−ε, 0] into I◦ and [0, ε) into I•. A bicolored interval necessarily
falls in one of the following three classes:
(1.1) I◦, I• are intervals and I◦∩ I• is a point; the local coordinate is a smooth
embedding (−ε, ε) →֒ I that sends (−ε, 0] to I◦ and [0, ε) to I•;
(1.2) I◦ = I, I• = ∅, and there is no data of local coordinate;
(1.3) I• = I, I◦ = ∅, and there is no data of local coordinate.
An embedding f : J →֒ I from one bicolored interval to another is called color pre-
serving if f−1(I◦) = J◦ and f
−1(I•) = J•. The bicolored intervals form a category
INT◦•, whose morphisms are the color preserving embeddings that respect the local
coordinates (that is, such that the embedding intertwines the local coordinates on
a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0). We let INT◦ and INT• be the full subcat-
egories on the objects of the form (1.2) and (1.3), respectively. Both of them are
canonically isomorphic to INT, the category of uncolored intervals. Elements of
INT◦ and INT• are called white intervals and black intervals, respectively. Those of
type (1.1) are called genuinely bicolored intervals. The full subcategory of genuinely
bicolored intervals is denoted INT .
Similarly, a bicolored circle S is a circle (always oriented) equipped with a cover
by two closed, connected, possibly empty subsets with disjoint interiors S◦, S• ⊂ S,
along with local coordinates in the neighborhood of S◦ ∩ S•. We disallow the cases
when S◦ or S• consists of a single point. A bicolored circle necessarily falls in one
of the following three categories:
(1.4) S◦ and S• ⊂ S are intervals. The intersection S◦∩S• consist of two points
and the two local coordinates are embeddings (−ε, ε) →֒ S sending (−ε, 0]
to S◦ and [0, ε) to S•.
(1.5) S◦ = S, S• = ∅, and there are no local coordinates;
(1.6) S• = S, S◦ = ∅, and there are no local coordinates.
Bicolored circles of type (1.4) are called genuinely bicolored.
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1.b. Definition of defects
Let VN be the category whose objects are von Neumann algebras with sepa-
rable preduals, and whose morphisms are C-linear homomorphisms, and C-linear
antihomomorphisms3.
Recall our definition of conformal nets (see Appendix C). For the following def-
inition of defect, we do not require that the conformal nets A and B are irreducible:
Definition 1.7. Let A and B be two conformal nets. A defect from A to B is
a functor
D : INT◦• → VN
that assigns to each bicolored interval I a von Neumann algebraA(I), and whose re-
strictions to INT◦ and INT• are given by A and B, respectively. It sends orientation-
preserving embeddings to C-linear homomorphisms, and orientation-reversing em-
beddings to C-linear antihomomorphisms. The functor D is subject to the following
axioms:
(i) Isotony: If I and J are genuinely bicolored intervals and f : J →֒ I is an
embedding, then D(f) : D(J)→ D(I) is injective.
(ii) Locality: If J ⊂ I and K ⊂ I have disjoint interiors, then the images of
D(J) and D(K) are commuting subalgebras of D(I).
(iii) Strong additivity: If I = J ∪ K, then the images of D(J) and D(K)
topologically generate D(I).
(iv) Vacuum sector: Let S be a genuinely bicolored circle, I ⊂ S a genuinely
bicolored interval, and j : S → S a color preserving orientation reversing
involution that fixes ∂I. Equip I ′ := j(I) with the orientation induced
from S, and consider the following two maps of algebras:
α : D(I) −→ B(L2D(I))
β : D(I ′)
D(j)−−−→ D(I)op −→ B(L2D(I))
(1.8)
(Here α is the left action of D(I) on L2D(I), and in β, the map D(I)op →
B(L2D(I)) is the right action of D(I) on L2D(I).) Let J ∈ INT◦ ∪ INT•
be a subinterval of I such that J ∩∂I consists of a single point, and equip
J¯ := j(J) with the orientation induced from S. We then require that the
action
(1.9) α⊗ β : D(J)⊗alg D(J¯) −→ B
(
L2D(I)
)
of the algebraic tensor product extends to an action of D(J ∪ J¯).
The defect D is said to be irreducible if for every genuinely bicolored interval I, the
algebra D(I) is a factor. We will write ADB to indicate that D is a defect from A
to B.
Note that in the above definition of a defect D, for an embedding I → J of a
white or black interval I into a genuinely bicolored interval J , the induced map of
von Neumann algebras D(I)→ D(J) is not required to be an injection.
The following properties are consequences of the listed axioms and the cor-
responding properties of conformal nets: inner covariance (Proposition 1.10), the
3An antihomomorphism is a map satisfying f(1) = 1 and f(ab) = f(b)f(a).
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split property (Proposition 1.11), Haag duality (Proposition 1.16), and continuity
(Proposition 1.21).
Inner covariance and the split property. Recall that Diff0(I) is the subgroup
of diffeomorphisms of I that fix some neighborhood of ∂I.
Proposition 1.10 (Inner covariance for defects). Let I be a genuinely bicolored
interval, and let ϕ ∈ Diff0(I) be a diffeomorphism that preserves the bicoloring and
the local coordinate. Then D(ϕ) is an inner automorphism of D(I).
Proof. Write ϕ = ϕ◦ ◦ ϕ• with supp(ϕ◦) ⊂ I◦ and supp(ϕ•) ⊂ I•. Let
{J,K,L} be a cover of I such that J is a white interval, K is a genuinely bicolored
interval, L is a black interval, supp(ϕ◦) is contained in the interior of J , supp(ϕ•) is
contained in the interior of L, and ϕ acts as the identity on K. By inner covariance
for the nets A and B (see Appendix C.I), there are unitaries u ∈ A(J) and v ∈ B(L)
that implement ϕ◦ and ϕ•. Let w be their product in D(I). Then waw
∗ = D(ϕ)a
holds for every a ∈ D(I) that is in the image of A(J), of D(K), or of B(L). By
strong additivity, it therefore holds for every element of D(I). 
Proposition 1.11 (Split property for defects). If J ⊂ I and K ⊂ I are dis-
joint, then the map D(J)⊗alg D(K) → D(I) extends to the spatial tensor product
D(J) ⊗¯D(K).
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that the interval J is entirely
white and that it does not meet the boundary of I (otherwise, replace I by a slightly
larger interval). Let J+ ⊂ I be a white interval that contains J in its interior and
that does not intersect K. Finally, let ι : A(J+) → D(I) be the map induced by
the inclusion J+ →֒ I. By the split property and Haag duality for conformal nets,
the inclusion ιA(J) ⊆ ιA(J+) is split in the sense of Definition B.25. As A(J+)
commutes with D(K), the inclusion ιA(J) → D(K)′ is then also split, where the
commutant is taken in any faithful representation of D(I). Thus,
D(J) ⊗alg D(K) = (ιA(J) ⊕ ker ι)⊗alg D(K)→ D(I)
extends to the spatial tensor product D(J) ⊗¯D(K). 
Vacuum properties. Let S be a genuinely bicolored circle, along with an orien-
tation reversing diffeomorphism j : S → S, compatible with the bicoloring and with
the local coordinates. Let I ⊂ S be an interval whose boundary is fixed by j and
let I ′ := j(I). The Hilbert space H0 := L
2(D(I)) is called the vacuum sector of D
associated to S, I, and j. It is endowed with actions of D(J) for every bicolored
intervals J ⊂ S, as follows. (Recall that bicolored intervals contain at most one
color-change point.) The maps (1.8) provide natural actions of D(J) on H0 for all
subintervals J ⊂ I and J ⊂ I ′. By the vacuum sector axiom for defects, these
extend to the algebras D(J) associated to white and to black subintervals of S. To
define the action ρJ : D(J) → B(H0) of an arbitrary genuinely bicolored interval
J ⊂ S, pick a white interval K1 ⊂ S, a black interval K2 ⊂ S, and diffeomor-
phisms ϕi ∈ Diff0(Ki) such that ϕ1ϕ2(J) does not cross ∂I. If u1 ∈ A(K1) and
u2 ∈ B(K2) are unitaries implementing ϕ1 and ϕ2, then the action on H0 of an
element a ∈ D(J) is defined by
(1.12) ρJ(a) := u
∗
2u
∗
1 ρϕ1ϕ2(J)
(
D(ϕ1ϕ2)(a)
)
u1u2.
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This action is compatible with the actions associated to other intervals, and is
independent of the choices of ϕ1, ϕ2 and u1, u2 (see Lemma 2.5 for a similar
construction in a more general context).
The following result, constructing isomorphisms between different vacuum sec-
tors, is analogous to [BDH13, Cor. 1.16]:
Lemma 1.13. Let S be a genuinely bicolored circle. Let I1 and I2 be genuinely
bicolored subintervals and let j1 and j2 be involutions fixing ∂I1 and ∂I2. Then the
corresponding vacuum sectors L2D(I1) and L
2D(I2) are non-canonically isomorphic
as representations of the algebras D(J) for J ⊂ S.
Proof. If I1 and I2 contain the same color-change point, then let ϕ ∈ Diff(S)
be a diffeomorphism that sends I1 to I2, that intertwines j1 and j2, and that can
be written as ϕ = ϕ◦ ◦ ϕ• where ϕ◦ acts on the white part only and ϕ• acts on the
black part only. Let K be a white interval that contains supp(ϕ◦) in its interior
and let L be a black interval that contains supp(ϕ•) in its interior. Finally, let
u ∈ A(K) and v ∈ B(L) be unitaries implementing ϕ◦ and ϕ•. Then
L2(D(I1))
L2(D(ϕ))−−−−−−→ L2(D(I2)) u
∗v∗−−−→ L2(D(I2))
is the desired isomorphism.
If I1 and I2 contain opposite color-change points, then we may assume without
loss of generality that j1 = j2 and I2 = j1(I1). The isomorphism from L
2(D(I1))
to L2(D(I2)) is then given by L
2(D(j1)). 
Notation 1.14. Given a genuinely bicolored circle S and a defect ADB, we
denote by H0(S,D) the vacuum sector associated to some interval I ⊂ S and some
involution j fixing ∂I. By the previous lemma, that representation of the algebras
D(J) (for J ⊂ S) is well defined up to non-canonical unitary isomorphism.
Our next result, concerning the gluing of vacuum sectors, is a straightforward
generalization of [BDH13, Cor. 1.34] in the presence of defects (compare Appen-
dix C.III). Let S1 and S2 be bicolored circles, let Ii ⊂ Si be bicolored intervals
(whose boundaries do not touch the color change points), and let I ′i be the clo-
sure of Si \ Ii. Assume that there exists an orientation reversing diffeomorphism
ϕ : I2 → I1 compatible with the bicolorings, and let S3 := I ′1 ∪∂I2 I ′2. Assume that
(S3)◦ and (S3)• are connected and non-empty. Then, up to exchanging S1 and S2,
we are in one of the following three situations:
S1 S2  S3 , S1 S2  S3 , S1 S2  S3 .
Equip S1 ∪I2 S2 with a smooth structure that is compatible with the given smooth
structures on S1 and S2 in the sense of [BDH14, Def. 1.4]. That is, provide smooth
structures on S1, S2, and S3 such that there exists an action of the symmetric group
S3 on S1∪I2 S2 (with no compatibility with the bicoloring) that permutes the three
circles and has π|Sa smooth for every π ∈ S3 and a ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
When ADB is a defect, it will be convenient to write H0(S,D) := H0(S,A) if
S is entirely white and H0(S,D) := H0(S,B) if S is entirely black.
Lemma 1.15. Let S1, S2, S3, and ϕ be as above, and let D be a defect. Use
the map D(ϕ) to equip H0(S1, D) with the structure of a right D(I2)-module. Then
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there exists a non-canonical isomorphism
H0(S1, D) ⊠D(I2) H0(S2, D)
∼= H0(S3, D),
compatible with the actions of D(J) for J ⊂ S3.
Proof. Depending on the topology of the bicoloring, we can either identify
H0(S1, D) with L
2(D(I1)) or identify H0(S2, D) with L
2(D(I2)). We assume with-
out loss of generality that we are in the first case.
Let j ∈ Diff−(S1) be an involution that is compatible with the bicoloring and
that fixes ∂I1, and let H0(S1, D) = L
2(D(I1)) be the vacuum sector associated to
S1, I1, and j. We then have
L2(D(I1)) ⊠
D(I2)
H0(S2, D) ∼= L2(D(I2)) ⊠
D(I2)
H0(S2, D) ∼= H0(S2, D) ∼= H0(S3, D),
where the first isomorphism uses L2(D(ϕ)) : L2(D(I2))→ L2(D(I1)op) = L2(D(I1))
and the third one is induced by the map (j ◦ ϕ) ∪ IdI′2 : S2 → S3. 
Haag duality. In certain cases, the geometric operation of complementation cor-
responds to the algebraic operation of relative commutant:
Proposition 1.16 (Haag duality). (1) Let S be a genuinely bicolored circle, let
I ⊂ S be a genuinely bicolored interval, and let I ′ be the closure of the complement
of I in S. Then the algebras D(I) and D(I ′) are each other’s commutants on
H0(S,D).
(2) Let ADB be a defect and let J ∈ INT and K ∈ INT◦ ∪ INT• be subintervals
of I ∈ INT . Assume that J ∪K = I and that J ∩K is a point. Then D(J) is the
relative commutant of (the image of) D(K) in D(I).
Proof. (1) Let j ∈ Diff−(S) be an involution that exchanges I and I ′ and
that is compatible with the bicoloring and the local coordinates. By definition, we
may take H0(S,D) = L
2(D(I)) with the actions of D(I) and D(I ′) provided by
(1.8). The result follows, as the left and right actions of D(I) on L2(D(I)) are each
other’s commutants.
(2) We assume without loss of generality that K ∈ INT◦. Let S := I ∪∂I (I¯) be
a circle formed by gluing two copies of I along their boundary, such that there is a
smooth involution j that exchanges them:
I
JK
Sj
By strong additivity and the first part of the proposition, and considering actions
on H0(S,D) we then have
D(K)′ ∩D(I) = D(K)′ ∩D(I¯)′ = (D(K) ∨D(I¯))′ = D(K ∪ I¯)′ = D(J). 
Canonical quantization. Let S be a bicolored circle and I ⊂ S a genuinely
bicolored interval. Let j ∈ Diff−(S) be an involution that fixes ∂I and that is
compatible with the bicoloring and the local coordinates. Also let K ⊂ S be a white
interval such that j(K) = K. We call a diffeomorphism ϕ ∈ Diff0(K) ⊂ Diff(S)
symmetric if it commutes with j, and set
Diffsym0 (K) :=
{
ϕ ∈ Diff0(K)
∣∣ϕj = jϕ}.
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Given a symmetric diffeomorphism ϕ, we also write ϕ0 ∈ Diff(I) for ϕ|I ; to be
precise, ϕ0 := ϕ|I∩K ∪ idI\K .
For an irreducible defect ADB, we want to understand the automorphism
L2D(ϕ0) of H0(S,D) := L
2D(I), and its relation to the automorphism L2A(ϕ0) of
H0(S,A) := L2A(I), where in these expressions involving A the circle S has now
been painted all white.
By [BDH13, Lem. 2.7] the unitary uϕ := L
2A(ϕ0) on L2A(I) implements ϕ,
that is,
(1.17) A(ϕ)(a) = uϕauϕ∗ for all intervals J ⊆ S and all a ∈ A(J).
Let K ′ be the closure of the complement of K in S. Since uϕ commutes with A(K ′),
we have uϕ ∈ A(K) by Haag duality (Proposition C.4). We call uϕ ∈ A(K) the
canonical quantization of the symmetric diffeomorphism ϕ.
The map Diffsym0 (K) → Diff+(I) given by ϕ 7→ ϕ0 is continuous for the C∞-
topology. The map A : Diff+(I)→ Aut(A(I)) is continuous because A is a continu-
ous functor4. The map Aut(A(I))→ U(L2A(I)) given by ψ 7→ L2(ψ) is continuous
by [Haa75, Prop. 3.5]. Therefore, altogether, ϕ 7→ uϕ defines a continuous map
from the group of symmetric diffeomorphisms of K to U(A(K)).
Lemma 1.18. Let S, I, K, ϕ, ϕ0, and uϕ be as above, let ADB be an irreducible
defect, and let H0 := L
2D(I) be the vacuum sector of D associated to S, I, and j.
Then, letting ρK be the action of A(K) on H0 (given by the vacuum sector axiom),
we have L2(D(ϕ0)) = ρK(uϕ).
SK
supp(ϕ0)
supp(ϕ)
I
Proof. We first show that the map
Diffsym0 (K)→ Aut(D(I))
ϕ 7→ D(ϕ0)(1.19)
is continuous for the C∞ topology on Diffsym0 (K) and the u-topology on Aut(D(I)).
Since Ad(uϕ) = A(ϕ), the operator ρK(uϕ) implements ϕ on H0. In particular,
D(ϕ0) is the restriction of Ad(ρK(uϕ)) under the embedding D(I) →֒ B(H0). The
map
Diffsym0 (K)→ U(A(K))→ U(H0), ϕ 7→ uϕ 7→ ρK(uϕ)
is continuous and lands in the subgroup N := {u ∈ U(H0) |uD(I)u∗ = D(I)}.
Since D(ϕ0) = Ad(ρK(uϕ)) and Ad : N → Aut(D(I)) is continuous [BDH13,
A.18], the map (1.19) is therefore also continuous. Recalling [Haa75, Prop. 3.5]
that L2 : Aut(D(I))→ U(L2D(I)) is continuous, we have therefore shown that
Diffsym0 (K)→ B(H0), ϕ 7→ L2(D(ϕ0))
is a continuous homomorphism.
4 This refers to Haagerup’s u-topology on Aut(A(I)), see [Haa75, Def. 3.4] or [BDH13,
Appendix].
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Recall that ρK(uϕ) implements ϕ. By the same argument as in [BDH13,
Lem. 2.7], L2(D(ϕ0)) also implements ϕ. It follows that
L2(D(ϕ0)) = λϕρK(uϕ)
for some scalar λϕ ∈ S1. Thus, we get a continuous map ϕ 7→ λϕ from the group
of symmetric diffeomorphisms of K into U(1). Our goal is to show that λϕ = 1.
Let JA and JD be the modular conjugations on L
2(A(I)) and L2(D(I)), and
let πK be the natural action of A(K) on L2(A(I)). Since πK(uϕ) = L2(A(ϕ0))
commutes with JA, we have JAπK(uϕ)JA = πK(uϕ). Combined with the fact that
JA implements j [BDH13, Lem. 2.5], this implies the equation
(1.20) A(j)(u∗ϕ) = uϕ.
Applying ρK to (1.20), then, by a straightforward analog of [BDH13, Lem. 2.5], we
learn that JD ρK(uϕ)JD = ρK(uϕ). Since both L
2(D(ϕ0)) and ρK(uϕ) commute
with JD and since the latter is antilinear, the phase factor λϕ must be real. It
follows that λϕ ∈ {±1}.
To finish the argument, note that Diffsym0 (K) is connected and that {±1} is
discrete. The map ϕ 7→ λϕ being continuous, it must therefore be constant. 
Continuity. Given genuinely bicolored intervals I and J , and a neighborhoodN of
I◦∩I•, let Hom(N)(I, J) denote the set of embeddings I → J that preserve the local
coordinate on the whole of N (this only makes sense if N is contained in the domain
of definition of the local coordinate). We equip HomINT◦•(I, J) =
⋃
N Hom
(N)(I, J)
with the colimit of the C∞ topologies on Hom(N)(I, J).
Given two von Neumann algebrasA andB, the Haagerup u-topology on HomVN(A,B)
is the topology of pointwise convergence for the induced map on preduals [BDH13,
Appendix].
Proposition 1.21 (Continuity for defects). Let D : INT◦• → VN be a defect.
Then D is a continuous functor: for bicolored intervals I and J the map
HomINT◦•(I, J)→ HomVN(D(I), D(J))
is continuous with the above topology on HomINT◦•(I, J) and with Haagerup’s u-
topology on HomVN(D(I), D(J)).
Proof. For everyN as above, we need to show that the mapD : Hom(N)(I, J)→
HomVN(D(I), D(J)) is continuous. We argue as in [BDH13, Lem 4.6]. Pick a bi-
colored interval K, and identify I and J with subintervals of K via some fixed
embeddings into its interior. Given a generalized sequence ϕi ∈ Hom(N)(I, J),
i ∈ I, with limit ϕ, and given a vector ξ in the predual of D(J), we need to show
that D(ϕi)∗(ξ) converges to D(ϕ)∗(ξ) in D(I)∗.
Let Diff
(N)
0 (K) be the subgroup of diffeomorphisms of K that fix N and also
fix a neighborhood of ∂K. Pick an extension ϕˆ ∈ Diff(N)0 (K) of ϕ, and let ϕˆn,i ∈
Diff
(N)
0 (K), n ∈ N, be extensions of ϕi such that ‖ϕˆn,i− ϕˆ‖Cn < ‖ϕi−ϕ‖Cn , where
‖ ‖Cn is any norm that induces the Cn topology. Letting F be the filter on N × I
generated by the sets {(n, i) ∈ N× I |n ≥ n0, i ≥ i0(n)} (see [BDH13, Lem 4.6]),
then F -lim ϕˆn,i = ϕˆ in the C∞-topology.
Write Diff
(N)
0 (K) as Diff◦×Diff•, where Diff◦ is the subgroup of Diff(N)0 (K)
consisting of diffeomorphisms whose support is contained in the white part, and
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Diff• is the subgroup of diffeomorphisms whose support is contained in the black
part. The continuity of (1.19) shows that the map Diff
(N)
0 (K)→ Aut(D(K)) : ψ 7→
D(ψ) is continuous when restricted to either Diff◦ or Diff•. The composite
Diff
(N)
0 (K) = Diff◦×Diff• → Aut(D(K))×Aut(D(K)) mult.−−−→ Aut(D(K))
is therefore also continuous. It follows that F -lim D(ϕˆn,i) = D(ϕˆ) in the u-topology
on Aut(D(K)). Given a lift ξˆ ∈ D(K)∗ of ξ, the vectors D(ϕˆn,i)∗(ξˆ) therefore
converge to D(ϕˆ)∗(ξˆ). Composing with the projection π : D(K)∗ ։ D(I)∗, it
follows that D(ϕi)∗(ξ) = π(D(ϕˆn,i)∗(ξˆ)) converges to π(D(ϕˆ)∗(ξˆ)) = D(ϕ)∗(ξ). 
1.c. Examples of defects
Von Neumann algebras as defects, free boundaries, and defects coming
from conformal embeddings. The trivial conformal net C evaluates to C on
every interval [BDH13, Eg. 1.3].
Proposition 1.22. There is a one-to-one correspondence (really an equivalence
of categories) between C-C-defects and von Neumann algebras.
Proof. Given a von Neumann algebra A, the associated defect is
A(I) :=

C if I ∈ INT◦ or I ∈ INT•
A if I ∈ INT and the local coordinate is orientation preserving
Aop if I ∈ INT and the local coordinate is orientation reversing
where Aop denotes the opposite of A.
Conversely, let D be a C-C-defect. Given a bicolored interval I, the orientation
reversing map IdI : I → −I identifies D(−I) with D(I)op , where −I denotes I
with opposite orientation. So we just need to show is that the restriction of D to
the subcategory of genuinely bicolored intervals with orientation preserving maps
(compatible with the local coordinates) is equivalent to a constant functor. By
applying Proposition 1.16, we see that every embedding J → I between two such
intervals induces an isomorphism D(J)→ D(I).
To finish the proof, we need to check that D(φ) = IdD(I) for any φ : I → I.
Pick a neighborhood J ⊂ I of I◦ ∩ I• on which φ is the identity. Then the two
arrows D(J)→ D(I) in the commutative diagram
D(I) D(I)
D(J)
D(φ)
∼= ∼=
are equal to each other, showing that D(φ) = Id. 
Proposition 1.23. Let A be a conformal net. Then the functor ↼A : INT◦• →
VN given by
↼A(I) :=
{
A(I◦) if I◦ 6= ∅,
C otherwise
is an A-C-defect.
Proof. The axioms for defects follow immediately from the corresponding ax-
ioms for A (Appendix C.I). 
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Conformal embeddings provide examples of defects. Recall that a morphism of
conformal nets τ : A → B is a called a conformal embedding [BDH13, §1.5] if
Ad(u) = A(ϕ) ⇒ Ad(τI(u)) = B(ϕ)
for every diffeomorphism ϕ ∈ Diff0(I) and unitary u ∈ A(I).
Proposition 1.24. Let A and B be conformal nets and let τ : A → B be a
conformal embedding. Then
(1.25) Dτ (I) :=
{
A(I) for I ∈ INT◦
B(I) for I ∈ INT ∪ INT•
is an A-B-defect.
Proof. The axioms of isotony, locality, and vacuum sector follow directly from
the corresponding axioms for B. It remains to prove strong additivity. We need to
show that
τ[0,1](A([0, 1])) ∨ B([1, 2]) = B([0, 2]).
For every point x ∈ (0, 1), pick a diffeomorphism ϕx ∈ Diff0([0, 2]) sending 1 to
x, and let ux ∈ A([0, 2]) be a unitary implementing A(ϕx). Since τ is a conformal
embedding, we then have uxbu
∗
x = B(ϕ)(b) for all b ∈ B([0, 2]). Moreover, since
ux ∈ A([0, 2]) = A([0, 1]) ∨ A([1, 2]) ⊂ A([0, 1]) ∨ B([1, 2])
and since ux conjugates B([1, 2]) to B([x, 2]), we have B([x, 2]) ⊂ A([0, 1])∨B([1, 2]).
The argument being applicable to any x ∈ (0, 1), it follows from [BDH13, Lem. 1.4]
that
B([0, 2]) =
∨
x∈(0,1)
B([x, 2]) ⊂ A([0, 1]) ∨ B([1, 2]). 
Defects from Q-systems. Longo and Rehren [Lon94, LR95] showed that given
a conformal net A and a unitary Frobenius algebra object in the category of A-
sectors, one can construct an extension A ⊂ B, where B is a possibly non-local
conformal net.
Here, the unitary Frobenius algebra object is an A-sector A along with unit
and multiplication maps η : H0 → A, µ : A⊠A→ A subject to the relations
µ(η ⊠ idA) = µ(1⊠ η) = idA (unitality)
µ(µ⊠ idA) = µ(idA⊠µ) (associativity)
µ∗µ = (idA⊠µ)(µ
∗
⊠ idA) (Frobenius),
and the normalization µµ∗ = η∗η · idA.5 Here, H0 is the vacuum sector of A (the
identity sector on the identity defect; see Section 2.a) and ⊠ is the operation of
vertical fusion (see Section 2.c).
If one encodes, as is usually done in the literature, the A-sector A by a localized
endomorphism θ : A([0, 1]) → A([0, 1]),6 then a unitary Frobenius structure on A
5This last condition is only appropriate for simple Frobenius algebra objects. The Q-systems
considered below will all correspond to simple Frobenius algebra objects.
6Here, ‘localized’ means that θ restricts to the identity map on A([0, ǫ]) and A([1−ǫ, 1]). One
recovers the sector A from the endomorphism θ by letting the underlying Hilbert space of A be
H0 and twisting the action on the top half of the circle (identified with [0, 1]) by θ.
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can be specified by a choice of two elements w, x ∈ A([0, 1]) (w is the unit and x∗
is the multiplication) satisfying the relations [BKLR14, (4.1)]:
wa = θ(a)w, xθ(a) = θ2(a)x, ∀a ∈ A([0,1]) (source and target of w and x)
w∗x = θ(w∗)x = 1 (unitality)
xx = θ(x)x (associativity)
xx∗ = θ(x∗)x (Frobenius)
w∗w = x∗x = d · 1 (normalization)
for some scalar d. A triple (θ, w, x) subject to this set of equations is called a
Q-system [Lon94].
We now use the Q-system (θ, w, x) to construct an A-A-defect D. Given a
genuinely bicolored interval I, we use the local coordinate to construct a new interval
I+ := I◦∪ [0, 1]∪ I•. As θ is localized, there is a unique extension θ+ of θ to A(I+).
It is determined by requiring θ+(a) = a for a ∈ A(K) with K ⊂ I+ \ (0, 1) and
θ+(a) = θ(a) for a ∈ A([0, 1]). We define D(I) as the algebra generated by A(I+)
and one extra element v, subject to the relations [BKLR14, (4.3)]:
va = θ(a)v ∀a ∈ A(I+),
v∗ = w∗x∗v, vv = xv, w∗v = 1.
(1.26)
The Longo–Rehren non-local extension A ⊂ B associated to the Q-system is defined
such that B(I+) = D(I) [LR95].
Proposition 1.27. Let A be a conformal net, and let (θ, w, x) be a Q-system
in A([0, 1]). Then D, as defined above, is a A-A-defect.
Proof. Isotony for D follows from isotony for A because the map A(I+) →
D(I) : a 7→ av is a bijection. Indeed, D(I) could alternatively be defined to be the
set {av|a ∈ A(I+)} with unit element w∗v, multiplication av · bv := aθ(b)xv, and
star operation (av)∗ := w∗x∗θ(a∗)v.
To prove locality, consider the situation where K ⊂ I are genuinely bicolored,
and J has disjoint interior from K. We need to show that A(J) and D(K) =
A(K+) ∨ {v} commute inside D(I). By locality for A, the algebras A(J) and
A(K+) commute inside A(I+). The algebra A(J) also commutes with v, because
va = θ(a)v and θ|A(J) = id.
To prove strong additivity, consider the situation of a genuinely bicolored in-
terval I that is the union of a black or white interval J and a genuinely bicolored
interval K. By definition the algebra D(I) is generated by A(I+) and v, and simi-
larly D(K) is generated by A(K+) and v. By the strong additivity of A, we have
D(J) ∨D(K) = A(J) ∨ A(K+) ∨ {v} = A(I+) ∨ {v} = D(I).
We now address the vacuum sector axiom. Consider the situation of a genuinely
bicolored interval I and a white subinterval J that touches one of the boundary
points of I (the other case is identical). By the vacuum sector axiom for A, it is
enough to construct a unitary map
u : L2D(I)→ L2A(I+)
that is equivariant with respect to the left and right actions ofA(J). The formula E :
D(I)→ A(I+), E(av) := d−1 ·aw, a ∈ A(I+) defines a conditional expectation, and
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the corresponding orthogonal projection p : L2D(I) → L2A(I+) satisfies pbp∗ =
E(b) for b ∈ D(I) [Kos86, Lem 3.2]. We claim that
u(ξ) :=
√
d · p(vξ)
is the desired unitary map. The map u is both left and right A(J) equivariant
because
u(aξa′) =
√
d ·p(vaξa′) =
√
d ·p(θ(a)vξa′) =
√
d ·p(avξa′) =
√
d ·ap(vξ)a′ = au(ξ)a′
for a, a′ ∈ A(J). To check that it is unitary, we compute
uu∗(ξ) = d · p(vv∗(p∗ξ)) = d · E(vv∗)ξ and
d · E(vv∗) = d · E(vw∗x∗v) = d ·E(θ(w∗x∗)vv) = d ·E(θ(w∗x∗)xv) =
= θ(w∗x∗)xw = θ(w∗)θ(x∗)xw = θ(w∗)xx∗w = 1
and
u∗u(ξ) = d · v∗p∗p(vξ) = d · v∗evξ and
v∗ev = v∗v1v
∗
1v = 1/d
where e = p∗p is the Jones projection, and v1, as in [LR95, Sec 2.5], satisfies
v1v
∗
1 = e and v
∗v1 = 1/
√
d (this last formula holds by substituting v/
√
d in place
of w, and v1 in place of v, in [LR95, (2.14)]; see also [Lon94, (4.3)]). 
Remark 1.28. The considerations in [BKLR14] suggest a generalization of
Proposition 1.27 to the following situation. Let A be a conformal net together
with three Q-systems (θL, wL, xL), (θR, wR, xR), and (θ, w, x). If (θL, wL, xL) and
(θR, wR, xR) are in addition assumed to be commutative, then (1.26) can be used
to define extensions A ⊂ BL and A ⊂ BR, as in [LR95]. If (θ, w, x) is such that
the corresponding non-local extension C contains BL and BR and, moreover, BL
is left-local with respect to C and BR is right-local7 with respect to C, then the
construction D as in Proposition 1.27 should define a BL-BR-defect.
Direct sums and direct integrals of defects.
Lemma 1.29. Let D1 and D2 be A-B-defects. Then their direct sum E :=
D1 ⊕D2 is also an A-B-defect. Here, E is defined by
E(I) = D1(I)⊕D2(I) for I ∈ INT
E(I) = A(I) for I ∈ INT◦ E(I) = B(I) for I ∈ INT•.
Proof. The only non-trivial axiom is strong additivity. Consider the situation
where I = K ∪ J , with J genuinely bicolored and K white. Letting ∆ : A → A⊕2
denote the diagonal map, we need to show that E(I) is equal to the subalgebra
∆A(K) ∨ E(J) ⊂ E(I)
generated by the images of ∆A(K) and E(J). (Note that our notation is a little
bit misleading, as the map ∆A(K)→ E(I) might fail to be injective). Pick a white
7 This means that BL(I) and BR(I) should commute with C(J) whenever I is to the left,
respectively to the right, of J .
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interval L ⊂ J that touches K in a point. Since ∆ is a conformal embedding, it
follows from the previous proof that ∆A(K) ∨ A⊕2(L) = A⊕2(K ∪ L).
K J
L
I
Thus, we have the following equalities between subalgebras of E(I):
∆A(K)∨E(J) = ∆A(K)∨A⊕2(L)∨E(J) = A⊕2(K∪L)∨E(J) = E(I). 
Remark 1.30. By the same argument as above, one can also show that a direct
integral of A-B-defects is an A-B-defect.
Disintegrating defects. We show that defects between semisimple nets can be
disintegrated. We warn the reader that our proof of the corresponding statement
for conformal nets was incomplete:
Correction 1.31. In [BDH13, §1.4, Eq 1.42], we claimed that every confor-
mal net decomposes as a direct integral of irreducible ones. However, the group
Diff(I) is not locally compact and it is not clear that its action on A(I) decomposes
as a direct integral of actions on the irreducible components A(I)x of A(I).8 At
present, we do not know how to fill this gap. This issue with [BDH13, Eq 1.42]
does not affect any of the other results in [BDH13].
The above issue with disintegrating diffeomorphism actions does not arise here when
disintegrating defects, because the relevant actions are inherited from the conformal
nets.
Let D be a defect and let f : J → I be an embedding of genuinely bicolored
intervals. Then one can show as follows that D(f) induces an isomorphism between
Z(D(J)) and Z(D(I)); compare the proof of [BDH13, Prop. 1.40]. We may as
well assume that I and J share a boundary point. Let K be the closure of I \ J .
The image of Z(D(J)) in D(I) commutes with both D(J) and D(K), and so it is
in Z(D(I)) by strong additivity. Conversely, Z(D(I)) commutes with D(K), and
is therefore contained in the image of Z(D(J)) by Haag duality (Proposition 1.16).
As in the case for conformal nets [BDH13, §1.4], we can then introduce an al-
gebra Z(D) that only depends on D, and that is canonically isomorphic to Z(D(I))
for every genuinely bicolored interval I. Disintegrating each D(I) over that algebra,
we can then write
D(I) =
∫ ⊕
x∈X
Dx(I) for every I ∈ INT
where X is any measure space with an isomorphism L∞X ∼= Z(D).
Recall that a conformal net is called semisimple if it is a finite direct sum of
irreducible conformal nets (Appendix C.I). Similarly, we call a defect semisimple if
it is a finite direct sum of irreducible defects.
Lemma 1.32. Any A-B-defect between semisimple conformal nets9 is isomor-
phic to a direct integral of irreducible A-B-defects.
8We thank Sebastiano Carpi for pointing this out.
9Arbitrary direct sums of irreducible conformal nets would also work.
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Proof. Fix a genuinely bicolored interval I. The algebra D(I) disintegrates
as explained above. We first need to show that for K ⊂ I a white subinterval
(respectively a black subinterval), the map A(K) → D(I) (respectively B(K) →
D(I)) similarly disintegrates. It suffices to see that A(K) → D(I) induces maps
A(K)→ Dx(I) for almost every x.
Note that it is in general not true that a map N → ∫ ⊕Mx from a von Neumann
algebra N (even a factor) into a direct integral induces maps N → Mx for almost
every x. This is however true when N is a direct sum of type I factors. Indeed,
letting K ⊂ N be the ideal of compact operators, we obtain maps K → Mx by
standard separability arguments. One then uses the fact that a C∗-algebra homo-
morphism from K into a von Neumann algebra extends uniquely to a von Neumann
algebra homomorphism from N .
We can leverage this observation about direct sums of type I factors to con-
struct the desired maps A(K)→ Dx(I). Consider a slightly larger interval I+ that
contains I, and let K+ ⊂ I+ be a white interval that contains K in its interior.
K
I+
I
K+
By the split property and the semisimplicity of A, we can find an intermediate
algebra A(K) ⊂ N ⊂ A(K+) that is a direct sum of type I factors. The map
N → D(I+) = ∫ ⊕Dx(I+) induces maps ι˜x : N → Dx(I+) for almost every x; let ιx
denote the restriction of ι˜x to A(K). The map
∫ ⊕
ιx : A(K) →
∫ ⊕
Dx(I
+) is the
composite of our original map A(K) → D(I) with the inclusion D(I) →֒ D(I+).
The image of
∫ ⊕
ιx is contained in
∫ ⊕
Dx(I). For almost every x the image of ιx is
therefore contained in Dx(I), and we have our desired maps A(K)→ Dx(I).
Let f : I → I be an embedding of genuinely bicolored intervals. We need to
know that D(f) induces maps Dx(I) → Dx(I) for almost all x. As f fixes the
local coordinate it suffices to consider the case where f is the identity outside of
the interval K used above. We can then extend f to a diffeomorphism f+ : I+ →
I+ that is the identity outside a small neighborhood of K. By inner covariance,
A(f+|K+) is implemented by a unitary u ∈ A(K+). The adjoint action Ad(u)
induces the desired map Dx(I) → Dx(I). Since any genuinely bicolored interval J
is isomorphic to I, we can transport the disintegration of the embedding f : I → I
to a disintegration of any embedding of genuinely bicolored intervals.
The isotony, locality, and strong additivity axioms for Dx are immediate; the
vacuum sector axiom requires a little bit more work, as follows. Let S, I, and J
be as in the formulation of the vacuum sector axiom, and let us assume without
loss of generality that J is white. We need to show that, for almost every x, the
representation of A(J)⊗alg A(J¯) on H0(S,Dx) extends to A(J ∪ J¯). We know that
the corresponding representation of A(J) ⊗alg A(J¯) on H0(S,D) =
∫ ⊕
H0(S,Dx)
does extend to A(J∪J¯); we want to see that this extension disintegrates into actions
of A(J ∪ J¯) on H0(S,Dx). Certainly the action of A(J ∪ J¯) on H0(S,D) commutes
with that of Z(D), but that is not enough to guarantee the action disintegrates into
actions on the individual summands H0(S,Dx). Pick a white interval K ⊂ S that
contains J ∪ J¯ in its interior, and an intermediate algebra A(J ∪ J¯) ⊂ N ⊂ A(K)
that is a direct sum of type I factors. By the same argument as used earlier in this
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proof, the action of N on
∫ ⊕
H0(S,Dx) disintegrates into actions on H0(S,Dx),
and therefore so does the action of A(J ∪ J¯). 
Irreducible defects over semisimple nets. In Section 1.e, we will define the
operation of fusion of defects, which is the composition of 1-morphisms in the 3-
category of conformal nets. That operation does not preserve irreducibility (even
if the conformal nets are irreducible) and so, unlike for conformal nets, it is not
advisable to restrict attention to irreducible defects.
We call a defect D faithful if the homomorphisms D(f) are injective for every
embedding f : I → J of bicolored intervals.
Lemma 1.33. Let A and B be conformal nets, and let D be an A-B-defect that
is irreducible and faithful. Then A and B are irreducible.
Proof. Let S be a genuinely bicolored circle, I ⊂ S a white interval and I ′
the closure of its complement. Since D is irreducible, the vacuum sector H0(S,D)
is acted on jointly irreducibly by the algebras D(J), J ⊂ S.
Since D is faithful, A(I) acts faithfully on H0(S,D). A non-trivial central
projection p ∈ A(I) would thus induce a non-trivial direct sum decomposition
of H0(S,D), contradicting the fact that it is irreducible. Indeed, for a bicolored
interval J ⊂ S, the projection p commutes with both D(J ∩ I) and D(J ∩ I ′). By
strong additivity, p therefore commutes with D(J). 
Here, as for conformal nets [BDH13, §3.1], we have used the split property to
extend the functor D to disjoint unions of bicolored intervals by setting
(1.34) D(I1 ∪ . . . ∪ In) := D(I1) ⊗¯ . . . ⊗¯D(In).
Corollary 1.35. Let A =⊕Ai and B =⊕Bj be semisimple conformal nets,
where Ai and Bj are irreducible. Let D be an irreducible A-B-defect. Then there
exist indices i and j such that D is induced from a faithful irreducible Ai-Bj-defect
under the projections maps A → Ai and B → Bj, respectively. 
The above discussion shows that defects between semisimple conformal nets
can be entirely understood in terms of defects between irreducible conformal nets.
In the rest of this book, we will therefore mostly restrict attention to irreducible
conformal nets.
1.d. The category CN1 of defects
Definition 1.36. Defects form a symmetric monoidal category CN1. An object
in that category is a triple (A,B, D), where A and B are semisimple conformal nets,
and D is a defect from A to B. A morphism between the objects (A,B, D) and
(A′,B′, D′) is triple of natural transformations α : A → A′, β : B → B′, δ : D →
D′, with the property that δ|INT◦ = α and δ|INT• = β. The symmetric monoidal
structure on this category is given by objectwise spatial tensor product.
Recall that a map between von Neumann algebras with finite-dimensional cen-
ters is said to be finite if the associated bimodule AL
2BB is dualizable (Appen-
dix B.VI).
Definition 1.37. A natural transformation τ : D → E between semisimple
defects ADB and CED is called finite if τI : D(I)→ E(I) is a finite homomorphism
for every I ∈ INT◦•.
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Remark 1.38. We believe that the condition of having finite-dimensional cen-
ters is not really needed to define the notion of finite homomorphism between von
Neumann algebras [BDH11, Conj. 6.17]. If that is indeed the case, then we can
extend the notion of finite natural transformations to non-semisimple defects.
Let us denote by CN0 the symmetric monoidal category of semisimple conformal
nets and their natural transformations (Appendix C.I), and by CNf0 the symmetric
monoidal category of semisimple conformal nets all of whose irreducible summands
have finite index (Appendix C.IV), together with the finite natural transformations
(Appendix C.I). Later on, we will denote by CNf1 the symmetric monoidal category
of semisimple defects (between semisimple conformal nets all of whose irreducible
summands have finite index), together with finite natural transformations. The
category CN1 is equipped with two forgetful functors
source : CN1 → CN0 target : CN1 → CN0
given by source(A,B, D) := A and target(A,B, D) := B, respectively, and a functor
(1.39) identity : CN0 → CN1
given by identity(A)(I) := A(I), where we forget the bicoloring of I in order to
evaluate A. We sometimes abbreviate identity(A) by 1A. Note that the above
functors are all compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure.
Remark 1.40. A conformal net A also has a weak identity given on genuinely
bicolored intervals I by I 7→ A(I◦ ∪ [0, 1]∪ I•). That defect is not isomorphic to 1A
in the category CN1. It is nevertheless equivalent to 1A in the sense that there is
an invertible sector between them; see Example 3.5.
1.e. Composition of defects
Given conformal nets A, B, C, and defects ADB and BEC , we will now define
their fusion D⊛B E, which is an A-C-defect if the conformal net B has finite index.
If B does not have finite index, then D⊛B E might still be a defect, but we do not
know how to prove this.
If I is in INT◦ or INT•, then (D⊛BE)(I) is given by A(I) or C(I), respectively.
If I is genuinely bicolored, then we use the local coordinate to construct intervals
I+ := I◦ ∪ [0, 12 ], I++ := I◦ ∪ [0, 32 ], +I := [− 12 , 0] ∪ I•, ++I := [− 32 , 0] ∪ I•,
bicolored by
I+◦ = I
++
◦ = I◦, I
+
• = [0,
1
2 ], I
++
• = [0,
3
2 ],
+I• =
++I• = I•,
+I◦ = [− 12 , 0], ++I◦ = [− 32 , 0].
Let J := [0, 1] and consider the maps J → I++• →֒ I++ and J → ++I◦ →֒ ++I given
by x 7→ 32−x and x 7→ x− 32 , respectively. These embeddings induce homomorphisms
D(I++) ← B(J)op and B(J) → E(++I) that we use to form the fusion of the von
Neumann algebras D(I++) and E(++I) (Definition B.8). We define
(1.41)
(
D ⊛B E
)
(I) :=

A(I) for I ∈ INT◦
D(I++)⊛B(J) E(
++I) for I ∈ INT
C(I) for I ∈ INT•
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Pictorially, this is
(1.42)
(
D ⊛B E
)( )
:= D
( )
⊛
B( ) E
( )
If I is genuinely bicolored then, by Proposition 1.16, we have(
D ⊛B E
)
(I) =
(
D(I++) ∩ B(J)op ′) ∨ (E(++I) ∩ B(J)′) = D(I+) ∨ E(+I),
where the algebras act on H⊠B(J)K for some faithful D(I
++)-module H and some
faithful E(++I)-module K. Therefore, we obtain the following equivalent definition
of composition of defects:
Definition 1.43. The algebra (D ⊛B E)(I) is the completion of the
algebraic tensor product D
(
I+
)⊗alg E(+I) inside B(H⊠B(J)K), where
H is a faithful D(I++)-module, and K is a faithful E(++I)-module.
We conjecture that that D ⊛B E is always an A-C-defect. Our first main theorem
says that this holds when B has finite index.
Main Theorem 1.44. Let A, B, and C be irreducible conformal nets, and let
us assume that B has finite index. If D is a defect from A to B, and E a defect
from B to C, then D ⊛B E is a defect from A to C.
Proof. We first prove isotony. Let I1 ⊂ I2 be genuinely bicolored intervals,
let H be a faithful D(I++2 )-module and let K be a faithful E(
++I2)-module. By
the isotony property of D and E, the actions of D(I++1 ) on H and of E(
++I1) on
K are faithful. Therefore, both (D ⊛B E)(I1) and (D ⊛B E)(I2) can be defined as
subalgebras of B(H ⊠B(J)K). It is then clear that (D⊛B E)(I1) is a subalgebra of
(D ⊛B E)(I2).
We next show locality and strong additivity. Let J ⊂ I and K ⊂ I be bicolored
intervals whose union is I and that intersect in a single point. We assume without
loss of generality that K is white and that I and J are genuinely bicolored. In
particular, we then have +I = +J . By the strong additivity of D, we have
A(K) ∨ (D ⊛B E)(J) = A(K) ∨D(J+) ∨E(+J) = D(I+) ∨E(+I) = (D ⊛B E)(I),
which proves that D ⊛B E is also strongly additive. Since D satisfies locality, the
images of A(K) and D(J+) commute in D(I+). The algebra D(I+) commutes
with E(+I) = E(+J) by the definition of ⊛. It follows that all three algebras
A(K), D(J+), and E(+J) commute with one another. The algebras A(K) and
(D ⊛B E)(J) therefore also commute, as required.
The vacuum sector axiom is much harder. Let us first assume that D and E
are irreducible. Let J ⊂ I be as in the formulation of the vacuum sector axiom
(Definition 1.7), and let us assume without loss of generality that J is white. We
need to show that the A(J)⊗alg A(J¯)-module structure on L2((D⊛B E)(I)) given
by (1.8, 1.9) extends to an action of A(J ∪ J¯). This will follow from the existence of
an injective homomorphism from L2((D⊛BE)(I)) into some other A(J)⊗alg A(J¯)-
module that is visibly an A(J ∪ J¯)-module. The desired homomorphism is (4.19)
and will be constructed in Proposition 4.18. The fact that A(J ∪ J¯) acts on the
codomain of (4.19) is an immediate consequence of the vacuum sector axiom for D.
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For general defects D and E, write them as direct integrals D =
∫ ⊕
Dx and
E =
∫ ⊕
Ey of irreducible defects, and note that D⊛BE =
∫∫ ⊕
Dx⊛BEy is a defect
by Remark 1.30. 
In view of Corollary 1.35 and the fact that any defect between semisimple
conformal nets can be disintegrated into irreducible defects (Lemma 1.32), the above
theorem generalizes in a straightforward way to the situation where A, B, and C are
not necessarily irreducible but merely semisimple: in this case, if all the irreducible
summands of B have finite index, then the composition of an A-B-defect with a
B-C-defect is an A-C-defect.
One might hope that composition of defects induces a functor
(1.45) composition : CN1 ×CN0 CN1 → CN1.
However, some caution is needed. First, we used the finite index condition on B for
our proof that D ⊛B E is a defect. Second and more important, the operation of
fusion of von Neumann algebras is only functorial with respect to isomorphisms of
von Neumann algebras: given homomorphisms A1 ← Cop1 , C1 → B1 and A2 ← Cop2 ,
C2 → B2 it is not true that a triple of maps a : A1 → A2, b : B1 → B2, c : C1 → C2
(subject to the obvious compatibility conditions) induces a map
(1.46) a⊛c b : A1 ⊛C1 B1 → A2 ⊛C2 B2.
Moreover, requiring that the maps a, b, and c be finite homomorphisms does not
help to construct the map (1.46). However, unlike the fusion of von Neumann
algebras, the composition of defects is functorial for more than just isomorphisms.
Proposition 1.47. Let a : A1 → A2, b : B1 → B2, and c : C1 → C2 be
natural transformations between irreducible conformal nets. Let A1D1 B1 , A2D2 B2 ,
B1E1 C1 , and B2E2 C2 be defects, and let d : D1 → D2, e : E1 → E2 be natural
transformations such that d|INT◦ = a, d|INT• = e|INT◦ = b, and e|INT• = c. If the
natural transformation b is finite (Appendix C.I), then the above maps induce a
natural transformation
D1 ⊛B1 E1 → D2 ⊛B2 E2.
Moreover, if Bi have finite index, D and E are semisimple, and d and e are fi-
nite, then the defects Di⊛BiEi are semisimple and the above natural transformation
is finite.
Proof. Given a genuinely bicolored interval I, we need to construct a homo-
morphism (D1 ⊛B1 E1)(I) → (D2 ⊛B2 E2)(I). We assume without loss of gen-
erality that d and e are faithful (otherwise, their kernels are direct summands).
Let H be a faithful D2(I
++)-module, and let K be a faithful E2(
++I)-module.
By [BDH11, Thm. 6.23], the natural transformation b induces a bounded linear
map H ⊠B1(J) K → H ⊠B2(J) K, which is surjective by construction. That map is
equivariant with respect to the homomorphismD1
(
I+
)⊗algE1(+I)→ D2(I+)⊗alg
E2
(
+I
)
, and therefore induces a map from the completion of D1
(
I+
) ⊗alg E1(+I)
in B(H ⊠B1(J) K) to the completion of D2
(
I+
)⊗alg E2(+I) in B(H ⊠B2(J) K).
Let us now assume that the conformal nets Bi have finite index, the defects
D and E are semisimple, and the natural transformations d and e are finite. The
semisimplicity of Di ⊛Bi Ei is then the content of Theorem 3.6, and the homomor-
phism (D1 ⊛B1 E1)(I)→ (D2 ⊛B2 E2)(I) is finite by [BDH11, Lem. 7.18]. 
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We do not know whether the functor (1.45) exists as stated. However, instead of
trying to compose over the full category CN0 of semisimple conformal nets, we can
restrict attention to the subcategory CNf0 ⊂ CN0 of semisimple conformal nets all
of whose irreducible summands have finite index, together with their finite natural
transformations. If we let CN1 ×CNf0 CN1 be a shorthand notation for CN1 ×CN0
CN
f
0 ×CN0 CN1, then the composition functor
(1.48) composition : CN1 ×CNf0 CN1 → CN1
exists by Theorem 1.44 and Proposition 1.47.
1.f. Associativity of composition
It will be convenient to work with the square model S1 := ∂[0, 1]2 of the “stan-
dard circle” (see the beginning of Chapter 2) and to use the following notation.
Notation 1.49. Given real numbers a < b and c < d and M = [a, b]×[c, d], we
let
∂⊏M := ({a}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{c, d}) ∂ M := ({a}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{d})
∂⊐M := ({b}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{c, d}) ∂ M := ({a}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{c})
∂⊓M := ({a, b}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{d}) ∂ M := ({b}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{d})
∂⊔M := ({a, b}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{c}) ∂ M := ({b}×[c, d]) ∪ ([a, b]×{c})
be the subsets of ∂M hinted by the pictorial superscript.
Definition 1.50. The standard bicolored circle is S1 = ∂[0, 1]2 with bicoloring
S1◦ = ∂
⊏([0, 12 ]× [0, 1]) and S1• = ∂⊐([ 12 , 1]× [0, 1]). The upper half of this circle
is S1⊤ = ∂
⊓([0, 1]× [ 12 , 1]), and the standard involution is (x, y) 7→ (x, 1 − y). The
vacuum sector associated to the standard bicolored circle, its upper half, and its
standard involution, is
H0(D) := L
2(D(S1⊤)).
It has left actions of D(I) for every interval I ⊂ S1 such that (12 , 0) and (12 , 1) are
not both in I and {(12 , 0), (12 , 1)} ∩ ∂I = ∅.
The fiber product ∗ of von Neumann algebras was studied in [Tim08]. It is
an alternative to the fusion ⊛ of von Neumann algebras which remedies the formal
shortcomings of the fusion operation (see Appendix B.IV). In view of this, one might
rather have defined the composition of defects as
(1.51)
(
D ∗B E
)
(I) :=

A(I) for I ∈ INT◦
D(I++) ∗B(J) E(++I) for I ∈ INT
C(I) for I ∈ INT•
where I++, ++I, and J are as in (1.41). This is related to the previous defini-
tion (1.41) as follows. Let S1 be the standard bicolored circle (see Definition 1.50),
with upper and lower halves S1⊤ and S
1
⊥.
Lemma 1.52. Let ADB and BEC be defects, with corresponding vacuum sectors
H := H0(D) and K := H0(E). Viewed as algebras acting on H⊠BK, we then have
(D ∗ E)(S1⊤) =
(
(D ⊛ E)(S1⊥)
)′
and (D ∗ E)(S1⊥) =
(
(D ⊛ E)(S1⊤)
)′
.
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Proof. Using a graphical representation as in (1.42), we have:
(D ∗ E)(S1⊤) = D
( ) ∗
B( ) E
( )
=
(
D
( )′ ⊗alg E( )′)′ (commutants taken on H ,K, and H ⊠B K, respectively)
=
(
D
( )⊗alg E( ))′
=
(
D
( ) ∨ E( ))′ = ((D ⊛ E)(S1⊥))′.
where the third equality follows by Haag duality (Proposition 1.16). The second
equation is similar. 
When the conformal net B has finite index (and conjecturally even without that
restriction), the two definitions of fusion (1.41) and (1.51) actually agree:
Theorem 1.53. Let ADB and BEC be defects. If B has finite index, then for
every bicolored interval I the inclusion
(1.54)
(
D ⊛B E
)
(I) →֒ (D ∗B E)(I)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. If I ∈ INT◦ or I ∈ INT•, then there is nothing to show. Recall the
Notation 1.49. For I := ∂⊓([0, 1]×[ 12 , 1]), with bicoloring I◦ := Ix≤ 12 and I• := Ix≥ 12 ,
the equality (D⊛B E)(I) = (D ∗B E)(I) is the content of Corollary 5.9. The result
follows as every genuinely bicolored interval is isomorphic to this interval. 
Using the above theorem, the associator
(1.55)
(
D ⊛B E
)
⊛C F ∼= D ⊛B
(
E ⊛C F
)
is then induced from the associator for the operation ∗ of fiber product of von
Neumann algebras. If I is a genuinely bicolored interval, then evaluating the two
sides of (1.55) on I yields
(1.56)
(
D(I++) ∗
B(J)
E(K)
)
∗
C(J′)
F (++I) and D(I++) ∗
B(J)
(
E(K) ∗
C(J′)
F (++I)
)
,
where
I++ = I◦ ∪ [0, 32 ], K = [− 32 , 32 ], ++I = [− 32 , 0] ∪ I•, J = J ′ = [0, 1],
and the embeddings I++ ←֓ J →֒ K ←֓ J ′ →֒ ++I are as in (1.41). The associator
relating the two sides of (1.56) (see [Tim08, Prop. 9.2.8] for a construction) is
the desired natural isomorphisms (1.55). The properties of (1.55) can then be
summarized by saying that it provides a natural transformation
(1.57) associator : CN1 ×CNf0 CN1 ×CNf0 CN1 CN1
that is an associator for the composition (1.48). This associator satisfies the pen-
tagon identity by the corresponding pentagon identity for the operation ∗.

CHAPTER 2
Sectors
We will use the constant speed parametrization to identify the standard circle
{z ∈ C : |z| = 1} with the boundary of the unit square ∂[0, 1]2. Under our identi-
fication, the points 1, i, −1, and −i get mapped to (1, 12 ), (12 , 1), (0, 12 ), and (12 , 0),
respectively.
Recall the Notation 1.49. Our standard circle S1 = ∂[0, 1]2 has a standard
bicoloring given by S1◦ := ∂
⊏([0, 12 ]×[0, 1]) and S1• := ∂⊐([ 12 , 1]×[0, 1]). Let INTS1
be the poset of subintervals of S1, and let INTS1,◦• be the sub-poset of intervals
I ⊂ S1 such that (I ∩S1◦ , I ∩S1•) is a bicoloring. Thus, an interval I is in INTS1,◦• if
neither of the color-change points (12 , 0) and (
1
2 , 1) are in its boundary, and if both
I ∩ S1◦ and I ∩ S1• are connected (possibly empty). We view INTS1,◦• as a (non-full)
subcategory of INT◦•.
2.a. The category CN2 of sectors
The elements of INTS1,◦• naturally fall into four classes:
INTS1,◦
INTS1,•
INTS1,⊤
INTS1,⊥
:= {I ⊂ S1 | I ∩ S1• = ∅}
:= {I ⊂ S1 | I ∩ S1◦ = ∅}
:= {I ⊂ S1 | (12 , 1) ∈ I \ ∂I and (12 , 0) 6∈ I}
:= {I ⊂ S1 | (12 , 0) ∈ I \ ∂I and (12 , 1) 6∈ I}.
(2.1)
Definition 2.2. Let A and B be conformal nets, and let ADB and AEB be
A-B-defects. A D-E-sector is a Hilbert space H , equipped with homomorphisms
ρI : A(I)→ B(H) for I ∈ INTS1,◦
ρI : D(I)→ B(H) for I ∈ INTS1,⊤
ρI : B(I)→ B(H) for I ∈ INTS1,•
ρI : E(I)→ B(H) for I ∈ INTS1,⊥
(2.3)
subject to the condition ρI |J = ρJ whenever J ⊂ I. Moreover, if I ∈ INTS1,⊤ and
J ∈ INTS1,⊥ are intervals with disjoint interiors, then ρI(D(I)) and ρJ(E(J)) are
required to commute with each other. We write DHE to indicate that H = (H, ρ)
is a D-E-sector. If D = E, then we say that H is a D-sector.
Pictorially we will draw a D-E-sector as follows:
A B
D
E
H
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The thin line stands for the conformal net A and the thick line stands for B.
Remark 2.4. If I ∈ INTS1,⊤ and J ∈ INTS1,⊥ are disjoint intervals, we do not
require that the action of D(I)⊗algE(J) extends to an action of D(I) ⊗¯E(J).
Recall from Proposition 1.22 that if A and B are both equal to the trivial
conformal net C, then a C-C-defect may be viewed simply as a von Neumann
algebra. A D-E-sector between two such defects is given by a bimodule between
the corresponding von Neumann algebras.
The following lemma is a straightforward analog of [BDH13, Lem. 1.9].
Lemma 2.5. Let S1 be the standard bicolored circle, and let {Ii ⊂ S1} be a
family of bicolored intervals whose interiors cover S1. Suppose that we have actions
ρi : A(Ii)→ B(H), for Ii ∈ INTS1,◦
ρi : D(Ii)→ B(H), for Ii ∈ INTS1,⊤
ρi : B(Ii)→ B(H), for Ii ∈ INTS1,•
ρi : E(Ii)→ B(H), for Ii ∈ INTS1,⊥ ,
subject to the following two conditions: 1. ρi|Ii∩Ij = ρj|Ii∩Ij , 2. if J ⊂ Ii and
K ⊂ Ij are disjoint, then ρi(A(J)) commutes with ρj(A(K)). Then these actions
endow H with the structure of a D-E-sector.
Proof. Given an interval J ⊂ S1, pick a diffeomorphism ϕ ∈ Diff+(S1) that
is trivial in a neighborhood N of the two color changing points, and such that
ϕ(J) ⊂ Ii0 for some Ii0 in our cover. Write ϕ = ϕn ◦ . . . ◦ ϕ1 for diffeomorphisms
ϕk that are trivial on N and whose supports lie in elements of the cover. Let uk be
unitaries implementing ϕk (Proposition 1.10). Upon identifying uk with its image
(under the relevant ρi) in B(H), we set
(2.6) ρJ (a) := u
∗
1 . . . u
∗
nρi0
(
ϕ(a)
)
un . . . u1.
Here we have used ϕ(a) as an abbreviation for A(ϕ)(a), D(ϕ)(a), B(ϕ)(a), or
E(ϕ)(a), depending on whether J is a white, top, black, or bottom interval. Fi-
nally, as in the proof of [BDH13, Lem. 1.9], one checks that ρJ |K = ρIℓ |K for any
sufficiently small interval K ⊂ J ∩ Iℓ, and then uses strong additivity to conclude
that ρJ |J∩Iℓ = ρIℓ |J∩Iℓ . 
As before let S1⊤ = ∂
⊓([0, 1]×[ 12 , 1]) and S1⊥ = ∂⊔([0, 1]×[0, 12 ]) be the upper and
lower halves of the standard bicolored circle.
Definition 2.7. Sectors form a category that we call CN2. Its objects are quin-
tuples (A,B, D,E,H), where A, B are semisimple conformal nets, D, E are A-B-
defects, andH is aD-E-sector. A morphism from (A,B, D,E,H) to (A′,B′, D′, E′, H ′)
consists of four compatible invertible natural transformations
α : A → A′, β : B → B′, δ : D → D′, ε : E → E′,
along with a bounded linear map h : H → H ′ that is equivariant in the sense that
ρ′I(α(a)) ◦ h = h ◦ ρI(a), ρ′I(β(b)) ◦ h = h ◦ ρI(b),
ρ′I(δ(d)) ◦ h = h ◦ ρI(d), ρ′I(ε(e)) ◦ h = h ◦ ρI(e),
for a ∈ A(I), b ∈ B(I), d ∈ D(I), e ∈ E(I), and I ∈ INTS1,◦, INTS1,•, INTS1,⊤,
INTS1,⊥ respectively.
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There is also a symmetric monoidal structure on CN2 given by objectwise spatial
tensor product for the functors A, B, D, E, and by tensor product of Hilbert spaces.
The category CN2 is equipped with two forgetful functors
sourcev : CN2 → CN1 targetv : CN2 → CN1
called ‘vertical source’ and ‘vertical target’, given by sourcev(A,B, D,E,H) =
(A,B, D) and targetv(A,B, D,E,H) = (A,B, E). They satisfy
source ◦ sourcev = source ◦ targetv and target ◦ sourcev = target ◦ targetv.
Provided we restrict to the subcategory CNf1 ⊂ CN1 whose objects are semisimple
defects between semisimple conformal nets and whose morphisms are finite natural
transformations (another option is to allow all defects between semisimple conformal
nets but restrict the morphisms to be only the isomorphisms), there is also a ‘vertical
identity’ functor
(2.8) identityv : CN
f
1 → CN2
that sends an A-B-defect D to the object (A,B, D,D,H0(D)) of CN2. Here, the
vacuum sector H0(D) := L
2(D(S1⊤)) = L
2(D( )) is as described in Definition
1.50. We represent it pictorially as follows:
(2.9) identityv
(
ADB
)
= A B
D
D
H0(D) = A B
D
D
L2 (D( ))
We reserve this darker shading of the above squares for vacuum sectors. Note that
it is essential to restrict to the subcategory CNf1 ⊂ CN1 because the L2-space con-
struction is only functorial with respect to finite homomorphisms of von Neumann
algebras [BDH11] (see also [BDH11, Conj. 6.17]).
Remark 2.10. We will see later, in Warning 6.8, that we will have to further
restrict our morphisms, and only allow natural isomorphisms between defects (even
if the defects are semisimple). This will render otiose the subtleties related to
[BDH11, Conj. 6.17]; in particular, there is no need to restrict to semisimple
defects.
2.b. Horizontal fusion
Consider the translate S1+ := ∂([1, 2]× [0, 1]) ⊂ R2 of the standard circle S1 =
∂ [0, 1]2, and let INTS1+,◦, INTS1+,•, INTS1+,⊤, INTS1+,⊥ be the obvious analogs of (2.1).
Given conformal nets A, B, C, defects ADB, AEB, BFC , BGC , and sectors DHE ,
FKG, let us replace the structure maps (2.3) of K by actions
ρI : B(I)→ B(K) for I ∈ INTS1+,◦
ρI : F (I)→ B(K) for I ∈ INTS1+,⊤
ρI : C(I)→ B(K) for I ∈ INTS1+,•
ρI : G(I)→ B(K) for I ∈ INTS1+,⊥
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by precomposing with the translation. Let J be {1} × [0, 1] = S1 ∩ S1+, with the
orientation inherited from S1+. The algebra B(J) has actions of opposite variance
on H and on K, so it makes sense to take the Connes fusion
H ⊠B K := H ⊠B(J) K.
We now show that H ⊠B K is a (D⊛B F )-(E ⊛B G)-sector. Given I ∈ INTS1,◦•, let
I+ be the subinterval of ∂([0, 2]× [0, 1]) given by
I+ := I if I ∈ INTS1,◦,
I+ := I + (1, 0) if I ∈ INTS1,•,
I+ := I◦ ∪
(
[ 12 ,
3
2 ]× {1}
) ∪ (I• + (1, 0)) if I ∈ INTS1,⊤,
I+ := I• ∪
(
[ 12 ,
3
2 ]× {0}
) ∪ (I• + (1, 0)) if I ∈ INTS1,⊥.
For I ∈ INTS1,◦ and I ∈ INTS1,•, the structure maps (2.3) are given by the obvious
actions ofA(I+) and C(I+) on the Hilbert spaceH⊠BK. For an interval I ∈ INTS1,⊤
or I ∈ INTS1,⊥, the algebras that act on H ⊠B(J) K are given by
D
(
(I+ ∩ S1) ∪ J
)
⊛B(J) F
(
J ∪ (I+ ∩ S1+)
)
and E
(
(I+ ∩ S1) ∪ J
)
⊛B(J) G
(
J ∪ (I+ ∩ S1+)
)(2.11)
respectively—see Appendix B.IV. Upon identifying the intervals (I+ ∩ S1) ∪ J and
J ∪ (I+ ∩ S1+) of (2.11) with the intervals I++ and ++I of (1.41), we see that the
algebras (2.11) are equal to
(
D ⊛B F
)
(I) and
(
E ⊛B G
)
(I), respectively. We can
now define the functor of horizontal fusion
(2.12) fusionh : CN2 ×CNf0 CN2 → CN2
by fusionh
(
(A,B, D,E,H), (B, C, F,G,K)) := (A, C, D ⊛B F, E ⊛B G, H ⊠B K).
Here, as in (1.48), CN2 ×CNf0 CN2 is a shorthand notation for CN2 ×CN0 CN
f
0 ×CN0
CN2, and the relevant maps CN2 → CN0 are target ◦ sourcev and source ◦ sourcev,
respectively.
Pictorially, we understand the functor fusionh as the operation of gluing two
squares along a common edge as follows:
fusionh
(
A B
D
E
H , B C
F
G
K
)
= A C
D⊛BF
E⊛BG
H ⊠
B(|)
K
The associator for fusionh is induced by the usual associator for Connes fusion. It
consists of a natural transformation
(2.13) associatorh : CN2 ×CNf0 CN2 ×CNf0 CN2 CN2,
and satisfies the pentagon identity.
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2.c. Vertical fusion
Unlike horizontal fusion, vertical fusion is not the operation of gluing two
squares along a common edge. Rather, it consists of gluing those two squares
along half of their boundary:
fusionv
(
A B
D
E
H , A B
E
F
K
)
=
D
H
F
K
.
A sector is called dualizable if it has a dual with respect to the operation of
vertical fusion; equivalently:
Definition 2.14. A D-E-sector H between semisimple defects is called dual-
izable if it is dualizable (Appendix B.VI) as an S1⊤(D)–S
1
⊥(E)-bimodule.
We now describe in detail the functor fusionv of vertical fusion. Given conformal
nets A, B, defects ADB, AEB, AFB, and sectors DHE , EKF , we want to construct
a D-F -sector H ⊠E K. Let S
1
⊤ = ∂
⊓([0, 1]×[ 12 , 1]) and S1⊥ = ∂⊔([0, 1]×[0, 12 ]) be the
top and bottom halves of our standard circle ∂[0, 1]2, and let j : S1⊤
∼−→ S1⊥ be the
reflection map along the horizontal symmetry axis. The algebra E(S1⊤) has two
actions
E(S1⊤)
op E(j)−−−→ E(S1⊥)→ B(H)
E(S1⊤) −−−−−−−−−−−−→ B(K)
of opposite variance on H and K, and so it makes sense to take the Connes fusion
H ⊠E K := H ⊠E(S1⊤) K.
To see that H⊠EK is a D-F -sector, we have to show that the algebras A(I), B(I),
D(I), and F (I) act on it for I ∈ INTS1,◦, INTS1,•, INTS1,⊤, INTS1,⊥, respectively.
We first treat the case I ∈ INTS1,◦. If I is contained in S1⊤ (or S1⊥), then the
action of A(I) on H ⊠E K is induced by its action on H (or K). If I contains the
point (0, 12 ) in its interior, then the algebra
(2.15) E(I ∪ S1⊥) ⊛
E(S1⊤)
E(I ∪ S1⊤)
acts on H ⊠E(S1⊤) K, where the homomorphism E(S
1
⊤) → E(I ∪ S1⊥)op implicit in
(2.15) is given by E(j). We observe, as follows, that there is a canonical homo-
morphism (typically not an isomorphism) from A(I) to the algebra (2.15). In the
definition of that fusion product, we are free to chose any faithful E(I∪S1⊥)-module
and any faithful E(I ∪ S1⊤)-module (see Appendix B.IV): let us take both of them
to be the vacuum H0(E). Then, by definition, the algebra (2.15) is generated on
H0(E)⊠E(S1⊤) H0(E)
∼= H0(E)
by E(I∪S1⊥)∩E(S1⊥)′ and E(I∪S1⊤)∩E(S1⊤)′. By the strong additivity, vacuum, and
locality axioms, we have natural homomorphisms (the first one is an isomorphism
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when E is a faithful defect):
A(I) → E(I ∩ S1⊤) ∨E(I ∩ S1⊥)
→ (E(I ∪ S1⊥) ∩E(S1⊥)′) ∨ (E(I ∪ S1⊤) ∩ E(S1⊤)′)
= E(I ∪ S1⊥)⊛E(S1⊤) E(I ∪ S
1
⊤).
Composing this composite with the action of (2.15) on H ⊠E K gives our desired
action of A(I).
By the same argument, we also have actions of B(I) on H⊠EK for I ∈ INTS1,•.
Furthermore, there are actions of D(S1⊤) and F (S
1
⊥) on H ⊠E K coming from their
respective actions on H and on K. We can therefore apply Lemma 2.5 to all the
actions constructed so far, and conclude that H ⊠E K is a D-F -sector.
One might expect vertical fusion to be a functor CN2×CN1CN2 → CN2. However,
just like the vertical identity (2.8) which is only a functor on the smaller category
CN
f
1 , and the horizontal fusion which is only a functor on the restricted product
CN2×CNf0 CN2, so too vertical fusion only gives a functor on the restricted product:
(2.16) fusionv : CN2 ×CNf1 CN2 → CN2
fusionv
(
(A,B, D,E,H), (A,B, E, F,K)) := (A, B, D, F, H ⊠E K).
The restriction is necessary to ensure the Connes fusion H ⊠E K is functorial with
respect to the relevant natural transformations of the defect E [BDH11].
The associator for vertical fusion
(2.17) associatorv : CN2 ×CNf1 CN2 ×CNf1 CN2 CN2
comes from the associator of Connes fusion and satisfies the pentagon identity.
There are also ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ identity natural transformations,
(2.18) unitort : CN2 CN2, unitorb : CN2 CN2
that describe the way fusionv and identityv interact. Given a sector DHE , they
provide natural isomorphisms
(2.19) DH0(D)⊠D HE ∼= DHE and DH ⊠E H0(E)E ∼= DHE
subject to the usual triangle axioms. Strictly speaking, the source functor of unitort
is only defined on the subcategory CNf1 ×CN1 CN2 of CN2, and so the transformation
unitort itself is only defined on that subcategory. Similarly, unitorb is only defined
on the subcategory CN2 ×CN1 CNf1 .
CHAPTER 3
Properties of the composition of defects
3.a. Left and right units
Units are a subtle business. One might guess that the left unit is a natural iso-
morphism CN1 CN1 whose source is the functor composition◦((identity◦source)×
idCN1) and whose target is the identity functor. (Here idCN1 : CN1 → CN1 is the
identity functor and identity : CN0 → CN1 takes a net to the identity defect, as
in (1.39).) But, unfortunately, in general there is no such natural isomorphism.
Instead, we have the following ‘weaker’ piece of data: a functor
unitortl : CN
f
1 → CN2
(‘tl’ stands for top left) with the property that
sourcev ◦ unitortl = composition ◦ ((identity ◦ source)× idCNf1 )
and targetv ◦ unitortl = idCNf1 .
This functor takes values in sectors that are invertible with respect to vertical fusion.
Its construction is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let ADB be a defect. Then 1⊛D := identity(A)⊛AD is given on
genuinely bicolored intervals I by(
1⊛D
)
(I) = D(<I)
where <I := I◦ ∪ [0, 1] ∪ I• with bicoloring <I◦ := I◦ ∪ [0, 1] and <I• := I•.
Similarly, on genuinely bicolored intervals we have
(D ⊛ 1)(I) = D(I>)
where I> := I◦ ∪ [0, 1] ∪ I• with bicoloring I>◦ := I◦ and I>• := [0, 1] ∪ I•.
Proof. We prove the first statement; the second one is entirely similar. Con-
sider the intervals K := { 12} × [0, 1], J := I◦ ∪ [0, 12 ] × {1}, J+ := J ∪ K,
+I := ([ 12 , 1] × {1}) ∪ I•, and ++I := +I ∪ K. These intervals are bicolored by
+I• =
++I• = I• and K• = J• = J
+
• = ∅.
I
I◦ I•  
J+
<I
++I
J +I
K
Extend the map [0, 12 ]× {1} → K : (t, 1) 7→ (12 , t+ 12 ) to an embedding f : J → K
so that K \f(J) is non-empty. Using A(f), we can then equip L2(A(K)) with a left
action of A(J). Combining this left action with the natural right action of A(K),
we get a faithful action of A(J)⊗algA(K)op on L2(A(K)), which extends to A(J+)
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by the vacuum sector axiom for conformal nets (see Appendix C.I). Pick a faithful
D(++I)-module H . By definition,(
1⊛D
)
(I) = A(J+)⊛A(K) D(++I)
is the von Neumann algebra generated by A(J) and D(+I) on the Hilbert space
L2(A(K)) ⊠A(K) H ∼= H . This algebra is equal to D(J ∪ +I) = D(<I) by strong
additivity. 
Recall that our standard circle S1 is the square ∂[0, 1]2. Let
S1
p
:= ∂
(
[0, 12 ]×[ 12 , 1]
)
, S1
q
:= ∂
(
[ 12 , 1]×[ 12 , 1]
)
,
S1x := ∂
(
[0, 12 ]×[0, 12 ]
)
, S1y := ∂
(
[ 12 , 1]×[0, 12 ]
)
be the four “quarter circles”. Let us also pick, once and for all, a diffeomorphism
φ
p
: S1p ∪ [0, 1] → S1p (here (12 , 1) ∈ S1p is glued to 0 ∈ [0, 1]) whose derivative is
equal to one in a neighborhood of the boundary. The three mirror images of φ
p
are
called φ
q
: [0, 1] ∪ S1q → S1q , φx : S1x ∪ [0, 1]→ S1x , and φy : [0, 1] ∪ S1y → S1y :
φ
p
: φ
q
: φx : φy :
We are now ready to define the functor
(3.2) unitortl : CN1 → CN2.
It assigns to every A-B-defect D an invertible (1⊛D)-D-sector. As a Hilbert space,
unitortl(D) is simply the vacuum sector H0(D). Let S be the bicolored circle with
white half S◦ := S
1
◦ ∪( 12 ,1) [0, 1] and black half S• := S1• . One should imagine S as
being the standard bicolored circle S1, to which an extra white interval [0, 1] has
been inserted at the top—see (3.4). In view of Lemma 3.1, a (1 ⊛ D)-D-sector is
the same thing as a Hilbert space H equipped with compatible actions of D(I) for
every bicolored interval I ⊂ S. Let φˆ
p
: S → S1 be the diffeomorphism given by
φ
p
on S1p ∪ [0, 1], and by the identity on the complement. The (1 ⊛ D)-D-sector
structure on H0(D) = unitortl(D) is given by letting D(I) act by the composition
of D(φˆ
p
) : D(I)→ D(φˆ
p
(I)) with the natural action of D(φˆ
p
(I)) on H0(D).
We also have functors
unitortr : CN
f
1 → CN2
unitorbl : CN
f
1 → CN2
unitorbr : CN
f
1 → CN2
(3.3)
that are defined in a similar fashion. The underlying Hilbert spaces of unitortr(D),
unitorbl(D), and unitorbr(D) are all H0(D), and they are equipped with the struc-
tures of (D ⊛ 1)-D-sector, D-(1 ⊛ D)-sector, and D-(D ⊛ 1)-sector, respectively.
Let S, S, and S be the bicolored circles given by S◦ := S
1
◦ , S• := [0, 1] ∪( 12 ,1) S1• ,
S◦ := S
1
◦ ∪( 12 ,0) [0, 1], S• := S1• , and S◦ := S1◦ , S• := [0, 1] ∪( 12 ,0) S1• :
(3.4) S = S = S = S = .
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By Lemma 3.1, a (D⊛1)-D-sector structure on a Hilbert space is the same thing as
a collection of compatible actions of the algebras D(I) for every bicolored interval
I ⊂ S. Similarly, being a D-(1⊛D)-sector means that there are compatible actions
ofD(I) for every I ⊂ S, and beingD-(D⊛1)-sector means that there are compatible
actions of D(I) for every I ⊂ S. We equip H0(D) with the above structures by the
appropriate analogs φˆ
q
: S → S1, φˆx : S → S1, φˆy : S → S1 of φˆp , defined as φq , φx,
φy on the relevant subintervals, and as the identity on the rest.
Example 3.5. Given a non-trivial conformal net A, the identity defect 1A :=
identity(A) : I 7→ A(I) is not isomorphic to 1A ⊛A 1A. The defect 1A ⊛A 1A is
the weak identity for A discussed in Remark 1.40. It maps a genuinely bicolored
interval I to A(I◦ ∪ [0, 1] ∪ I•). As a way of distinguishing those two defects, note
that the intersection ⋂
J⊂I, genuinely
bicolored
(
1A ⊛A 1A
)
(J) = A([0, 1])
is non-trivial, which is not the case if 1A ⊛A 1A is replaced by 1A in the above
expression.
The invertible sector between 1A and 1A ⊛A 1A is the vacuum module of A
associated to the “circle” constructed by inserting a copy of [0, 1] at the point
(12 , 1) ∈ ∂[0, 1]2.
3.b. Semisimplicity of the composite defect
Given two semisimple defects (finite direct sums of irreducible defects), we can
ask whether their fusion is again a semisimple defect. From now on, we always
assume that our conformal nets are irreducible. The purpose of this section is to
prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.6. Let ADB and BEC be semisimple defects. If the conformal net B
has finite index, then for any genuinely bicolored interval I the algebra (D⊛BE)(I)
has finite dimensional center.
In light of Theorem 1.44 (whose proof, note well, depends on Theorem 3.6, via
Corollary 4.16 and Proposition 4.18), we can rephrase this result as follows:
Corollary 3.7. The fusion of two semisimple defects ADB and BEC , over a
finite index conformal net B, is a semisimple A-C-defect.
Detecting semisimplicity. We begin with a few lemmas.
Lemma 3.8. Let A, B be von Neumann algebras and let H be a faithful A–B-
bimodule. If the algebra of A–B-bimodule endomorphisms of H is finite-dimensional,
then A is a finite direct sums of factors.
Proof. The center of A acts faithfully by A–B-bimodule endomorphisms. It
is therefore finite-dimensional. 
From now on, we fix a faithful defect ADB, and denote its vacuum sector H0.
Recall that our standard circle is S1 := ∂[0, 1]2, and that its top and bottom halves
are denoted S1⊤ and S
1
⊥.
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Notation 3.9. Given an interval I ⊂ S1 that contains the two color-change
points (12 , 0) and (
1
2 , 1) in its interior, we define an algebra D˜(I) ⊂ B(H0) as follows.
It is the algebra generated byD(I1) andD(I2), where I1 and I2 are any two intervals
covering I with the property that (12 , 1) 6∈ I1 and (12 , 0) 6∈ I2. By strong additivity,
the algebra D˜(I) does not depend on the choice of covering.
Lemma 3.10. Let I ⊂ S1 be an interval containing both color-change points in
its interior. If D is an irreducible defect, then D˜(I) is a factor.
Proof. Let I ′ be the closure of S1\I. The center of D˜(I) commutes with both
D(I) and D(I ′). Since D(S1⊤ ∩ I) and D(S1⊤ ∩ I ′) generate D(S1⊤), Z(D˜(I)) com-
mutes with D(S1⊤). Similarly, Z(D˜(I)) commutes with D(S
1
⊥). Therefore, Z(D˜(I))
acts on H0 by D(S
1
⊤)–D(S
1
⊥)
op-bimodule automorphisms. If D˜(I) was not a factor,
that action could be used to construct a non-trivial direct sum decomposition of
H0 = L
2(D(S1⊤)), contradicting the irreducibility of D. 
Finiteness of the defect vacuum as a 4-interval bimodule (splitting ).
Notation 3.11. Let S1 = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 be a partitioning of the standard
bicolored circle into four intervals so that I1 and I4 are genuinely bicolored, and
so that each intersection Ii ∩ Ii+1 (cyclic numbering) is a single point. For such a
partition, we let Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) denote the commutant of D(I2 ∪ I4) = D(I2) ⊗¯D(I4)
acting on the vacuum sector H0(D).
Similarly, if A is a conformal net and S1 = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 is a partitioning
of the standard (not bicolored) circle, we let Aˆ(I1 ∪ I3) denote the commutant of
A(I2 ∪ I4) = A(I2) ⊗¯A(I4) on the vacuum sector H0(A).
Note that the choice of ambient circle does not affect the resulting algebras
Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) and Aˆ(I1 ∪ I3): they only depend (up to canonical isomorphism) on the
intervals I1 and I3, and on the bicoloring of those intervals.
Lemma 3.12. Let I1, I2, I3, I4 be as in Notation 3.11. Assume furthermore
that I2 and I3 are white. Write I1 = J1 ∪ J2, with J1 genuinely bicolored, J2 white,
and J1 ∩ J2 a single point:
(3.13)
I1
I4
I3
I2 J2 J1
Then there is a natural action of the algebra Aˆ(J2∪I3) on the vacuum sector H0(D),
and we have Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) = D(J1) ∨ Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3).
Proof. We assume that D is faithful; otherwise D = 0 (since A and B are
irreducible) and there is nothing to show. By Haag duality for A, the algebra
Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3) is A(J2 ∪ I2 ∪ I3) ∩A(I2)′, where the commutant is taken in the action
on H0(A). The algebra A(J2 ∪ I2 ∪ I3) also naturally acts on H0(D), and therefore
so does Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3). Because of the faithfulness assumption, the algebra Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3)
may equally well be expressed as A(J2 ∪ I2 ∪ I3) ∩A(I2)′, where the commutant is
now interpreted with respect to the action on H0(D).
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By Lemma B.26,
D(J1) ∨ Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3) = D(J1) ∨
(A(J2 ∪ I2 ∪ I3) ∩ A(I2)′)
is equal to(
D(J1) ∨ A(J2 ∪ I2 ∪ I3)
) ∩ A(I2)′ = D(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3) ∩ A(I2)′
=
(
D(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3)′ ∨ A(I2)
)′
.
The last algebra is equal to
(
D(I4) ∨ A(I2)
)′
= D(I2 ∪ I4)′ by Haag duality for
defects (Proposition 1.16). 
Lemma 3.14. Let I1, I2, I3, I4 be arranged as in (3.13). Assuming D is irre-
ducible, then A(I2) is the relative commutant of Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) inside D(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3).
Proof. By Lemma B.28, we have A(I2) =
(A(I2)∨D(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3)′)∩D(I1 ∪
I2 ∪ I3). This algebra is equal to (A(I2) ∨D(I4)) ∩D(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3) = Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3)′ ∩
D(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3). 
In the next Lemma we will use the notion of minimal index [A : B] of a subfactor
B ⊆ A; see Appendix B.VII for a definition.
Lemma 3.15. Let A be a conformal net with finite index µ(A), and let ADB be
an irreducible defect. Let I1, I2, I3, I4 be arranged as in (3.13). Then [Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) :
D(I1 ∪ I3)] ≤ µ(A).
Proof. Note that Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) and D(I1 ∪ I3) = D(I1) ⊗¯A(I3) are both factors.
Let us decompose I1 into intervals J1, J2 as in (3.13). By Lemma 3.12, we have
Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3) ∨D(J1) = Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3).
We also have
A(J2 ∪ I3) ∨D(J1) = D(I1 ∪ I3).
By definition µ(A) = [Aˆ(J2 ∪ I3) : A(J2 ∪ I3)]. The result follows because the
minimal index cannot increase under the operation − ∨ D(J1), see (B.20) in Ap-
pendix B.VII. 
Remark 3.16. We will see later, in Corollary 5.20, that in fact we have an
equality [Dˆ(I1 ∪ I3) : D(I1 ∪ I3)] = µ(A).
Finiteness implies semisimplicity. We can now prove the semisimplicity of the
fusion of semisimple defects.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Because the defects D and E are semisimple, we
may write them as finite direct sums of irreducible defects: D =
⊕
Di and E =⊕
Ej . Fusion of defects is compatible with direct sums(⊕
Di
)
⊛B
(⊕
Ej
)
=
⊕
ij
Di ⊛B Ej .
It therefore suffices to assume D and E are irreducible, and to show that for I
genuinely bicolored, the von Neumann algebra (D ⊛ E)(I) has finite-dimensional
center.
Without loss of generality, we assume that I = S1⊤. Let H := H0(D) and
K := H0(E) be the vacuum sectors of D and E. The algebra D˜(∂
⊏[0, 1]2) acts on
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H (see notation 3.9). Similarly, the algebra E˜(∂⊐[0, 1]2) acts on K. Let us denote
those two algebras graphically by D˜( ) and E˜( ).
The Hilbert space H ⊠B K is a faithful (D⊛E)(S
1
⊤) – (D⊛E)(S
1
⊥) -bimodule.
So by Lemma 3.8, it is enough to show that the algebra of bimodule endomor-
phisms of H ⊠K is finite-dimensional. This algebra of endomorphisms is equal to
the algebra of D˜( )-E˜( )-endomorphisms of H ⊠ K. Note that the algebras
D˜( ) and E˜( ) are factors by Lemma 3.10. If a bimodule has finite statistical
dimension (see Appendix B.VII), then its algebra of bimodule endomorphisms is
finite dimensional [BDH11, Lem. 4.10]. It is therefore enough to show that the
statistical dimension of H ⊠B K as a D˜( )-E˜( )-bimodule is finite.
Using the multiplicativity of the statistical dimension with respect to Connes
fusion (B.14) the dimension in question can be computed as
dim
(
D˜( )H ⊠B KE˜( )
)
= dim
(
D˜( )HB( )
)
· dim
(
B( )KE˜( )
)
.
So it suffices to argue that the dimension of H as a D˜( )-B( )-bimodule and the
dimension of K as a B( )-E˜( )-bimodule are finite. This is the content of Lemma
3.17 below. 
Before proceeding, let us fix new names for certain subintervals of our standard
circle:
I1 := ∂
(
[0, 34 ]× [0, 12 ]
)
I2 := [
3
4 , 1]× {0}
I3 := {1} × [0, 1] I4 := ∂
(
[0, 1]×[ 12 , 1]
)
I1
I2
I3
I4
Given a defect ADB, let us also introduce the following shorthand notations:
D234 := D(I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4) D24 := B(I2) ⊗¯D(I4) B3 := B(I3)
Dˆ24 :=
(
D(I1) ⊗¯ B(I3)
)′
D˜412 := D(I4) ∨D(I1 ∪ I2).
Lemma 3.17. Let B be a conformal net with finite index and let ADB be an irre-
ducible defect. Then H0(D) has finite statistical dimension as a D˜412–B3-bimodule.
Proof. The statistical dimension of H0(D) as a D˜412–B3-bimodule is the
square root of the minimal index of the subfactor B3 ⊆ D˜′412, see (B.15) and the
definition of minimal index in Appendix B.VII. Therefore, we need to show that
[D˜′412 : B3] < ∞. We know by Lemma 3.14 (with A and B interchanged) that the
algebra B3 is the relative commutant of Dˆ24 inside D234. The algebra D˜′412 is the
relative commutant of D24 inside D234, as can be seen by taking the commutant of
the equation (D′24∩D234)′ = D24∨D′234 = D˜412. The index is unchanged by taking
commutants, and can only decrease under the operation −∩D234 by (B.19). Thus
[D˜′412 : B3] = [D′24 ∩D234 : Dˆ′24 ∩D234] ≤ [Dˆ24 : D24],
and we have already seen in Lemma 3.15 that [Dˆ24 : D24] ≤ µ(B) <∞. 
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Finiteness of the defect vacuum as a 4-interval bimodule (splitting ).
We record the following finiteness result, somewhat similar to Lemma 3.15, for
future reference.
Let I1, I2, I3, I4 now be the four sides of our standard bicolored circle:
I2 I4
I1
I3
The intervals I1 and I3 are genuinely bicolored, I2 is white, and I4 is black.
Proposition 3.18. Let A and B be conformal nets with finite index, and let
ADB be an irreducible defect. Then the vacuum sector H0(D) has finite statistical
dimension as a D(I1) ∨D(I3) – (A(I2) ∨ B(I4))op-bimodule.
Proof. Consider the following intervals:
J1 := [
3
4 , 1]× {0} J2 := I4 J3 := [ 34 , 1]× {1} J4 := [ 14 , 34 ]× {1}
J5 := [0,
1
4 ]× {1} J6 := I2 J7 := [0, 14 ]× {0} J8 := [ 14 , 34 ]× {0}
which we draw here:
J6 J2
J7 J8 J1
J5 J4 J3
It will be convenient to introduce a graphical notation for the subalgebras ofB(H0(D))
used in this proof:
:= D(J1 ∪ J2 ∪ J3 ∪ J4 ∪ J5 ∪ J6 ∪ J7) := D(J4)
:= B(J1 ∪ J2 ∪ J3) ∨ A(J5 ∪ J6 ∪ J7) := D(J8)
:= B(J1) ∨D(J3 ∪ J4 ∪ J5) ∨ A(J7) := B(J2) ∨ A(J6)
:= Bˆ(J1 ∪ J3) ∨D(J4) ∨ Aˆ(J5 ∪ J7) := B(J2) ∨ A(J6) ∨D(J8)
:= Bˆ(J1 ∪ J3) ∨ Aˆ(J5 ∪ J7) := B(J1 ∪ J3) ∨ A(J5 ∪ J7),
where, as in 3.11, Aˆ(J5 ∪ J7) is the relative commutant of A(J6) in A(J5 ∪ J6 ∪ J7)
and Bˆ(J1 ∪J3) is the relative commutant of B(J2) in B(J1 ∪J2 ∪J3). Note that
is the commutant of since, by Lemma B.26, we have
= ∨
(
∩
( )′)
=
(
∨
)
∩
( )′
= ∩
( )′
=
(
∨
)′
.
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In particular, the algebra is a factor.
We have to show that[(
D(I1) ∨D(I3)
)′
: A(I2) ∨ B(I4)
]
<∞.
Using Haag duality and strong additivity, note that the algebra (D(I1) ∨ D(I3))′
is the relative commutant of inside . Similarly, it follows from Lemma B.28
that the algebra A(I2) ∨ B(I4) is the relative commutant of in :
=
(
∨
( )′)
∩ = ∩ =
( )′
∩ .
By (B.19) and (B.20), we then have[(
D(I1) ∨D(I3)
)′
: A(I2) ∨ B(I4)
]
=
[
∩
( )′
: ∩
( )′]
≤
[
:
]
=
[
∨ : ∨
]
≤
[
:
]
= µ(A)µ(B). 
CHAPTER 4
A variant of horizontal fusion
In Section 2.b we saw how to define the horizontal fusion of two sectors. We
will now define a variant of the horizontal fusion, called keystone fusion, which itself
depends on an intermediate construction we refer to as keyhole fusion. In Section
4.d, we will show that horizontal fusion and keystone fusion are in fact naturally
isomorphic, and we will construct a canonical isomorphism Φ between them. That
isomorphism will be essential in our construction of the 1⊠1-isomorphism Ω (4.31).
Recall that we implicitly assume that all our conformal nets are irreducible.
4.a. The keyhole and keystone fusion
Recall the Notation 1.49. Consider the intervals Il := ∂
⊐([2/3, 1]×[0, 1]), Ir :=
∂⊏([1, 4/3]×[0, 1]), and I := Il ∩ Ir . Orient Il and Ir counterclockwise, and orient
I so that the inclusion I →֒ Ir is orientation preserving—see (4.1). The inclusion
I →֒ Il is then orientation reversing. Let J be the closure of (Il ∪ Ir) \ I. We orient
J so that it agrees with the orientation of Il on J ∩ Il. We draw these intervals as
follows:
(4.1) Il = , Ir = , I = and J = .
Given a conformal net A with finite index, we will define three functors
F, G0, G : A(Il)-modules × A(Ir)-modules → A(J)-modules.
These operations will be called respectively the fusion, the keyhole fusion, and the
keystone fusion, and will be denoted graphically as follows:
F (Hl, Hr) = Hl Hr , G0(Hl, Hr) = Hl Hr , G(Hl, Hr) = Hl Hr .
When we want to stress the dependence on the conformal net A, we will denote
these functors FA, G0,A, GA.
The ordinary horizontal fusion. The functor F is defined by fusion over A(I):
using the orientation preserving inclusion I →֒ Ir , any left A(Ir)-module is also a
left A(I)-module, and using the orientation reversing inclusion I0 →֒ Il, any left
A(Il)-module is also a right A(I)-module. We can therefore define the horizontal
fusion functor as follows:
F (Hl, Hr) := Hl ⊠A(I) Hr.
Write J as J1⊔J2; we obtain actions ofA(J1) andA(J2) onHl⊠A(I)Hr, by [BDH13,
Cor. 1.29]. Note that in the case Hl = L
2A(Il) and Hr = L2A(Ir), the actions of
A(J1) and A(J2) extend to an action of A(J) = A(J1) ⊗¯A(J2); the same therefore
holds for arbitrary Hl and Hr. The only difference between the functor F and the
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functor fusionh from (2.12) is that they have somewhat different source and target
categories—the main construction is identical in both functors.
The keyhole fusion. We will need to name a few more manifolds. Let
I˜l := ∂
⊐([2/3, 5/6]×[0, 1])
Su := ∂([5/6, 7/6]×[2/3, 1])
Sd := ∂([5/6, 7/6]×[0, 1/3])
I˜r := ∂
⊏([7/6, 4/3]×[0, 1])
Sm := ∂([5/6, 7/6]×[1/3, 2/3])
K := (Su ∪ Sd) ∩ (I˜l ∪ I˜r).
We draw these as
(4.2) I˜l = , I˜r = , Su = , Sm = , Sd = and K = .
The intervals I˜l and I˜r are oriented counterclockwise, as were Il and Ir . The mani-
folds Su, Sm and Sd are conformal circles via their constant speed parametrizations
and are also oriented counterclockwise. (A conformal circle is a circle together with
a homeomorphism with S1 that is only determined up to orientation preserving
conformal diffeomorphisms of S1.) Finally, the manifold K inherits its orientation
from Su ∪Sd. Note that the inclusion K →֒ I˜l ∪ I˜r is orientation reversing. We will
also need the reflection j along the horizontal axis y = 1/2.
Let us fix orientation preserving identifications φl : I˜l
∼=→ Il and φr : I˜r ∼=→
Ir that are symmetric with respect to the reflection j, restrict to the identity in
a neighborhood of ∂I˜l = ∂Il and ∂I˜r = ∂Ir, and satisfy φl(5/6, t) = (1, t) and
φr(7/6, t) = (1, t) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Using these identifications, any A(Il)-module
becomes an A(I˜l)-module and any A(Ir)-module becomes an A(I˜r)-module. We
can now define the keyhole fusion functor as follows:
G0(Hl, Hr) :=
(
Hl ⊗Hr
)
⊠
A(K)
(
H0(Su)⊗H0(Sd)
)
,
where H0(Su) and H0(Sd) are the canonical vacuum sectors; see (C.1). The right-
hand side is an instance of what we call cyclic fusion—see Appendix B.III. In the
notation of cyclic fusion, we have
G0(Hl, Hr) =
Hl ⊠
A(K1)
H0(Su) ⊠
A(K2)
Hr ⊠
A(K3)
H0(Sd) ⊠
A(K4)
where K1 = I˜l ∩ Su, K2 = I˜r ∩ Su, K3 = I˜r ∩ Sd, and K4 = I˜l ∩ Sd, appropriately
oriented. It follows from [BDH13, Cor. 1.29] that the algebras A(J ∩ (I˜l ∪ I˜r)) and
A(J ∩ (Su ∪ Sd)) generate an action of A(J) on G0(Hl, Hr).
The keystone fusion. Note that the algebra
A
( )
⊛
A( )
A
( )
has a natural left action on G0(Hl, Hr) commuting with the action of A(J). This
algebra can be identified with A(Sm)op ∼= A(−Sm), where −Sm denotes the circle
Sm equipped with the opposite (i.e., clockwise) orientation. Here, we use the exten-
sion of A from intervals to 1-manifolds constructed in [BDH14, Sec. 1.A]; see also
Appendix C.VI. By definition,10 the algebra A(Sm) is generated by all the A(I),
for I ⊂ Sm, acting on the Hilbert space .
10For this, we implicitly identify the surfaces and Sm × [0, 1].
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By Theorem C.9, the algebra A(Sm) contains a direct summand that is canon-
ically isomorphic to B(H0(Sm,A)). We can therefore define the keystone fusion
functor as follows:
G(Hl, Hr) := G0(Hl, Hr) ⊠A(Sm) H0(Sm).
Moreover, sinceB(H0(Sm,A)) andA(J) commute onG0(Hl, Hr), there is a residual
action of A(J) on the Hilbert space G(Hl, Hr).
Fusion and keystone fusion are isomorphic. We will show presently that the
functors
F, G : A(Il)-modules × A(Ir)-modules → A(J)-modules
are naturally isomorphic to one another, and then later (in Proposition 4.29) con-
struct a specific such natural isomorphism.
We use the following straightforward generalization of Lemma B.24.
Lemma 4.3. Let F,G : A1-modules × A2-modules → B-modules be normal
functors (see Appendix B.VIII), and let Mi be a faithful Ai-module, for i = 1, 2.
Then, in order to uniquely define a natural transformation a : F → G, it is enough
to specify its value on (M1,M2) and to check that for each pair (r1, r2) with ri ∈
EndA(Mi), the diagram
F (M1,M2) F (M1,M2)
G(M1,M2) G(M1,M2)
F (r1,r2)
G(r1,r2)
aM1,M2 aM1,M2
commutes. 
Using Theorem C.8 and the above lemma, we prove that the two different
versions of horizontal fusion are naturally isomorphic to each other:
Proposition 4.4. There exists a natural isomorphism between the fusion func-
tor F and the keystone fusion functor G.
Proof. Consider the circles
Sl := ∂([0, 1]×[0, 1]), Sr := ∂([1, 2]×[0, 1]) Sb := ∂([0, 2]×[1, 2])
S˜l := ∂([0, 5/6]× [0, 1]), S˜r := ∂([7/6, 2]× [0, 1])
Sˆl := ∂([0, 5/6]× [0, 1] ∪ [5/6, 7/6]× [0, 1/3]∪ [5/6, 7/6]× [2/3, 1])
which we draw as follows:
(4.5)
Sl = , Sr = , Sb = ,
S˜l = , S˜r = , and Sˆl =
(‘b’ stands for big). The identifications φl : I˜l
∼=→ Il and φr : I˜r ∼=→ Ir induce
isomorphisms H0(S˜l) ∼= H0(Sl) and H0(S˜r) ∼= H0(Sr) that are equivariant with
respect to A(I ′l) and A(I ′r) (here, I ′l and I ′r are the closures of Sl \Il and Sr \Ir,
respectively). From the isomorphismH0(Sˆl) ∼= H0(Sd)⊠A(K4)H0(S˜l)⊠A(K1)H0(Su)
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it follows that G0
(
H0(Sl), H0(Sr)
)
represents the Hilbert space of an annulus; see
Appendix C.V. Using Theorem C.8 we therefore have
G0
(
H0(Sl), H0(Sr)
)
= H0(S˜l) ⊠
A(K1)
H0(Su) ⊠
A(K2)
H0(S˜r) ⊠
A(K3)
H0(Sd) ⊠
A(K4)
∼= H0(Sˆl) ⊠
A(K2)
H0(S˜r) ⊠
A(K3)
∼=
⊕
λ∈∆
Hλ(−Sm)⊗Hλ¯(Sb).
We draw the above isomorphisms as follows:
G0
(
H0(Sl), H0(Sr)
)
=
∼=−→ ∼=−→
⊕
λ∈∆
λ
⊗ λ¯ .
Note that the two isomorphisms intertwine the natural actions of {A(I)}I⊂Sb and
{A(I)}I⊂−Sm . We can now compute
G
(
H0(Sl), H0(Sr)
)
:= G0
(
H0(Sl), H0(Sr)
)
⊠A(Sm) H0(Sm)
∼=
(⊕
λ∈∆
Hλ(−Sm)⊗Hλ¯(Sb)
)
⊠A(Sm) H0(Sm)
∼=
(
H0(−Sm)⊗H0(Sb)
)
⊠B(H0(Sm)) H0(Sm)
∼= H0(Sb)⊗
(
H0(−Sm)⊠B(H0(Sm)) H0(Sm)
)
∼= H0(Sb)⊗ C ∼= H0(Sb).
(4.6)
Combining (4.6) with the non-canonical isomorphism F (H0(Sl), H0(Sr)) ∼= H0(Sb)
from (C.5), we get an isomorphism
ϕ : G(H0(Sl), H0(Sr))
∼=−→ F (H0(Sl), H0(Sr)),
compatible with the actions of A(I ′l ) and of A(I ′r).
Since H0(Sl) and H0(Sr) are faithful A(Il)- and A(Ir)-modules, we can use
Lemma 4.3 to finish the argument: it remains only to check that ϕ is equivariant
with respect to all r1 ∈ EndA(Il)(H0(Sl)) and r2 ∈ EndA(Ir)(H0(Sr)). That equiv-
ariance follows immediately from Haag duality for nets (Proposition C.4) and the
fact that ϕ is equivariant with respect to A(I ′l ) and A(I ′r). 
Unfortunately, the above proposition is not sufficient for our purposes: it does
not construct a natural isomorphism ΦA : FA → GA, but only proves that one
exists. This leaves unsettled, for instance, the question of whether these natural
isomorphisms can be chosen so that ΦA⊗B = ΦA⊗ΦB. In the following sections, we
will construct a canonical choice of such natural isomorphisms for which the desired
symmetric monoidal property is clear.
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4.b. The keyhole fusion of vacuum sectors of defects
Let Sl, Sr, Sb, S˜l, S˜r, Su, Sm, Sd, Il, Ir , I˜l, I˜r , K be as in (4.1), (4.2), and
(4.5). We bicolor Sl, Sr, S˜l, S˜r by setting
(Sl)◦ := (Sl)x≤ 12 (Sl)• := (Sl)x≥
1
2
(Sr)◦ := (Sr)x≤ 32 (Sr)• := (Sr)x≥
3
2
(S˜l)◦ := (S˜l)x≤ 12 (S˜l)• := (S˜l)x≥
1
2
(S˜r)◦ := (S˜r)x≤ 32 (S˜r)• := (S˜r)x≥
3
2
.
(4.7)
Denote by j the reflection across the horizontal axis y = 1/2, and let
Sl,⊤ :=(Sl)y≥ 12 Sr,⊤ :=(Sr)y≥
1
2
Sb,⊤ := (Sb)y≥ 12
S˜l,⊤ :=(S˜l)y≥ 12 S˜r,⊤ :=(S˜r)y≥
1
2
I˜l,⊤ :=(I˜l)y≥ 12 I˜r,⊤ :=(I˜r)y≥
1
2
.
Let A, B, C be conformal nets, and let ADB and BEC be defects. We are interested
in evaluating G0 := G0,B on the vacuum sectors
H0(Sl, D) := L
2(D(Sl,⊤)) and H0(Sr, E) := L
2(E(Sr,⊤))
from Definition 1.50. These have compatible actions of the algebras {D(I)}I⊂Sl
and {E(I)}I⊂Sr respectively. In particular, they are respectively B(Il)- and B(Ir)-
modules, and so we can apply the functor G0.
Let us also define
H0(S˜l, D) := L
2(D(S˜l,⊤)) and H0(S˜r, E) := L
2(E(S˜r,⊤)).
Recall that the definition of the functor G0 uses identifications φl : I˜l
∼=−→ Il and
φr : I˜r
∼=−→ Ir to endow H0(Sl, D) with a B(I˜l)-action, and H0(Sr, D) with a B(I˜r)-
action. We write φ∗lH0(Sl, D) and φ
∗
rH0(Sl, D) for the resulting S˜l-sector of D and
S˜r-sector of E. (Here, given a bicolored circle S and a defect D, a Hilbert space is
called an S-sector of D if it has compatible actions of D(I) for all bicolored intervals
I ⊂ S—compare Appendix C.V.) Recall that the maps φl and φr were chosen to
commute with j, and to be the identity near to the boundary. Let us call
φl,⊤ : S˜l,⊤
∼=−→ Sl,⊤ , φr,⊤ : S˜r,⊤
∼=−→ Sr,⊤
the extension by the identity of the maps φl|I˜l,⊤ and φr |I˜r,⊤ . We then have canonical
identifications
L2(D(φl ,⊤)) : H0(S˜l , D)→ φ∗l H0(Sl , D)
L2(D(φr,⊤)) : H0(S˜r, D)→ φ∗rH0(Sr, D)
of S˜l-sectors of D and S˜r-sectors of E.
We now have an isomorphism
G0,B
(
H0(Sl, D), H0(Sr, E)
)
∼= (H0(S˜l, D)⊗H0(S˜r, E)) ⊠
B(K)
(
H0(Su,B)⊗H0(Sd,B)
)
= H0(S˜l, D) ⊠
B(K1)
H0(Su,B) ⊠
B(K2)
H0(S˜r, E) ⊠
B(K3)
H0(Sd,B) ⊠
B(K4)
which we draw as follows:
(4.8) G0,B
(
H0(Sl, D), H0(Sr, E)
) ∼= .
Here, the lines , , and correspond to the conformal nets A, B, and C,
and the transition points , and indicate the defects D and E.
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Keyhole fusion as an L2-space. We need to introduce yet more manifolds. We
have already encounteredK1 = S˜l∩Su and K2 = S˜r∩Su. We define Ku := K1∪K2
and Ju := J1 ∪ J2, where J1 := Sb ∩ Su and J2 := Su ∩ Sm. We orient Ku and Ju
compatibly with Su. Let Jl be the closure of S˜l,⊤ \K1 and, similarly, let Jr be the
closure of S˜r,⊤ \K2. The orientations and the bicolorings of Jl and Jr are inherited
from S˜l and S˜r. We include pictures of these manifolds:
(4.9) Jl = , Jr = , Ku = , Ju = .
Following Notation 3.11, we let Bˆ(Ju) denote the commutant of B(Ku) on
H0(Su,B). Our computation of the keyhole fusion will be in terms of the alge-
bra
D(Jl) ∨ Bˆ(Ju) ∨ E(Jr) ⊂ B
(
H0(S˜l, D) ⊠
B(K1)
H0(Su,B) ⊠
B(K2)
H0(S˜r, E)
)
,
which we denote pictorially by
(4.10) D(Jl) ∨ Bˆ(Ju) ∨ E(Jr) = .
The dotted line in this picture picture serves to remind us that Bˆ(Ju) was used in-
stead of B(Ju). Note that the algebra (4.10) also acts on G0,B(H0(Sl, D), H0(Sr, E))
because that fusion is obtained from
= H0(S˜l, D)⊠B(K1) H0(Su,B)⊠B(K2) H0(S˜r, E)
by fusing it over B(K3 ∪K4) with H0(Sd,B).
Let
Sb, := {(x, y) ∈ Sb |x− y < 12}
Sb, := {(x, y) ∈ Sb |x+ y < 32}
Sb, := {(x, y) ∈ Sb |x+ y > 32}
Sb, := {(x, y) ∈ Sb |x− y > 12},
with orientations and bicolorings as in the following pictures
Sb, = , Sb, = , Sb, = , Sb, = .
Note that these manifolds do not include their boundary points.
Theorem 4.11. Let A, B, C be conformal nets, and let ADB and BEC be defects.
Then there is a canonical unitary isomorphism
(4.12) Ψ0 : L
2
( )
∼=−→ .
In formulas, this is a map
Ψ0 = (Ψ0)D,E : L
2
(
D(Jl) ∨ Bˆ(Ju) ∨E(Jr)
) ∼=−→ G0,B(H0(Sl, D), H0(Sr, E)),
where Sl, Sr, Jl, Ju, Jr are as in (4.7) and (4.9). The map Ψ0 is equivariant for the
natural left actions of {D(I)}I⊂Sb, , {D(I)}I⊂Sb, , {E(I)}I⊂Sb, , and {E(I)}I⊂Sb, ,
and for the natural right actions of {B(I)}I⊂Sm.
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Proof. This is the special case of Proposition B.34 whereM := D(S˜l,⊤) ⊗¯E(S˜r,⊤),
M0 = D(Jl) ⊗¯E(Jr), A = B(Ku)op , and H = H0(Su,B). In pictures, these are
(4.13) M := , M0 := , A := , and H := .
The equivariance of Ψ0 is clear for intervals I that are contained in the upper half
{(x, y)|y ≥ 12} or in the lower half {(x, y)|y ≤ 12}, and follows by strong additivity
for more general intervals. 
Associativity of the L2-space identification. The isomorphism Ψ0 is in an
appropriate sense associative, as follows. Suppose that we have three defects ADB,
BEC , and CFD. We then have various applications of Ψ0 forming the square
(4.14)
L2( )
∼=
//
∼=

L2( ) L2( )
∼=

L2( ) L2( )
∼=
// L2( ) L2( ) L2( ) ,
This diagram commutes by Proposition B.37.
We explain the meaning of the pictures in this square. The conformal nets
A, B, C, D are indicated by lines of various thickness , , , , and the
defects ADB, BEC , CFD are indicated by the transitions , , and . The
notations L2( ), L2( ), L2( ), stand for L2(D(S1⊤)), L
2(E(S1⊤)), L
2(F (S1⊤)).
The lower right corner of (4.14) is
L2( ) L2( ) L2( ) = G0,B
(
L2(D(S1⊤)), G0,C
(
L2(E(S1⊤)), L
2(F (S1⊤))
))
= G0,C
(
G0,B
(
L2(D(S1⊤)), L
2(E(S1⊤))
)
, L2(F (S1⊤))
)
.
Note that, following (4.8), this Hilbert space is also denoted .
As in (4.10), L2( ) and L2( ) denote the Hilbert spaces L2(D(Jl) ∨
Bˆ(Ju) ∨ E(Jr)) and L2(E(Jl) ∨ Cˆ(Ju) ∨ F (Jr)), respectively. The upper right and
lower left corners of (4.14) are therefore given by
L2( ) L2( ) = G0,C
(
L2(D(Jl) ∨ Bˆ(Ju) ∨ E(Jr)), L2(F (S1⊤))
)
and
L2( ) L2( ) = G0,B
(
L2(D(S1⊤)), L
2(E(Jl) ∨ Cˆ(Ju) ∨ F (Jr))
)
.
Finally, the vector space L2( ) that appears in the upper left corner of (4.14)
is the L2 space of the von Neumann algebra
:= D( ) ∨ Bˆ( ) ∨ E( )
∨ Cˆ( ) ∨ F ( ) ,
where the completion is taken on the Hilbert space or, equivalently, on the
Hilbert space .
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4.c. The keystone fusion of vacuum sectors of defects
In this section, the defects ADB and BEC are assumed to be irreducible. As
before, the conformal net B is taken to be of finite index.
Recall the algebra
:= D
( )
∨ Bˆ
( )
∨ E
( )
⊂ B
( )
,
from (4.10). Let us also introduce
:= D
( )
∨ B
( )
∨ E
( )
⊂ B
( )
.
The algebra is a factor, as can be seen by applying Lemma B.36 in the situation
of (4.13), but its subalgebra will typically not be a factor. However, since B
has finite index, we know by Theorem 3.6 that the subalgebra has finite dimensional
center.
Lemma 4.15. Let B be a conformal net with finite index µ(B), and let ADB and
BEC be irreducible defects. Let p1, . . . , pn be the minimal central projections of the
algebra . Then we have∑
i
[
pi pi : pi
]
≤ µ(B).
Proof. To simplify the notation we abbreviateN := B( ),M := Bˆ( ),
and A := D
( ) ⊗¯E( ). Then = M ∨ A and = N ∨B.
By definition, µ(B) = [M : N ] is the square of JM : NK, the latter being our nota-
tion for the statistical dimension of NL
2(M)M . Also, [pi(M ∨ A)pi : pi(N ∨ A)] is
the square of the statistical dimension of pi(N∨A)piL
2(M ∨ A)M∨A, as can be seen
using (B.15); cf. the proof of [BDH11, Prop. 5.18]. The vector whose entries are
the statistical dimensions of pi(N∨A)piL
2(M∨A)M∨A is denoted by JM∨A : N∨AK.
By (B.20) ∥∥JM ∨ A : N ∨ AK∥∥
2
≤ JM : NK
and the result follows. 
Corollary 4.16. The inclusion →֒ is a finite homomorphism of
von Neumann algebras with finite-dimensional center (see Appendix B.VI).
Proof. Let X := , with minimal central projections p1, . . . , pn, and let
Y := . Recall that Y is a factor. By definition, the inclusion X → Y is finite
if and only if the bimodule XL
2YY is dualizable, which happens if and only if its
summands piX(piL
2Y )Y are dualizable. A bimodule between factors is dualizable
if and only if its statistical dimension is finite; see Appendix B.VII. The commutant
of Y on piL
2Y is piY pi, and the inclusion piX →֒ piY pi is finite by the previous
lemma. 
Keystone fusion contains the vacuum sector of the fused defect. Let B
be a conformal net with finite index. Recall from Section 4.a that, given a B(Il)-
module Hl and a B(Ir)-module Hr, then the keystone fusion GB(Hr, Hl) is defined
by
GB(Hl, Hr) := G0,B(Hl, Hr)⊠B(Sm) H0(Sm,B).
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This construction uses the isomorphism B(Sm) ∼=
⊕
λ∈∆B(Hλ(Sm,B)) from The-
orem C.9.
Lemma 4.17. There is a canonical isomorphism
H0(Sm,B)⊠B(Sm) H0(Sm,B) ∼= C
Proof. The two actions of B(Sm) factor through its summand B(H0(Sm,B)).
The result is therefore a special case of the general isomorphism H¯⊠B(H)H ∼= C. 
Proposition 4.18. Let B be a conformal net with finite index, and let ADB
and BEC be irreducible defects. Then there is an isometric embedding
(4.19) Ψ : L2
( )
→ ;
that is, there is a map
Ψ = ΨD,E : L
2
(
(D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)
)→ GB(H0(Sl, D), H0(Sr, E)).
As in Theorem 4.11, the map Ψ is equivariant with respect to the left actions of
{D(I)}I⊂Sb, , {D(I)}I⊂Sb, , {E(I)}I⊂Sb, , and {E(I)}I⊂Sb, .
Proof. By the split property, we can identify with ⊗¯ , and thus
L2
( )
with
L2
( )
⊗ L2
( )
= L2
(
(D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)
)
⊗H0(−Sm,B)
= L2
(
(D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)
)
⊗ H0(Sm,B).
Fusing with H0(Sm,B) and applying Lemma 4.17, we get a canonical isomorphism
U : L2
( )
=L2
(
(D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)
)
∼=−→L2
(
(D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)
)
⊗ H0(Sm,B) ⊠
B(Sm)
H0(Sm,B)
∼=−→L2
( )
⊠
B(Sm)
H0(Sm,B).
Recall from Appendix B.VI that the L2-space construction is functorial for fi-
nite homomorphisms between von Neumann algebras with finite-dimensional cen-
ter. By Corollary 4.16, the inclusion ι : → therefore induces a map
L2(ι) : L2( )→ L2( ). Let L2(ι)iso be the isometry in the polar decompo-
sition of L2(ι). We set Ψ to be the composite
Ψ : L2
( )
U−−→ L2
( )
⊠B(Sm) H0(Sm,B)
L2(ι)iso⊗id−−−−−−−→ L2
( )
⊠B(Sm) H0(Sm,B)
Ψ0⊗id−−−−−−−→ ⊠
B(Sm)
H0(Sm,B) = G
(
H0(D), H0(E)
)
,
(4.20)
where Ψ0 is the unitary isomorphism from Theorem 4.11. 
We will prove later, in Theorem 6.2 concerning the composite map (4.31), that
the map Ψ is actually an isomorphism. We can already observe the following special
case of that result:
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Lemma 4.21. If D and E are the identity defects of some finite-index conformal
net A, then ΨD,E is a unitary isomorphism.
Proof. We need to show that the map((
Ψ0 ◦ L2(ι)iso
)⊗ id) ◦ U : H0(Sb) = L2 ( ) → ⊠
A(Sm)
H0(Sm)
is an isomorphism. By the computation (4.6), we know that the right-hand side is
isomorphic to H0(Sb), and thus is irreducible as an Sb-sector of A. The above map
is a homomorphism of Sb-sectors and is injective by the previous proposition. It is
therefore an isomorphism. 
Associativity for the inclusion of the vacuum sector. Using the isometric
embedding Ψ from (4.20) in place of the unitary isomorphism Ψ0 from (4.12), we
can form the following diagram analogous to (4.14):
(4.22)
L2( ) //

L2( ) L2( )

L2( ) L2( ) // L2( ) L2( ) L2( ) .
Lemma 4.23. Let B and C be finite-index conformal nets, and let ADB, BEC ,
and CFD be irreducible defects. Then the diagram (4.22) is commutative.
Proof. By definition, each side of (4.22) is a composite of three maps. Re-
placing each side by its definition, that diagram can be expanded to a 4× 4 grid
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
that contains 9 squares. The four upper left squares of that grid are given by
L2( ) //

1
L2( )⊠ //

2
L2( )⊠

L2( )⊠ //

4
L2( )⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ ) //

5
L2( )⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ )

L2( )⊠ // L2( )⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ ) // L2( )⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ )
where ⊠ and ⊠ stand for ⊠B(Sm)H0(Sm,B) and ⊠C(Strm)H0(Strm, C), respectively,
and ⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ ) stands for ⊠B(Sm)⊗¯C(Strm)(H0(Sm,B) ⊗ H0(Strm, C)). Here, Strm de-
notes a translated copy of the circle Sm.
The squares 1 , 2 , and 4 clearly commute. To see that 5 commutes, note first
that is a factor, as can be seen by applying Lemma B.36 twice. That square
then commutes by the functoriality of L2(−)iso—see [BDH11, Prop. 6.22] and note
that the necessary conditions for that functoriality are satisfied by Corollary 4.16
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and by Lemma 4.24 below. The upper right squares of our 4× 4 gird are given by
L2
( )
⊠

//
3
L2( ) L2( )

L2
( )
⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ )

//
6
L2( ) L2( ) ⊠

L2
( )
⊠ ⊗¯ ( ⊗ ) // L2( ) L2( ) ⊠
and their commutativity is unproblematic. We refrain from drawing the last row of
the gird. The squares 7 and 8 are similar to 3 and 6 . The commutativity of 9
follows from that of (4.14). 
Lemma 4.24. Let ADB, BEC , and CFD be as in Lemma 4.23. Let A := ,
B := , and let ι : A→ B denote the inclusion. Then Z(B) ⊂ ι(A).
Proof. By the split property, we have isomorphisms ∼= ⊗¯
and ∼= ⊗¯ . It is therefore sufficient to show that
Z
( )
⊂ ι
( )
.
Let Su, Ku, Ju be as in (4.2) and (4.9), and let H := H0(Su,B), and M := B(Ku),
with commutant M ′ = Bˆ(Ju). Since H is a faithful M -module, we can pick an M -
linear isomorphism ℓ2 ⊗H ∼= ℓ2 ⊗L2(M).11 Under the corresponding isomorphism
of Hilbert spaces ℓ2 ⊗ ∼= ℓ2 ⊗ , the algebra
B(ℓ2) ⊗¯ = (B(ℓ2) ⊗¯M ′) ∨
corresponds to(
B(ℓ2) ⊗¯Mop) ∨ = B(ℓ2) ⊗¯ .
It follows that
Z
( ) ∼= Z( ) ∼= Z( ) ⊗¯Z( ) ∼= Z( ),
where the last equality is because ADB is irreducible.
We now argue that the natural inclusion →֒ induces an isomorphism
of centers. By Theorem 3.6, the center of these algebras is finite-dimensional. The
center Z( ) certainly maps to the center Z( ) and that the map is injective.
It is therefore an isomorphism. The claim now follows, as
Z
( ) ∼= Z( ) ∼= Z( ) ⊂ . 
Remark 4.25. All the defects in this section were assumed to be irreducible.
However, using the compatibility of directs integrals with various operations, it is
straightforward to extend Proposition 4.18 and Lemma 4.23 to arbitrary defects.
11Here, ℓ2 := ℓ2(N) could be removed from this isomorphism if we knew that M was a type
III factor, a fact which is likely to be true (unless B is trivial) but which we haven’t proven in our
setup.
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4.d. Comparison between fusion and keystone fusion
Let A be a conformal net with finite index (implicitly irreducible as before). In
this section, we will define a unitary natural transformation ΦA : FA → GA between
the functors introduced in Section 4.a. Graphically, this natural transformation is
denoted
Φ: Hr Hl → Hr Hl .
Recall the circles Sl, Sr, and Sb introduced in (4.5):
(4.26) Sl = , Sr = , and Sb = .
As before, we let I := Sl ∩ Sr, with orientation inherited from Sr. The circles Sl
and Sr are given conformal structures by their unit speed parametrizations. The
circle Sb is also given a conformal structure, as follows. Let jl ∈ Conf−(Sl) and
jr ∈ Conf−(Sr) be the unique conformal involutions fixing ∂I. The conformal
structure on Sb is the one making ǫl := jl|I ∪ Idjr(Sr\I) : Sr → Sb into a conformal
map. Equivalently, it is the one for which ǫr := jr|I ∪ Idjl(Sl\I) : Sl → Sb is a
conformal map.
Warning 4.27. The conformal structure on Sb is not the one induced by its
constant speed parametrization. Nevertheless, the reflection along the horizontal
and vertical symmetry axes of Sb are conformal involutions.
Consider the vacuum sectors H0(Sl), H0(Sr), and H0(Sb) for the net A on
the circles (4.26). By the construction (C.6), there is a canonical identification
Υ : H0(Sl) ⊠A(I) H0(Sr) ∼= H0(Sb) that is equivariant with respect to the actions
of A(J) for every J ⊂ Sb (i.e., it is an isomorphism of Sb-sectors of A). We denote
it graphically as
(4.28) Υ :
∼=−−→ .
The following proposition improves on Proposition 4.4 by providing an explicit
construction of the natural isomorphism Φ : F → G.
Proposition 4.29. There is a unitary natural isomorphism Φ = ΦA between
the fusion functor FA and the keystone fusion functor GA:
Φ : Hr Hl
∼=−→ Hr Hl .
This natural isomorphism is symmetric monoidal in the sense that ΦA⊗B = ΦA ⊗
ΦB.
Proof. Let Il and Ir be as in (4.1), and let I
′
l and I
′
r be the closures of their
complements in Sl and Sr, respectively. Since the actions of A(Il) and A(Ir) on
H0(Sl) andH0(Sr) are faithful, by Lemma 4.3 it is enough to define the isomorphism
ΦH0(Sl),H0(Sr) : → , and to check that it commutes with the natural
actions of A(Il)′ = A(I ′l) and A(Ir)′ = A(I ′r). We define this isomorphism as the
composite
(4.30)
Υ
∼=
//
vSb,⊤
∼=
// L2
( )
Ψ
∼=
// ,
where vSb,⊤ : H0(Sb,A)→ L2(A(Sb,⊤)) is the canonical unitary isomorphism (C.2)
associated to the upper half Sb,⊤ of the conformal circle Sb, and Ψ is the unitary
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isomorphism from Lemma 4.21. The symmetric monoidal condition is clear by
construction. 
Let A and C be conformal nets, let B be a conformal net with finite index, and
let ADB and BEC be defects. Let us introduce the notation for the Hilbert
space L2( ) = L2((D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤)) that appears in the left-hand side of (4.19).
Combining Proposition 4.18 (see also Remark 4.25) and Proposition 4.29, we can
construct an isometric map
(4.31) Ω :
ΨD,E
//
Φ−1
∼=
// ,
where Φ stands for ΦH0(Sl,D),H0(Sr,E). We will show later, in Theorem 6.2, that the
map Ω = ΩD,E is in fact an isomorphism. This map is the fundamental “1⊠ 1 = 1
isomorphism” comparing 1D⊛E with 1D ⊠ 1E.
Proposition 4.32. Let A, B, C, D be conformal nets, of which the second and
third are assumed to be finite, and let ADB, BEC, CFD be defects. Then the maps
ΩD⊛E,F
id⊠ΩE,F
ΩD,E⊛F ΩD,E⊠id
form a commutative diagram.
Proof. By the definition of Ω, the above diagram can be expanded to
Ψ
Ψ
Ψ
Ψ Ψ Ψ
Φ−1
Φ−1
Φ−1
Φ−1 Φ−1 Φ−1
The upper left square commutes by Lemma 4.23 (see also Remark 4.25). The
remaining three squares commute by the naturality of Φ−1. 

CHAPTER 5
Haag duality for composition of defects
Throughout this section we fix conformal nets A, B, and C, always assumed to
be irreducible, and irreducible defects ADB and BEC . In our pictures, we will use
the notation for intervals on which we evaluate A, we will use for intervals
on which we evaluate B, and for intervals on which we evaluate C. We will
also use for bicolored intervals on which we evaluate D, and for bicolored
intervals on which we evaluate E.
Let Sl and Sr be as in (4.5) and (4.7), with intersection I oriented like Sr. As
before, we use the notation := H0(Sl, D) = L
2( ), similarly := H0(Sr, E) =
L2( ), and := H0(Sl, D)⊠B(I) H0(Sr, E). We will again be using the Nota-
tion 1.49. Letting
I1 := ∂ ([0, 1]× [ 12 , 1]) (I1)◦ := (I1)x≤ 12 (I1)• := (I1)x≥ 12
I2 := ∂ ([1, 2]× [ 12 , 1]) (I2)◦ := (I2)x≤ 32 (I2)• := (I2)x≥ 32
I3 := ∂ ([0, 1]× [0, 12 ]) (I3)◦ := (I3)x≤ 12 (I3)• := (I3)x≥ 12
I4 := ∂ ([1, 2]× [ 12 , 1]) (I4)◦ := (I4)x≤ 32 (I4)• := (I4)x≥ 32 ,
(5.1)
we will write D( ), E( ), D( ), E( ) for D(I1), E(I2), D(I3), E(I4), re-
spectively.
Main Theorem 5.2. Assuming B has finite index, then on the Hilbert space
, we have
(5.3) D
( )
∨E
( )
=
(
D
( )
∨ E
( ))′
.
Proof. Let us introduce some notation for various algebras that act on the
Hilbert space . The main algebras of interest are = (D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊤) and
= (D ⊛B E)(S
1
⊥), and our goal is to show that the inclusion
(5.4) ⊆
( )′
is an isomorphism. Let us fix once and for all a small number ǫ. Consider the
1-manifolds
J0 := ∂
(
[0, 12 + ǫ]× [ 12 , 1]
)
,
J1 :=
(
[ 12 + ǫ,
2
3 ] ∪ [ 56 , 1]
)× {1},
J2 :=
(
[1, 32 − ǫ]× {1}
) ∪ ([ 76 , 43 ]× {0}),
J3 := ∂
(
[ 32 − ǫ, 2]× [ 12 , 1]
)
.
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We will use the following algebras:
:= D(J0) ∨ B(J1) ∨ B(J2) ∨E(J3) = D(J0 ∪ J1) ∨ E(J2 ∪ J3)(5.5)
:= D(J0) ∨ Bˆ(J1) ∨ B(J2) ∨E(J3) = Dˆ(J0 ∪ J1) ∨ E(J2 ∪ J3)(5.6)
:= D(J0) ∨ B(J1) ∨ Bˆ(J2) ∨E(J3) = D(J0 ∪ J1) ∨ Eˆ(J2 ∪ J3)(5.7)
:= D(J0) ∨ Bˆ(J1) ∨ Bˆ(J2) ∨ E(J3) = Dˆ(J0 ∪ J1) ∨ Eˆ(J2 ∪ J3).(5.8)
Here Bˆ, Dˆ, and Eˆ are as in 3.11, and J0 and J3 are bicolored as in (4.7). By
Lemma 3.12, the algebras Bˆ(J1) and Bˆ(J2) act on and respectively, and
satisfy D(J0)∨ Bˆ(J1) = Dˆ(J0 ∪J1) and Bˆ(J2)∨E(J3) = Eˆ(J2 ∪J3). The equalities
in (5.6)–(5.8) follow.
In Section 5.a below we will obtain some purchase on the Haag inclusion ⊆
( )′ by showing that its statistical dimension is the same as that of the inclusion
⊆ ( )′. (Here the algebra is defined similarly to .) We
can compute the statistical dimension of that latter inclusion by squeezing it into
a sequence of simpler inclusions of von Neumann algebras, as follows:
( )′
(2)
(5)
(6)
(4)
(1)
(3)
BecauseD andE are irreducible, the algebra (5.5) is a factor. Using Lemma 3.12,
note that the algebra (the right connected component of the picture (5.7)) is
the commutant of a factor acting on a vacuum sector for E; it follows that (5.7)
is a factor. More difficult is the fact that (5.8) is a factor—that is the content of
Corollary 5.16, following from Lemma 5.13 below. The algebra (5.6) is not a factor,
but combining Lemma 5.10 below and Theorem 3.6, we will learn that it does have
finite-dimensional center; let n be the dimension of this center.
Let ν1, . . . , ν6 be the matrices of statistical dimensions (Appendix B.VII) of the
various inclusions in the above diagram:
ν1 :=
r
:
z
ν2 :=
r
:
z
ν3 :=
r
:
z
ν4 :=
r
:
z
ν5 :=
r ( )′
:
z
ν6 :=
r
:
( )′ z
.
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Note that ν3 and ν4 are scalars, ν1 is a row vector, ν2 and ν6 are column vectors,
and ν5 is an n× n matrix. As the matrix of statistical dimensions is multiplicative
(B.17), it follows that ν1 ν2 = ν3 ν4, and that ν2 = ν5 ν6.
We will need the following facts about ν1, . . . , ν6:
(i) There is an equality of n× n matrices
ν5 ≡
r ( )′
:
z
=
r( )′
:
z
.
This is proven in Lemma 5.10 below.
(ii) The map (4.31) exhibits L2( ) as a sub-bimodule of . Using the
additivity of statistical dimension (B.13), we obtain the entrywise matrix
inequality
ν5 =
r( )′
:
z
≥ 1n ,
where 1n denotes the identity matrix.
(iii) In Corollary 5.17, we will show that ν1 is the transpose of ν6.
(iv) In Corollary 5.21, we will show that ν3 =
√
µ and ν4 =
√
µ, where
µ = µ(B) is the index of the conformal net B.
Using these results and the fact that the matrices of statistical dimensions have
only non-negative entries, we can now compute that
‖ ν2‖2 = νT2 ν2 = νT6 νT5 ν5 ν6 = ν1 νT5 ν5 ν6 ≥ ν1 ν5 ν6 = ν3 ν4 = µ ,
with equality if and only if ν5 = 1n (here,
T denotes transpose). However, by
applying (B.20) to the algebrasM := Bˆ(J2), N := B(J2), and A := D(J0)∨Bˆ(J1)∨
E(J3), we obtain the reverse inequality
‖ν2‖ ≤ √µ.
It follows that ν5 = 1n, and the inclusion (5.4) is therefore an isomorphism. 
In Theorem 5.2, the defects D and E were assumed to be irreducible, but the
statement holds in general:
Corollary 5.9. Let ADB and BEC be defects. If the conformal net B has finite
index, then the algebra D
( ) ∨ E( ) is the commutant of D( ) ∨ E( ) on
.
Proof. We need to show that D(I1) ∨ E(I2) = (D(I3) ∨ E(I4))′, where the
intervals I1, I2, I3, I4 are as in (5.1). Disintegrating
D =
∫ ⊕
Dx and E =
∫ ⊕
Ey
into irreducible defects, the Hilbert space = H0(Sl, D) ⊠B(I) H0(Sr, E) de-
composes correspondingly as
∫∫ ⊕
H0(Sl, Dx)⊠B(I)H0(Sr, Ey). This induces direct
integral decompositions
D(I1) ∨ E(I2) =
∫∫ ⊕
Dx(I1) ∨Ey(I2),
D(I3) ∨ E(I4) =
∫∫ ⊕
Dx(I3) ∨Ey(I4),
and therefore also (D(I3)∨E(I4))′ =
∫∫ ⊕
(Dx(I3)∨Ey(I4))′, where the commutant
of Dx(I3) ∨ Ey(I4) is taken on H0(Sl, Dx) ⊠B(I) H0(Sr, Ey). By Theorem 5.2, we
have Dx(I1) ∨ Ey(I2) = (Dx(I3) ∨ Ey(I4))′, and the result follows. 
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5.a. The dimension of the Haag inclusion
Recall the notion of the center of a defect from Section 1.c: for a genuinely
bicolored interval I, the algebra Z(D(I)) is independent of I (up to canonical iso-
morphism), and is denoted Z(D).
From now on, the defects D and E are again assumed irreducible:
Lemma 5.10. Let X be the set of irreducible summands of D ⊛B E. We have
a canonical identification of centers Z(D ⊛B E) = Z( ) = Z( ) =
Z( ) = Z( ), and we have the following equality of X × X matrices:
r( )′
:
z
=
r( )′
:
z
Proof. Note that JA : BK = JA ⊗¯C : B ⊗¯CK whenever C is a factor (B.18).
The algebras B([ 76 , 43 ]) and B([ 76 − ǫ, 43 + ǫ])′ are split on H0(Sr,B), and hence on
any B([ 76−ǫ, 43+ǫ])-module. Since ( )′ ⊂ B([ 76−ǫ, 43+ǫ])′ on , it follows
that ( )′
∨ =
( )′
⊗¯ ,
where the line stands for B([ 76 , 43 ]× {0}). We conclude thatr( )′
:
z
(5.11)
=
r( )′
⊗¯ : ⊗¯
z
=
r( )′
∨ :
z
=
r(
∩ ( )′)′ : z
=
r( )′
:
z
;
the last equality follows by applying Lemma B.26 with B := , A := ,
A0 := , and A ∩A′0 = . Similarly, we haver( )′
:
z
(5.12)
=
r( )′
⊗¯ : ⊗¯
z
=
r( )′
∨ :
z
=
r(
∩ ( )′)′ : z
=
r( )′
:
z
.
Taking commutants transposes the matrix of statistical dimensions (B.16). Thus (5.12)
implies r( )′
:
z
=
r( )′
:
z
which, combined with (5.11), proves the Lemma. 
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5.b. The double bridge algebra is a factor
Let Sl and Sr be as in (4.5) and now let S˜l := ∂([0,
5
4 ] × [0, 1]) and S˜r :=
∂([ 54 , 2]× [0, 1]); give these circles the bicoloring
(Sl)◦ := (Sl)x≤ 12 (Sl)• := (Sl)x≥
1
2
(Sr)◦ := (Sr)x≤ 32 (Sr)• := (Sr)x≥
3
2
(S˜l)◦ := (S˜l)x≤ 12 (S˜l)• := (S˜l)x≥
1
2
(S˜r)◦ := (S˜r)x≤ 32 (S˜r)• := (S˜r)x≥
3
2
.
Let I := Sl ∩Sr and I˜ := S˜l ∩ S˜r. Recall from (C.2) that for any conformal circle S
and any interval I ⊂ S, the vacuum sector H0(S,B) is a unit for Connes fusion over
B(I). By applying this fact twice, we can construct a non-canonical isomorphism
H0(Sl, D)⊛B(I) H0(Sr, E) ∼= H0(S˜l, D)⊛B(I˜) H0(S˜r, E),
equivariant with respect to the actions of D(J) for every J ⊂ and J ⊂ ,
and with respect to the actions of E(J) for every J ⊂ and J ⊂ .
Recall the fiber product operation ∗ from Appendix B.IV. Let
J := [ 76 ,
4
3 ]× {0, 1}, Kl := ∂⊐
(
[ 76 ,
5
4 ]×[0, 1]
)
, Kr := ∂
⊏
(
[ 54 ,
4
3 ]×[0, 1]
)
,
K ′l := ∂
⊏
(
[0, 76 ]×[0, 1]
)
, K ′r := ∂
⊐
(
[ 43 , 2]×[0, 1]
)
,
which we draw for convenience:
J = , Kl = , Kr = , K
′
l = , K
′
r = .
We then have S˜l = Kl ∪ K ′l and S˜r = Kr ∪ K ′r. We use H = H0(B, S˜l) and
K = H0(B, S˜r) in the definition B.10 of the fiber product B(Kl) ∗B(I˜) B(Kr) =(B(Kl)′∨B(Kr)′)′. By Haag duality, we have B(Kl)′ = B(K ′l) and B(Kr)′ = B(K ′r).
These algebras all act on H0(B, S˜l) ⊠B(I˜) H0(B, S˜r), which can be identified with
H0(B;Sb) by (C.5). Altogether we obtain
Bˆ(J) = (B(K ′l) ∨ B(K ′r))′ = (B(Kl)′ ∨ B(Kr)′)′ = B(Kl) ∗B(I˜) B(Kr).
We denote the above equation graphically by = ∗ .
Lemma 5.13. We have the following equality of subalgebras of B
( )
:( )′
= ,(5.14) ( )′
= .(5.15)
Proof. By Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 1.16, respectively, we have
=
( )′
on , and =
( )′
on ,
where stands for H0(S˜l, D), and stands for H0(S˜r, E).
We have the following sequence of equalities
=
( )
∨
( )
∨
( )
=
( )
∨
(
∗
)
∨
( )
= ∗
=
(( )
∨
( ))′
=
( )′
.
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Here the third equality uses Lemma B.32. By Lemma 3.12, we also have
=
( )′
on .
We therefore similarly have
=
( )
∨
( )
∨
( )
=
( )
∨
(
∗
)
∨
( )
= ∗
=
(( )
∨
( ))′
=
( )′
.

Corollary 5.16. The algebra is a factor. 
Corollary 5.17. We have
(5.18)
r
:
z
=
r
:
( )′ zT
Proof. By (B.16) and by Lemma 5.13, the right-hand side of (5.18) is equal
to r
:
( )′ z
=
r
:
z
.
The algebras and are related to those on the left-hand side of (5.18)
by the action of orientation reversing diffeomorphisms of the underlying 1-manifolds:
these diffeomorphisms induce algebra isomorphisms ∼= ( )op and ∼=( )op
. The result now follows since JA : BK = JAop : BopK. 
5.c. The dimension of the bridge inclusions
Lemma 5.19. We have the following equalities of statistical dimensions:r
:
z
=
r
:
z
=r
:
z
=
r
:
z
=
√
µ(B).
Proof. We haver
:
z
=
r
:
z
=
r
:
z
=
r
:
z
=
√
µ(B),
where the first equality is obtained by using an appropriate diffeomorphism, the
second one follows from (B.16) and the special case of Lemma 5.13 when D is an
identity defect, and the third one uses (B.18).
Let us introduce the auxiliary quantity
ν :=
r
:
z
.
By Lemma 3.15, we know that ν ≤ √µ(B); in particular ν < ∞. By (B.18), we
have r
:
z
=
r
:
z
= ν
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and r
:
z
=
r
:
z
= ν.
Next observe thatr
:
z
=
r
:
z
=
r
∨ : ∨
z
=
r(
∗
)
∨
( )
:
(
∗
)
∨
( )z
=
r
∗ : ∗
z
=
r
:
z
= ν,
where the fourth and fifth equalities follow from Lemmas B.32 and B.30, respec-
tively.
We conclude the argument by noting that, by (B.17),r
:
z r
:
z
=
r
:
zr
:
z
.
In light of the above computations, that equation gives ν
√
µ(B) = ν2; since ν is
finite, we must have ν =
√
µ(B), as required. 
As a corollary, we obtain the following improvement on Lemma 3.15:
Corollary 5.20. We haver
:
z
=
√
µ(B). 
Corollary 5.21. We have the following two equalities:r
:
z
=
√
µ(B) ,r
:
z
=
√
µ(B) .
Proof. The first equality follows immediately from Corollary 5.20. For the
second equality, note that
q
:
y
=
q
:
y
by Lemma
5.13; the result follows by a version of Corollary 5.20 in which the roles of the nets
A and C have been interchanged. 

CHAPTER 6
The 1⊠ 1-isomorphism
We are now in a position to prove that the map Ω (4.31), from the vacuum
sector of the composition of two defects to the fusion of the vacuum sectors of the
individual defects, is an isomorphism. This isomorphism provides the modification
(6.1) A B C
D
D
E
E
⇓1D ⇓1E
 ⇛Ω
−1
D,E
 A C
D⊛BE
D⊛BE
⇓ 1D⊛BE

that one expects in any 3-category. More importantly, it also provides the founda-
tion for our construction of the fundamental interchange modification
 A B B C
D
P
F G
E
Q
◦
⇓H ⇓K
⇓L ⇓M
 ⇛

A B C
A B C
◦
D
P
F
F
G
G
E
Q
⇓H ⇓K
⇓L ⇓M

present in any 3-category; see Section 6.d.
6.a. The 1⊠ 1-map is an isomorphism
Let A, B, and C be conformal nets, always assumed to be irreducible, and let
ADB and BEC be defects. Assume furthermore that B has finite index. As before,
we let denote the Hilbert space L2((D ⊛ E)(S1⊤)), and we let denote
the fusion L2(D(S1⊤)) ⊠B(I) L
2(E(S1⊤)), where I is the middle vertical interval as
in (4.1).
Main Theorem 6.2. Let A, B, and C be irreducible conformal nets, and let
ADB and BEC be defects. The map
(6.3) ΩD,E : −→
constructed in (4.31) is a unitary isomorphism.
Proof. Because the constructions of the source and target of ΩD,E com-
mute with direct integrals, we may assume without loss of generality that D and
E are irreducible. By construction the map ΩD,E is an isometry. The alge-
bras = (D ⊛ E)(S1⊤) and = (D ⊛ E)(S
1
⊥) act faithfully on both
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sides of (6.3). They are certainly each other’s commutants on , and the
(D⊛E)(S1⊤) – (D⊛E)(S
1
⊥)-bimodule has the identity matrix as its matrix of
statistical dimensions. We already know (by Propositions 4.18 and 4.29) that ΩD,E
is an embedding. By Theorem 5.2, the algebras and are also each
other’s commutants on . It follows (since statistical dimension is additive and
every nonzero bimodule has nonzero statistical dimension) that the (D ⊛ E)(S1⊤) –
(D⊛E)(S1⊥)-bimodule also has the identity matrix as its matrix of statistical
dimensions, and that ΩD,E is an isomorphism. 
Given the crucial importance of the “1 times 1 isomorphism” Ω, we collect in one
place the main ingredients used in its definition. These are the unitary isomorphisms
Ψ from (4.20) and Φ from (4.30); the 1 ⊠ 1-isomorphism is the composite Ω from
(4.31):
Definition of the unitary Ω :
∼=−→ , quick summary:
Ψ : L2
( )
: L2
( )
:
L2iso(ι) : Ψ0:
Φ :
 Hr Hl Hr Hl
Υ Ψ1,1
Ω :
ΨD,E Φ−1
Here, the symbol “ : ” is an abbreviation for ⊠ , that is ⊠B(Sm)H0(Sm,B).
The 1 ⊠ 1 isomorphism is monoidal. We now address the compatibility of the
isomorphism Ω with the symmetric monoidal structure on conformal nets and de-
fects. Let A1(D1)B1 , B1(E1)C1 , A2(D2)B2 and B2(E2)C2 be defects. We abbrevi-
ate D1 := D1(S
1
⊤), D2 := D2(S
1
⊤), D1 ⊗ D2 := (D1 ⊗ D2)(S1⊤), E1 := E1(S1⊤),
E2 := E2(S
1
⊤), E1 ⊗ E2 := (E1 ⊗ E2)(S1⊤), and B1 := B1(I), B2 := B2(I),
B1⊗B2 := (B1⊗B2)(I), where as before I is the vertical unit interval. Combining
the various isomorphisms from Appendix B.V we have canonical isomorphisms
L2(D1 ⊛B1 E1)⊗ L2(D2 ⊛B2 E2)(6.4)
∼= L2((D1 ⊗D2)⊛B1⊗B2 (E1 ⊗ E2)),
(L2(D1)⊠B1 L
2(E1))⊗ (L2(D2)⊠B2 L2(E2))(6.5)
∼= L2(D1 ⊗D2)⊠B1⊗B2 L2(E1 ⊗ E2).
Proposition 6.6. The unitary isomorphism Ω is compatible with the symmetric
monoidal structure on conformal nets and defects. More precisely, if B1 and B2 have
finite index then
(6.7) (6.5) ◦ (ΩD1,E1 ⊗ ΩD2,E2) = ΩD1⊗D2,E1⊗E2 ◦ (6.4).
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Proof. For every step in the construction of Ω there is an isomorphism analo-
gous to (6.5) or (6.4). It is a lengthy, but not difficult, exercise to check that for each
step in the construction of Ω the corresponding version of equation (6.7) holds. 
Warning 6.8. It appears that Ω is not a natural transformation! More pre-
cisely, there seem to exist irreducible defects ADB, BEC , AFB, BGC and finite nat-
ural transformations τ : D → F and σ : E → G (see Definition 1.37) for which the
following diagram fails to be commutative:
(6.9)
H0(D ⊛B E) H0(D)⊠B H0(E)
H0(F ⊛B G) H0(F )⊠B H0(G)
ΩD,E
ΩF,G
H0(τ⊛σ) H0(τ)⊠H0(σ)
Here, H0(τ) is the value of the functor L
2 on the map D(S1⊤) → F (S1⊤) induced
by τ (and similarly for H0(σ) and H0(τ ⊛ σ)). This problem can be blamed on the
bad functorial properties of L2iso (used in the definition of Ψ). However, Ω is still
natural with respect to natural isomorphisms of defects.
There are two ways of dealing with the above situation: 1. Restrict to the
groupoid part of CN0 and of CN1; 2. Replace the L
2
iso by L
2 in the definition
of Ψ—the price to pay for this change is that Ω is then no longer unitary. Both
options seem to have shortcomings—in our exposition, we have opted for the first
option. One unfortunate consequence of the failure of commutativity of (6.9) is that
given defects D, E, F , G as above, and given dualizable sectors DHF and EKG
with normalized duals12 (H¯, rH , sH) and (K¯, rK , sK) the horizontal composition
(H¯ ⊠B K¯, r, s) of those two normalized duals is not a normalized dual for H ⊠B K.
(Here, the unit and counit r and s are given by the obvious formulas in terms of
rH , rK , sH , and sK .)
6.b. The 1⊠ 1-isomorphism for an identity defect
We now show that, if one of the two defects in (6.3) is an identity defect, then
the 1⊠1-isomorphism admits a much simpler description, in terms of certain natural
transformations
Υl :
∼=−→ and Υr : ∼=−→
that we describe below. This section and the following Section 6.c are concerned
with the behavior of horizontal units in the 3-category of conformal nets; they are
more technical and are not needed for the subsequent treatment of the fundamental
interchange isomorphism in Section 6.d.
Transformations for fusion of vacuum sectors. Let Sl, Sr, Sb, I, jl, and jr
be as in Section 4.d, and let Il := jl(I) and Ir := jr(I). We draw them here for
convenience:
Sl = , Sr = , Sb = , I = ,
jl : , Il = , jr : , Ir = .
(6.10)
12See equations (4.2) and (4.3) in [BDH11].
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Recall that we equipped Sb with a conformal structure that makes jl|Il ∪ IdIr : Sb →
Sr and IdIl ∪ jr|Ir : Sb → Sl conformal (and therefore smooth).
Fix a small number ε. Then Υl and Υr are invertible natural transformations
A(∂⊏([1, 3/2− ε]×[0, 1]))-modules A(∂⊏([0, 3/2− ε]×[0, 1]))-modules
and
A(∂⊐([1/2 + ε, 1]×[0, 1]))-modules A(∂⊐([1/2 + ε, 2]×[0, 1]))-modules;
that is,
Υl : A( )-modules A( )-modules
Υr : A( )-modules A( )-modules.(6.11)
The natural transformation Υl goes from the functor H0(Sr,A) ⊠A(I)− to the
functor of restriction along A(jl|Il ∪ Id) : A( )
∼=−→ A( ). Its value on an
A( )-module K is given by
ΥlK : H0(Sl,A)⊠A(I) K w⊗1−−−−→ L2(A(I)) ⊠A(I) K ∼= K,
where w is the isomorphism obtained by composing the canonical identification vIl :
H0(Sl,A) → L2(A(Il)) from Appendix C.II and the map L2(A(Il)) → L2(A(I))
induced by jl : Il → I. Similarly, the natural transformation Υr goes from the func-
tor −⊠A(I)H0(Sr,A) to the functor of restriction along A(Id∪jr|Ir ) : A( )
∼=−→
A( ). It is given by
ΥrK : K ⊠A(I) H0(Sr,A) 1⊗v−−−−→ K ⊠A(I) L2(A(I)) ∼= K,
where v = vI is the identification H0(Sr,A) ∼= L2(A(I)) from Appendix C.II.
The transformations Υl and Υr generalize the map Υ : → from
(4.28) and (C.6):
Lemma 6.12. Let ǫl := jl|I ∪ IdIr ∈ Conf(Sr, Sb) and ǫr := IdIl ∪ jr|I ∈
Conf(Sl, Sb) be as in Section 4.d. The two maps
H0(ǫl,A) ◦ΥlH0(Sr,A) , H0(ǫr,A) ◦ΥrH0(Sl,A) :
∼=−−→
are equal to each other, and are equal to Υ.
Proof. The equality Υ = H0(ǫr) ◦ΥrH0(Sl) follows from the commutativity of
the diagram
H0(Sl) ⊠
A(I)
H0(Sr) L
2(A(Il)) ⊠
A(I)
L2(A(I)) ∼= L2(A(Il)) H0(Sb)
H0(Sl) ⊠
A(I)
H0(Sr) H0(Sl) ⊠
A(I)
L2(A(I)) ∼= H0(Sl) H0(Sb)
vIl⊗vI
v∗Il
1⊗vI H0(ǫr)
v∗Il
where the top row is Υ and the bottom row is H0(ǫr,A) ◦ΥrH0(Sl). The rightmost
square commutes by the naturality of the maps vI , see (C.3).
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To see that H0(ǫl) ◦ΥlH0(Sr) = H0(ǫr) ◦ΥrH0(Sl), one contemplates the diagram
H0(Sl) ⊠
A(I)
H0(Sr) H0(Sl) ⊠
A(I)
L2(A(I)) ∼= H0(Sl)
L2(A(Il)) ⊠
A(I)
L2(A(I)) ∼= L2(A(Il))
L2(A(I)) ⊠
A(I)
L2(A(I)) ∼= L2(A(I))
L2(A(Il)) ⊠
A(I)
H0(Sr) L
2(A(I)) ⊠
A(I)
H0(Sr) ∼= H0(Sr)
H0(Sb)
H0(Sb)
1⊗vI
vIl⊗1
1⊗vI
L2(A(jl))⊗1
vIl⊗1
L2(A(jl))⊗1
vIl
L2(A(jl))
vI
1⊗vI
H0(τ)
H0(ǫr)
H0(ǫl)
where τ := jl|Il ∪ jr|I = ǫ−1l ◦ ǫr ∈ Conf+(Sl, Sr). 
Lemma 6.13. The map Υ satisfies the following version of associativity:
(6.14)
1⊗Υ
H0(γr,A)◦Υ
r
Υ⊗1 H0(γl,A)◦Υ
l
where γl : ∂([1, 3]×[0, 1])→ ∂([0, 3]×[0, 1]) and γr : ∂([0, 2]×[0, 1])→ ∂([0, 3]×[0, 1])
are the maps
γl : γr :
given by γl = jl ∪ Id and γr = Id ∪ j+r , and j+r is obtained by conjugating jr by
(x, y) 7→ (x+ 1, y).
Proof. Using Lemma 6.12 twice, we can expand (6.14) into the following di-
agram:
1⊗Υr =Υr 1⊗H0(ǫr)
Υl⊗1=Υl Υl Υl
Υr H0(ǫr)
H0(ǫl)⊗1 H0(ǫl) H0(γl)
Υr H0(γr)
The lower right square commutes by the functoriality of H0, see (C.1). The re-
maining three squares commute by the fact that Υl and Υr are natural transforma-
tions. 
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The (1id⊠ 1D)-isomorphism as a vacuum fusion transformation. Let ǫl and
ǫr be as above, and let ǫl,⊤ : Sr,⊤ → Sb,⊤ and ǫr,⊤ : Sl,⊤ → Sb,⊤ be their restrictions
to the upper halves of Sr and Sl, respectively.
Lemma 6.15. Let A be a conformal net with finite index, and let ADB be an
irreducible defect. Let Hr := H0(Sr, D), where the circle Sr is bicolored as in (4.7).
Then the map ΩidA,D : → is the inverse of L2(D(ǫl,⊤)) ◦ΥlHr.
Similarly, assuming instead that B has finite index, the map ΩD,idB : →
is the inverse of L2(D(ǫr,⊤)) ◦ΥrHl , where Hl := H0(Sl, D).
Proof. We only treat the first equation Ω−1idA,D = L
2(D(ǫl,⊤)) ◦ΥlHr . We first
prove it in the case when D = idA. By definition, ΩidA,idA is the composite
ΨidA,idA−−−−−−−→
Φ−1
H0(A),H0(A)−−−−−−−−−→ ,
and ΦH0(A),H0(A) is the composite
Υ−−−−−−−→ ΨidA,idA−−−−−−−−−→ .
It follows that ΩidA,idA = Υ
−1 and we are done by Lemma 6.12.
We now treat the general case. By Proposition 4.32 (with the defects idA, idA,
and D), we have the commutativity of the following diagram:
(6.16)
ΩidA⊛idA,D
1⊗ΩidA,D
ΩidA,idA⊛D ΩidA,idA⊗1 = Υ
−1⊗1
Consider the circles Sl := ∂([0, 1]×[0, 1]), Sm := ∂([1, 2]×[0, 1]), Sr := ∂([2, 3]×[0, 1]),
Slm := ∂([0, 2]× [0, 1]), Smr := ∂([1, 3]× [0, 1]), Slmr := ∂([0, 3]× [0, 1]), and the
corresponding half-circles Sα,⊤ := (Sα)y≥ 12 for α ∈ {l,m, r, lm,mr, lmr}. Let ϕ :
[ 12−ε, 12+ε]→ [ 12−ε, 32+ε] and ψ : [ 32−2ε, 32−ε]→ [ 32−2ε, 52−ε] be diffeomorphisms
whose derivative is 1 in a neighborhood of the boundary, where ε is a fixed small
number. These extend to diffeomorphisms
ϕlm : Slm,⊤ → Slmr,⊤ , ϕl : Sl,⊤ → Slm,⊤ ,
ψlm : Slm,⊤ → Slmr,⊤ , ψm : Sm,⊤ → Smr,⊤ ,
whose derivative is 1 outside the domains of ϕ and ψ, respectively. Let also χ :=
ψ−1lm ◦ ϕlm. Note that χ(x, y) = (x, y) for x ≥ 32 . Since the construction of Ω is
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natural with respect to isomorphisms, the following squares 1 are commutative:
(6.17)
ΩidA,D
ΩidA,D
ΩidA⊛idA,D
1⊗ΩidA,D
ΩidA,idA⊛D Υ
−1⊗1
L2(D(ϕlm)) L
2(A(ϕl))⊗1
L2(D(ψlm))
1⊗L2(D(ψm))
L2(D(χ))
1
1
The remaining two squares of (6.17) are commutative by (6.16), and by the defini-
tion of χ.
We now consider the following diagram
(6.18)
2
3
3
3
(Υl )−1 L2(A(ϕl))⊗1
L2(A(ǫl,⊤)) Υ−1⊗1Υ
−1
L2(A(χ))L2(A(τ)) 1⊗Υ−1
L2(A(ǫl,⊤)) Υ−1
(Υl )−1 1⊗L2(A(σ))
1⊗(Υl )−1
1⊗L2(A(ψm)) 1⊗L2(A(ǫl,⊤))
where τ = ǫ−1l,⊤ ◦ χ ◦ ǫl,⊤, σ = ǫ−1l,⊤ ◦ ψm, the lower right corner stands for the fusion
of H0(Sl) with H0(Sr) along A(j+l |{1}×[0,1]), and j+l is obtained by conjugating jl
by (x, y) 7→ (x+ 1, y):
j+l : , j
+
l |{1}×[0,1] : .
Using the identity ΩidA,idA = Υ
−1 proved earlier, the case D = idA of (6.17) implies
the commutativity of 2 . The triangles 3 commute by virtue of Lemma 6.12, and
so the whole diagram (6.18) is commutative.
Let τˆ , σˆ ∈ Diff(∂[0, 1]2) be the symmetric extensions of τ and σ, so that τˆ |S1⊤ =
τ and σˆ|S1⊤ = σ. Note that by definition, both τˆ and σˆ commute with (x, y) 7→ (x, 1−
y). From the fact that χ(x, y) = (x, y) for x ≥ 32 , it follows that σˆ(x, y) = τˆ (x, y) =
(x, y) for x ≥ 12 . Let u ∈ A( ) and v ∈ A( ) be the canonical quantizations,
as in the discussion following equation (1.17), of the symmetric diffeomorphisms
τˆ and σˆ. By the definition of these quantizations, we have L2(A(τ)) = π(u) and
L2(A(σ)) = π(v), where π is the action of A( ) on = H0(A).
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We now consider the following diagram of natural transformations between
functors from A( )-modules to Hilbert spaces:
(6.19)
(Υl)−1 L2(A(ϕl))⊗1
Υ−1⊗1u
(Υl)−1 1⊗v 1⊗(Υ
l)−1
When evaluated on H0(A), the above diagram commutes by (6.18). Therefore, by
Lemma B.24, sinceH0(A) is a faithful A( )-module, the diagram (6.19) commutes
regardless of the module one evaluates it on. We now consider the following variant
of diagram (6.18):
4
5
5
5
(Υl )−1 L2(A(ϕl))⊗1
L2(D(ǫl,⊤)) Υ−1⊗1ΩidA,D
L2(D(χ))L2(D(τ)) 1⊗ΩidA,D
L2(D(ǫl,⊤)) ΩidA,D
(Υl )−1 1⊗L2(D(σ))
1⊗(Υl )−1
1⊗L2(D(ψm)) 1⊗L2(D(ǫ−1
l,⊤))
Our goal is to show is that the triangles 5 are commutative. Since D is irreducible,
there exists an invertible complex number λ such that
ΩidA,D ◦ L2(D(ǫl,⊤)) = λ (Υl )−1.
The 7-gon 4 is simply (6.17), and it is therefore commutative. The triangle 5
occurs two times with a given orientation, and once with the opposite orientation:
the outer 7-gon therefore commutes up to a factor of λ. But using Lemma 1.18 note
that outer 7-gon is an instance of (6.19), and is therefore commutative. It follows
that λ = 1. 
6.c. Unitors for horizontal fusion of sectors
In this section, we will introduce variants of the transformations Υl and Υr
that function as unitors for horizontal fusion and that will be more convenient than
Υl and Υr for verifying (in [BDH16]) that conformal nets form a 3-category (more
precisely, an internal dicategory in the 2-category of symmetric monoidal categories
[DH12, Def. 3.3]; see Footnote 14).
We will again be using the circles Sl, Sr, Sb, the intervals I, Il, Ir , and the
involutions jl ∈ Conf−(Sl), jr ∈ Conf−(Sr) from (6.10). Let αl := jl|Il ∪ idIr : Sb →
Sr and αr := idIl ∪jr|I : Sb → Sl be the diffeomorphisms used in the definition of
Υl and Υr—their inverses appeared in Lemma 6.12 under the names ǫl and ǫr.
The restriction αl|{0}×[0,1] is not the map (0, y) 7→ (1, y) and, as a consequence,
the way Υl interacts with horizontal fusion is somewhat complicated to describe.
(see the lower right corner of (6.18) and the vertical arrow from it); a similar
story holds for the restriction of αr to {2}×[0, 1]. Our next goal is to introduce
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diffeomorphisms βl : Sb → Sr and βr : Sb → Sl to replace αl and αr, so that the
corresponding variants of Υl and Υr avoid this complication with horizontal fusion.
Pick intervals I+l ⊂ Sb and I+r ⊂ Sb that are sightly larger than Il and Ir, and
diffeomorphisms βl and βr that satisfy
βl(0, y) = (1, y), βl ◦ j = j ◦ βl , βl|Sb\I+l = id
βr(2, y) = (1, y), βr ◦ j = j ◦ βr, βr|Sb\I+r = id,
where j(x, y) = (x, 1 − y):
αl : , βl : , Il = ⊂ I+l =
αr : , βr : , Ir = ⊂ I+r = .
The illustrations of βl and βr are somewhat rough, in that they do not record the
nontrivial contraction on the horizontal segments of I+l and I
+
r .
The composition βl◦α−1l : Sr → Sr is symmetric with respect to j, and restricts
to the identity on the complement of αl(I
+
l ). As explained in the discussion pre-
ceding Lemma 1.18, there is a canonical implementation ul of the diffeomorphism
βl ◦ α−1l on H0(Sr). Similarly, there is a canonical implementation ur of βr ◦ α−1r
on H0(Sl).
Given a D-E-sector H between A-B-defects D and E, pulling back H along
A(αl) produces an (idA⊛D)-(idA⊛E)-sector; cf. Lemma 3.1 and the subsequent
discussion. This operation is a functor α∗l : CN2 → CN2. Similarly, we have
functors β∗l , α
∗
r , β
∗
r : CN2 → CN2. Multiplication by ul and ur then provide natural
isomorphisms
U l : α∗l
∼= β∗l : CN2 CN2 , U r : α∗r ∼= β∗r : CN2 CN2
between the functors α∗l and β
∗
l , and between the functors α
∗
r and β
∗
r . Recall that
Υl and Υr are natural isomorphisms H0(A) ⊠A − ∼= α∗l and − ⊠B H0(B) ∼= α∗r of
functors from CN2 to CN2.
Definition 6.20. The left and right unitors are the natural transformations
Υˆl := U l ◦Υl : H0(A)⊠A− → β∗l and Υˆr := U r ◦Υr : −⊠BH0(B)→ β∗r . We draw
them as
ΥˆlH : H → H ΥˆrH : H → H .
(Of course, the precise transformations Υˆl and Υˆr depend on our unspecified choices
of βl and βr.)
We record some properties of the unitors that will be used in our later pa-
per [BDH16]. There is the following compatibility with the 1 ⊠ 1-isomorphism
Ω:
Lemma 6.21. Let B be a conformal net with finite index, and let ADB and BEC
be defects. The unitors commute with the 1⊠ 1-isomorphism in the sense that
β∗l ΩD,E ◦ ΥˆlH0(D⊛BE) = ΥˆlH0(D)⊠BH0(E) ◦
(
1H0(A) ⊠A ΩD,E
)
,
β∗r ΩD,E ◦ ΥˆrH0(D⊛BE) = ΥˆrH0(D)⊠BH0(E) ◦
(
ΩD,E ⊠C 1H0(C)
)
.
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That is, the two diagrams
Υˆl
Υˆl
1⊠Ω β
∗
l Ω
Υˆr
Υˆr
Ω⊠1 β
∗
rΩ
commute.
Proof. These equalities follow from the naturality of Υˆl and Υˆr, specifically
by viewing them as a natural transformations
Υˆl : A( )-modules A( )-modules
Υˆr : C( )-modules C( )-modules. 
Let αl,⊤, βl,⊤ : Sb,⊤ → Sr,⊤ and αr,⊤, βr,⊤ : Sb,⊤ → Sl,⊤ be the restrictions of
αl, βl, αr, βr to the upper half of Sb.
Lemma 6.22. Let ADB be a defect, color the circles Sr and Sl as in (4.7), and
let Hr := H0(Sr, D) and Hl := H0(Sl, D).
Then the map ΥˆlHr ◦ ΩidA,D : → coincides with L2(D(βl,⊤)), and
ΥˆrHl ◦ ΩD,idB : → coincides with L2(D(βr,⊤)).
Proof. From Lemma 6.15 (recall that ǫl = α
−1
l and ǫr = α
−1
r ), we know that
ΥlHr ◦ ΩidA,D = L2(D(αl,⊤)) , ΥrHl ◦ ΩD,idB = L2(D(αr,⊤)).
We also have U lHr = L
2(D(βl,⊤◦α−1l,⊤)) and U rHl = L2(D(βr,⊤◦α−1r,⊤)) by Lemma 1.18.
Finally recall that Υˆl = U l ◦Υl and Υˆr = U r ◦Υr. We therefore have
ΥˆlHr ◦ ΩidA,D = U lHr ◦ΥlHr ◦ ΩidA,D
= L2(D(βl,⊤ ◦ α−1l,⊤)) ◦ L2(D(αl,⊤)) = L2(D(βl,⊤))
and
ΥˆrHl ◦ ΩD,idB = U rHl ◦ΥrHl ◦ ΩD,idB
= L2(D(βr,⊤ ◦ α−1r,⊤)) ◦ L2(D(αr,⊤)) = L2(D(βr,⊤)). 
Combining this lemma with the factorization of L2(D(βl,⊤)) and L
2(D(βr,⊤))
from (B.7), we obtain the commutativity of the following two diagrams:
(6.23)
∼=
ΥˆlHr
ΩidA,D ∼=
∼=
ΥˆrHl
ΩD,idB ∼=
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Here, the stacked pictures in the upper right-hand corners signify the Connes fusion
along the algebras D( ) and D( ) respectively, and we have suppressed the
isomorphism (B.6).
6.d. The interchange isomorphism
In a 2-category, the interchange law says that the two ways of evaluating the
diagram
A B C
D
P
F G
E
Q
⇓H ⇓K
⇓ L ⇓M
are equal to each other: if one first performs the two vertical compositions and then
composes horizontally, or one first composes horizontally and then vertically, one
should obtain the same result. In our case, in a 3-category, the two ways of fusing
four sectors
(6.24)
A
D
F
H B C
E
K
C
G
Q
MA
P
L B
,
namely
H
L
K
M
versus
H
L
K
M
,
should yield the same answer up to natural isomorphism. In other words, we need
a unitary natural transformation13
(6.25)
(
CN2 ×CNf1 CN2
)×
CN
f
0
(
CN2 ×CNf1 CN2
)
CN2
between the functors fusionh ◦ (fusionv × fusionv) and fusionv ◦ (fusionh× fusionh) ◦ τ ,
where
τ :
(
CN2×CNf1CN2
)×
CN
f
0
(
CN2 ×CNf1 CN2
)
→ (CN2 ×CNf0 CN2)×CNf1×CNf
0
CN
f
1
(
CN2 ×CNf0 CN2
)
is the isomorphism that exchanges the two middle factors.
More concretely, given sectors DHF , EKG, FLP , GMQ as in (6.24), we are
looking for a unitary isomorphism
(6.26)
(
H ⊠F L
)
⊠B
(
K ⊠G M
) ∼=−→ (H ⊠B K)⊠F⊛BG (L⊠B M)
13Here, as in the 1 ⊠ 1-isomorphism Ω, we restrict to the groupoid parts of CN1 and CN0.
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of D ⊛B E -P ⊛B Q -sectors.
We may view (H,K,L,M) as an object of the category
C :=
F
( )
-modules × G
( )
-modules
× F
( )
-modules × G
( )
-modules
.
The forgetful functor (CN2 ×{F} CN2) × (CN2 ×{G} CN2)→ C is faithful. In order
to construct the natural transformation (6.25), it is therefore enough to produce
corresponding natural transformations
(6.27) C Hilbert Spaces
for every F and G. The fact that (6.26) intertwines the actions of D( ), E( )
P ( ), and Q( ), i.e., that it is a morphism of D⊛BE -P ⊛BQ -sectors, will then
follow from the naturality of (6.27).
The object
(
H0(F ), H0(G), H0(F ), H0(G)
) ∈ C consists of faithful modules;
the obvious analog of Lemma 4.3 (itself a generalization of B.24) applies, and so it
is enough to construct the natural transformation (6.27) on this object. Using the
isomorphisms (6.3) and (2.19), the required transformation is given by(
H0(F )⊠F H0(F )
)
⊠B
(
H0(G)⊠G H0(G)
) ∼=−→ H0(F )⊠B H0(G)
Ω−1−−−→ H0
(
F ⊛B G
) ∼=−→ H0(F ⊛B G)⊠F⊛BG H0(F ⊛B G)
Ω⊠Ω−−−−→ (H0(F )⊠B H0(G))⊠F⊛BG (H0(F )⊠B H0(G)).
Using the compatibility of Ω with the monoidal structure (Proposition 6.6), the
same can be deduced for the interchange isomorphism: (6.25) is a monoidal natural
transformation.
APPENDIX A
Components for the 3-category of conformal nets
The purpose of our next paper [BDH16] is to construct the symmetric monoidal
3-category of conformal nets. More precisely, we will construct an internal dicate-
gory object (C0,C1,C2) in the 2-category of symmetric monoidal categories [DH12,
Def. 3.3].14 In this book, we have developed the essential ingredients of that 3-
category. These ingredients are:
• A symmetric monoidal category C0 whose objects are the conformal nets with
finite index, and whose morphisms are the isomorphisms between them.
• A symmetric monoidal category C1 whose objects are the defects between con-
formal nets of finite index, and whose morphisms are the isomorphisms.
• A symmetric monoidal category C2 whose objects are sectors (between defects
between conformal nets of finite index), and whose morphisms are those homo-
morphisms of sectors that cover isomorphisms of defects and of conformal nets.
• These come with source and target functors s, t : C1 → C0 and s, t : C2 → C1
subject to the identities s ◦ s = s ◦ t and t ◦ s = t ◦ t.
• A symmetric monoidal functor composition : C1 ×C0 C1 → C1 that describes the
composition (or fusion) of defects (1.48). That the composition of defects exists
is the content of Theorem 1.44.
• A symmetric monoidal functor fusionh : C2×C0 C2 → C2 providing the horizontal
composition of sectors (2.12).
• A symmetric monoidal functor fusionv : C2 ×C1 C2 → C2 providing the vertical
composition of sectors (2.16).
• Symmetric monoidal functors identity : C0 → C1 and identityv : C1 → C2 provid-
ing the identity defects (1.39) and identity sectors (2.8).
• A monoidal natural transformation associator : C1 ×C0 C1 ×C0 C1 C1 that is
an associator for composition (1.57).
• A monoidal natural transformation associatorh : C2 ×C0 C2 ×C0 C2 C2 that is
an associator for fusionh (2.13)
• A monoidal natural transformation associatorv : C2 ×C1 C2 ×C1 C2 C2 that is
an associator for fusionv (2.17).
14 Following [DH12], a dicategory is a bicategory where the associators (fg)h ⇒ f(gh) are
strict (i.e., they are identity 2-morphisms) but the unitors 1f ⇒ f and f1⇒ f are not necessarily
strict.
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• Two monoidal natural transformations unitort, unitorb : C2 C2 that relate
fusionv and identityv (2.18).
• The coherences for composition and identity are “weak”: instead of natural trans-
formations C1 C1, we have four functors unitortl, unitortr, unitorbl, unitorbr :
C1 → C2 (3.2, 3.3). This weakness, which is an intrinsic feature of confor-
mal nets and defects, is what forces us to use the notion of internal dicategory
[DH12, Def. 3.3] instead of the simpler notion of internal 2-category [DH12,
Def. 3.1].
• The coherence between composition and identityv is a monoidal natural transfor-
mation C1 ×C0 C1 C2 (6.1, 6.3). The difficult construction of this coherence
forces us to restrict the morphisms in the category C1 of defects to be isomor-
phisms. We have called this natural transformation the “1 ⊠ 1-isomorphism”
because its domain is a Connes fusion of two identity sectors.
• Finally, the fundamental interchange isomorphism, a coherence between fusionh
and fusionv, is a monoidal natural transformation(
C2 ×C1 C2
)×C0 (C2 ×C1 C2) C2 (6.25).
Its definition relies crucially on the 1⊠ 1-isomorphism.
APPENDIX B
Von Neumann algebras
Given a Hilbert space H , we let B(H) denote its algebra of bounded operators.
The ultraweak topology on B(H) is the topology of pointwise convergence with
respect to the pairing with its predual, the trace class operators.
Definition B.1. A von Neumann algebra, is a topological *-algebra (without
any compatibility between the topology and the algebra structure) that is embed-
dable as closed subalgebra of B(H) with respect to the ultraweak topology.
The spatial tensor product A1⊗¯A2 of von Neumann algebras Ai ⊂ B(Hi) is the
closure in B(H1 ⊗H2) of their algebraic tensor product A1 ⊗alg A2.
Definition B.2. Let A be a von Neumann algebra. A left (right) A-module is
a Hilbert space H equipped with a continuous homomorphism from A (respectively
Aop) to B(H). We will use the notation AH (respectively HA) to denote the fact
that H is a left (right) A-module.
We now concisely recapitulate those aspects of [BDH11, BDH13, BDH14]
that are used in the present book, along with some other general facts about von
Neumann algebras. For further details, we refer the reader to [BDH11, §2 and
§6] for Section B.I, to [BDH11, §3] for Section B.II, to [BDH14, Appendix A]
for Section B.III, to [BDH13, §1.3] for Section B.IV, to [BDH11, §4] for Section
B.VI, and to [BDH11, §5] for Section B.VII.
B.I. The Haagerup L2-space
A faithful left module H for a von Neumann algebra A is called a standard form
if it comes equipped with an antilinear isometric involution J and a selfdual cone
P ⊂ H subject to the properties
(i) JAJ = A′ on H ,
(ii) JcJ = c∗ for all c ∈ Z(A),
(iii) Jξ = ξ for all ξ ∈ P ,
(iv) aJaJ(P ) ⊆ P for all a ∈ A
where A′ denotes the commutant of A. The operator J is called the modular
conjugation. The standard form is an A–A-bimodule, with right action ξa := Ja∗Jξ.
It is unique up to unique unitary isomorphism [Haa75].
The space of continuous linear functionals A→ C forms a Banach space A∗ =
L1(A) called the predual of A. It comes with a positive cone L1+(A) := {φ ∈
A∗ |φ(x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ A+} and two commuting A-actions given by (aφb)(x) := φ(bxa).
Given a von Neumann algebra A there is a canonical construction of a standard
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form for A [Kos80]. It is the completion of⊕
φ∈L1+(A)
C
√
φ
with respect to some pre-inner product, and is denoted L2(A). The positive cone in
L2A is given by L2+(A) := {
√
φ |φ ∈ L1+(A)}. The modular conjugation JA sends
λ
√
φ to λ¯
√
φ for λ ∈ C.
If f : A→ B is an isomorphism, then we write L2(f) : L2(A) ∼=−→ L2(B) for the
induced unitary isomorphism. The standard form is in fact functorial with respect
to a bigger class of maps; see Section B.VI.
B.II. Connes fusion
Definition B.3. Given two modules HA and AK over a von Neumann algebra
A, their Connes fusion H ⊠A K is the completion of
(B.4) Hom
(
L2(A)A, HA
)⊗A L2(A)⊗A Hom(AL2(A),AK)
with respect to the inner product
〈
φ1⊗ξ1⊗ψ1, φ2⊗ξ2⊗ψ2
〉
:=
〈
(φ∗2φ1)ξ1(ψ1ψ
∗
2), ξ2
〉
[Con90, Sau83, Was98]. Here, we have written the action of ψi on the right, which
means that ψ1ψ
∗
2 stands for the composite L
2(A)
ψ1−−→ K ψ
∗
2−−→ L2(A).
The L2 space is a unit for Connes fusion in the sense that there are canonical
unitary isomorphisms
(B.5) AL
2(A)⊠A H ∼= AH and H ⊠A L2(A)A ∼= HA
defined by φ⊗ξ⊗ψ 7→ (φξ)ψ and φ⊗ξ⊗ψ 7→ φ(ξψ). If f : A→ B is an isomorphism
of von Neumann algebras, HA and BK are modules, then
(B.6) (HA)f−1 ⊠B BK ∼= HA ⊠A f (BK)
via φ ⊗ ξ ⊗ ψ 7→ (φ ◦ L2(f))⊗ L2(f)−1(ξ) ⊗ (ψ ◦ L2(f)). Here the indices f−1 and
f indicate restrictions of actions along the isomorphisms f and f
−1. Using (B.5)
L2(f) can be expressed as
(B.7) L2(A) ∼= L2(A)f−1 ⊠B L2(B) ∼= L2(A) ⊠A fL2(B) ∼= L2(B).
B.III. Cyclic fusion
Let n ≥ 2 be some number. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let Ai be a von Neumann
algebras, and let Hi be Ai ⊗¯Aopi+1-modules (cyclic numbering). Then for each i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n}, we can form the fusion of Hi ⊠Ai+1 . . . ⊠Aj−1 Hj−1 (cyclic numbering)
with Hj ⊠Aj+1 . . .⊠Ai−1 Hi−1 over the algebra A
op
i ⊗¯Aj . The Hilbert space(
Hi ⊠Ai+1 . . .⊠Aj−1 Hj−1
)
⊠
A
op
i ⊗¯Aj
(
Hj ⊠Aj+1 . . .⊠Ai−1 Hi−1
)
is independent, up to canonical unitary isomorphism, of the choices of i and j [BDH14,
Appendix A]. We call the above Hilbert space the cyclic fusion of the Hi’s, and de-
note it by
H1 ⊠A2 · · · ⊠AnHn ⊠A1 .
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B.IV. Fusion and fiber product of von Neumann algebras
Definition B.8. Let A ← Cop , C → B be two homomorphisms between von
Neumann algebras, and let AH and BK be faithful modules. Viewing H as a right
C-module, we may form the Connes fusion H ⊠C K. One then defines the fusion
of A and B over C as
(B.9) A⊛C B := (A ∩ Cop ′) ∨ (C′ ∩B) ⊂ B(H ⊠C K),
where the commutants of Cop and C are taken in H and K, respectively.
The fusion is independent, up to canonical isomorphism, of the choice of mod-
ules H and K [BDH13, Prop. 1.23]. If those modules are not faithful, then there
is still an action, albeit non-faithful, of A⊛C B on H ⊠C K [BDH13, Lem. 1.24].
Note that the operation ⊛ is not associative [BDH13, Warn. 1.22].
The fiber product of von Neumann algebras (introduced in [Sau85] when C is
abelian, and in [Tim08, Def. 10.2.4] in general) is better behaved:
Definition B.10. In the situation of Definition B.8, the fiber product of A and
B over C is given by
A ∗C B := (A′ ⊗alg B′)′,
where the commutants A′ and B′ are taken in B(H) and B(K) respectively, while
the last one is taken in B(H ⊠C K).
The fiber product is independent of the choice of modules H and K and there
is an associator A ∗C (B ∗D E) → (A ∗C B) ∗D E that satisfies the pentagon iden-
tity [Tim08, Prop. 10.2.8].
If C = C, then A ∗C B = A ⊛C B is the spatial tensor product A ⊗¯B of von
Neumann algebras.
B.V. Compatibility with tensor products
There is a canonical isomorphism [MT84, SW82]
L2(A)⊗ L2(B) ∼= L2(A ⊗¯B)
that sends
√
φ ⊗√ψ to √φ⊗ ψ. This isomorphism provides a natural compatibility
between Connes fusion and tensor products,
(H1 ⊠A H2)⊗ (K1 ⊠B K2) ∼= (H1 ⊗K1)⊠A⊗¯B (H2 ⊗K2).
This isomorphism can then be used to construct natural compatibility isomorphisms
between the spatial tensor product and the fusion, respectively the fiber product,
of von Neumann algebras:
(A1 ⊛C1 B1) ⊗¯ (A2 ⊛C2 B2) ∼= (A1 ⊗¯A2)⊛C1⊗¯C2 (B1 ⊗¯B2),
(A1 ∗C1 B1) ⊗¯ (A2 ∗C2 B2) ∼= (A1 ⊗¯A2) ∗C1⊗¯C2 (B1 ⊗¯B2).
Here, those isomorphisms also rely on the equation (A ⊗¯B)′ = A′ ⊗¯B′ (Tomita’s
commutator theorem [Tak70, Thm. 12.3]).
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B.VI. Dualizability
A von Neumann algebra whose center is C is called a factor. Von Neumann
algebras with finite-dimensional center are finite direct sums of factors.
Definition B.11. Let A andB be von Neumann algebras with finite-dimensional
center. Given an A–B-bimodule H , we say that a B–A-bimodule H¯ is dual to H if
it comes equipped with maps
(B.12) R : AL
2(A)A → AH ⊠B H¯A S : BL2(B)B → BH¯ ⊠A HB
subject to the duality equations (R∗ ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ S) = 1, (S∗ ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗R) = 1, and to
the normalization R∗(x ⊗ 1)R = S∗(1⊗ x)S for all x ∈ End(AHB). A bimodule
whose dual module exists is called dualizable.
If AHB is a dualizable bimodule, then its dual bimodule is well defined up to
canonical unitary isomorphism [BDH11, Thm. 4.22]. Moreover, the dual bimodule
is canonically isomorphic to the complex conjugate Hilbert spaceH , with the actions
bξ¯a := a∗ξb∗ [BDH11, Cor. 6.12].
A homomorphism f : A → B between von Neumann algebras with finite-dim-
ensional center is said to be finite if the associated bimodule AL
2(B)B is dual-
izable. If f : A → B is a finite homomorphism, then there is an induced map
L2(f) : L2(A) → L2(B), and we have L2(f ◦ g) = L2(f) ◦ L2(g). In other words,
Haagerup’s L2-space is functorial with respect to finite homomorphisms [BDH11].
The map L2(f) is bounded and A-A-bilinear, but usually not isometric.
B.VII. Statistical dimension and minimal index
The statistical dimension of a dualizable bimodule AHB between factors is given
by
dim(AHB) := R
∗R = S∗S ∈ R≥0
where R and S are as in (B.12). For non-dualizable bimodules, one declares
dim(AHB) to be ∞. If A = ⊕Ai and B = ⊕Bj are finite direct sums of fac-
tors, then we can decompose H = ⊕Hij as a direct sum of Ai–Bj-bimodules and
define the matrix-valued statistical dimension
dim(AHB)ij := dim(AiHij Bj ).
This matrix-valued dimension is additive with respect to addition of modules and
multiplicative with respect to Connes fusion [BDH11, §5]:
dim(AHB ⊕ AKB) = dim(AHB) + dim(AKB)(B.13)
dim(AHB ⊠B BKC) = dim(AHB) · dim(BKC).(B.14)
Given a finite homomorphism f : A → B between von Neumann algebras with
finite-dimensional center, we let
JB : AK := dim(AL2BB)
denote the matrix of statistical dimensions of AL
2BB. If AHB is a bimodule where
B acts faithfully, then by [BDH11, Lem. 5.16]
(B.15) dim(AHB) = JB′ : AK
where B′ is the commutant of B on H . If A also acts faithfully, then
(B.16) JB : AK = JA′ : B′KT ,
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where T denotes the transposed matrix [BDH11, Cor. 5.17]. The minimal index
[B : A] of an inclusion of factors ι : A→ B is the square of the statistical dimension
of AL
2BB [BDH11, Def. 5.10]. For inclusions A ⊆ B ⊆ C of von Neumann algebras
with finite-dimensional center we have
(B.17) JC : AK = JB : AK · JC : BK,
by [BDH11, Eq. (5.14)]. Moreover, the inclusion map A → B is an isomorphism
if and only if JB : AK is a permutation matrix [BDH11, §5]. If C is a factor, then
(B.18) JB ⊗¯C : A ⊗¯CK = JB : AK.
We recall two further results [BDH11, Cor. 7.26, Cor. 7.27] that are crucial
for the proof of Theorem 5.2. Let
∥∥.∥∥
2
stand for the l2-norm of a vector. Let
N ⊂ M ⊂ B(H) be factors such that the inclusion N ⊂ M has finite index. If
M ⊂ A ⊂ B(H) is such that one of the two relative commutants N ′ ∩A or M ′ ∩A
is a factor and the other has finite-dimensional center, then
(B.19)
∥∥JN ′ ∩A :M ′ ∩ AK∥∥
2
≤ JM : NK.
Similarly, if N ⊂ M ⊂ B(H) are factors with N ⊂ M of finite index, and A ⊂
M ′ ⊂ B(H) is such that one of the two algebras N ∨ A or M ∨ A is a factor and
the other has finite-dimensional center, then
(B.20)
∥∥JM ∨ A : N ∨ AK∥∥
2
≤ JM : NK.
B.VIII. Functors between module categories
The first lemma below is well known ([JS97, Rem. 2.1.3. (iii)]). It is the main
distinguishing feature of the representation theory of von Neumann algebras. Here,
ℓ2 stands for ℓ2(N) (or possibly ℓ2(X) for a set X of sufficiently large cardinality if
the Hilbert spaces we deal with are not separable).
Lemma B.21. Let A be a von Neumann algebra and let H and K be faithful
left A-modules. Then H ⊗ ℓ2 ∼= K ⊗ ℓ2. In particular, any A-module is isomorphic
to a direct summand of H ⊗ ℓ2.
Let A and B be von Neumann algebras. We call a functor F : A-modules →
B-modules normal if it is continuous with respect to the ultra-weak topology on
hom-spaces, preserves adjoints F (f∗) = F (f)∗, and is additive in the following
sense: for A-modules Mi the map ⊕F (ιi) : ⊕ F (Mi) → F (⊕Mi) induced by the
inclusions ιi : Mi → ⊕kMk is a unitary isomorphism. Such functors are uniquely
determined by their value on a single faithful A-module:
Lemma B.22. Let A and B be von Neumann algebras. Let M be a faithful
A-module, let N be an arbitrary B-module, and let
F1 : EndA(M)→ EndB(N)
be a morphism of von Neumann algebras. Then the assignment F (M) := N ,
F (f) := F1(f) extends uniquely (up to unique unitary isomorphism) to a normal
functor F from the category of A-modules to the category of B-modules.
Proof. We prove existence and leave uniqueness to the reader. Given an A-
module H , by Lemma B.21 we may pick an isomorphism
(B.23) H ∼= im(p :M ⊗ ℓ2 →M ⊗ ℓ2)
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of H with the image of a projection p ∈ EndA(M) ⊗¯B(ℓ2). We can then define
F (H) := im
(
(F1 ⊗ Idℓ2)(p) : N ⊗ ℓ2 → N ⊗ ℓ2
)
,
For morphisms, if H ∼= im(p) and K ∼= im(q) are A-modules given as above,
then the image under F of an A-linear map r : H → K is the unique map F (r) :
F (H)→ F (K) for which the composite
N ⊗ ℓ2 ։ F (H) F (r)−−−→ F (K) →֒ N ⊗ ℓ2
is the image under F1 ⊗ Idℓ2 of the map M ⊗ ℓ2 ։ H r−→ K →֒M ⊗ ℓ2. 
A similar result holds for natural transformations.
Lemma B.24. Let F,G : A-modules → B-modules be two normal functors and
let M be a faithful A-module. Then, in order to uniquely define a natural transfor-
mation a : F → G, it is enough to specify its value on M , and to check that for
each r ∈ EndA(M), the diagram
F (M) F (M)
G(M) G(M)
F (r)
G(r)
aM aM
commutes.
Proof. Given an A-module H along with an isomorphism (B.23), one uses the
natural inclusion F (H) ⊂ F (M ⊗ ℓ2) ∼= F (M)⊗ ℓ2 to define
aH := (aM ⊗ Idℓ2)|F (H).
This prescription is independent of the choice of isomorphism. 
B.IX. The split property
Definition B.25. Given two commuting von Neumann algebras A and B act-
ing on a Hilbert space H , we say that A and B are split on H if the natural map
A⊗algB → B(H) extends to a homomorphism A ⊗¯B → B(H). We also say that an
inclusion A0 →֒ A is split if there exists a (equivalently, for any) faithful A-module
H such that A0 and A
′ are split on H .
Lemma B.26. Let A0 ⊆ A be von Neumann algebras acting faithfully on a
Hilbert space H, and let B ⊆ A′ be an algebra that commutes with A. If the
inclusion A0 →֒ A is split, then we have
(B.27) B ∨ (A ∩A′0) = (B ∨A) ∩ A′0.
Proof. Consider H⊗L2(A0) as an A′ ⊗¯A0-module, where A′ acts on the first
factor and A0 acts on the second factor. Both H and H ⊗ L2(A0) are faithful
A′ ⊗¯A0-modules.
So we may pick an A′ ⊗¯A0-module isomorphism between H ⊗ ℓ2 and H ⊗
L2(A0) ⊗ ℓ2. Let K := L2(A0) ⊗ ℓ2, so we have H ⊗ ℓ2 ∼= H ⊗ K. Under this
identification, the subalgebra(
B ∨ (A ∩ A′0)
) ⊗¯B(ℓ2) = (B ⊗¯ 1) ∨ ((A ⊗¯B(ℓ2)) ∩ (A0 ⊗¯ 1)′)
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of B(H ⊗ ℓ2) corresponds to
(B ⊗¯ 1) ∨ ((A ⊗¯B(K)) ∩ (1 ⊗¯A0)′) = (B ⊗¯ 1) ∨ (A ⊗¯A′0) = (B ∨ A) ⊗¯A′0
in B(H ⊗K). Similarly,(
(B ∨ A) ∩ A′0
) ⊗¯B(ℓ2) = ((B ⊗¯ 1) ∨ (A ⊗¯B(ℓ2))) ∩ (A0 ⊗¯ 1)′
corresponds to(
(B ⊗¯ 1)∨(A⊗¯B(K)))∩(1 ⊗¯A0)′ = ((B∨A)⊗¯B(K))∩(B(H)⊗¯A′0) = (B∨A) ⊗¯A′0.
The algebras (B.27) agree after tensoring with B(ℓ2), so they are equal. 
Lemma B.28. Let A ⊂ B(H) be a factor, and let A0 be a subalgebra of A. If
the inclusion A0 →֒ A is split, then
(B.29) (A0 ∨ A′) ∩A = A0.
Proof. As in the previous lemma, we pick an isomorphism H⊗ ℓ2 ∼= H⊗K of
A′ ⊗¯A0-modules, where K = L2(A0) ⊗ ℓ2. Under that isomorphism, the algebras
A0 ⊗¯ 1 and (
(A0 ∨ A′) ∩ A
) ⊗¯ 1 = ((A0 ⊗¯ 1) ∨ (A′ ⊗¯ 1)) ∩ (A ⊗¯B(ℓ2))
correspond to 1 ⊗¯A0 and(
(1 ⊗¯A0) ∨ (A′ ⊗¯ 1)
) ∩ (A ⊗¯B(K)) = (A′ ⊗¯A0) ∩ (A ⊗¯B(K)) = 1 ⊗¯A0.
Since their images in B(H ⊗K) agree, the two algebras (B.29) are equal. 
Recall the fiber product operation ∗ from Definition B.10.
Lemma B.30. Let A, B, and C be factors, and let Aop ← C → B be homo-
morphisms. Let B ⊂ Bˆ be a subfactor of finite index. Assuming that the inclusion
C → Aop is split, then A ∗C Bˆ and A ∗C B are factors, and we have
(B.31) [A ∗C Bˆ : A ∗C B] = [Bˆ : B].
Proof. Let H be a faithful A-module and K a faithful Bˆ-module. Let A′ be
the commutant of A on H , and let B′ and Bˆ′ be the commutants of B and Bˆ on
K. Finally, let C′ be the commutant of C on K, and let ′C be the commutant of
Cop on H .
Since the inclusion of C into Aop is split, so is the inclusion A′ →֒ ′C. The
algebra C′ is ′C’s commutant on H ⊠C K, and so A
′ and C′ are split on H ⊠C K.
Finally, B′ and Bˆ′ being subalgebras of C′, we conclude that A′ and B′, and also
A′ and Bˆ′, are split on H ⊠C K. It follows that the algebras
(A ∗C B)′ = A′ ∨B′ = A′ ⊗¯B′ and (A ∗C Bˆ)′ = A′ ∨ Bˆ′ = A′ ⊗¯ Bˆ′
are factors, and thus so are A ∗C B and A ∗C Bˆ. Finally, we have
[A∗C Bˆ : A∗CB] = [(A∗CB)′ : (A∗C Bˆ)′] = [A′ ⊗¯B′ : A′ ⊗¯ Bˆ′] = [B′ : Bˆ′] = [Bˆ : B]
by (B.16) and (B.18). 
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Lemma B.32. Let A0 and A1 be commuting subalgebras of B(H), and let B0
and B1 be commuting subalgebras of B(K). Let C
op → A0 and C → B0 be injective
homomorphisms. If Cop and A′0 are split on H, then we have
(B.33) A1 ∨ (A0 ∗C B0) ∨B1 = (A1 ∨ A0) ∗C (B0 ∨B1)
on H ⊠C K.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, the algebras A′0 and C
′ are
split on H ⊠C K. In particular, the actions of A
′
0 on H and of B
′
0 on K induce an
action of A′0 ⊗¯B′0 on H ⊠C K.
Consider H ⊗ K as an A′0 ⊗¯B′0-module, where A′0 acts on H and B′0 acts on
K. Since this is a faithful module, we can find an A′0 ⊗¯B′0-linear isometry
H ⊠C K →֒ H ⊗K ⊗ ℓ2.
Let p ∈ B(H ⊗K ⊗ ℓ2) be its range projection. Under the induced isomorphism
α : B(H ⊠C K)
∼=−→ p
(
B(H) ⊗¯B(K) ⊗¯B(ℓ2)
)
p,
we have
α(A′0) =
(
A′0 ⊗¯C ⊗¯C
)
p, α(B′0) =
(
C ⊗¯B′0 ⊗¯C
)
p,
α(A1) =
(
A1 ⊗¯C ⊗¯C
)
p, α(B1) =
(
C ⊗¯B1 ⊗¯C
)
p.
Recalling the definition A0 ∗C B0 := (A′0 ∨B′0)′, we then see that
α(A0 ∗C B0) = p
(
A0 ⊗¯B0 ⊗¯B(ℓ2)
)
p.
Similarly, α((A1 ∨ A0) ∗C (B0 ∨ B1)) = p
(
(A1 ∨ A0) ⊗¯ (B0 ∨ B1) ⊗¯B(ℓ2)
)
p, and
equation (B.33) follows since
(A1⊗¯C⊗¯C) ∨ (A0⊗¯B0⊗¯B(ℓ2)) ∨ (C⊗¯B1⊗¯C) = (A1 ∨ A0)⊗¯(B0 ∨B1)⊗¯B(ℓ2). 
B.X. Two-sided fusion on L2-spaces
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and let M0 and A be two commuting sub-
algebras such that M0 ∨ A = M . Let HA be a faithful right A-module, and let B
be its commutant, acting on H on the left. Then H is naturally a B–A-bimodule,
and its conjugate H is an A–B-bimodule. Consider the Hilbert space
Ĥ := H ⊠A L
2(M)⊠A H,
which is a completion of hom(L2AA, HA)⊗A L2(M)⊗A hom(AL2A,AH).
Let us denote by JA and JM the modular conjugations on L
2A and L2M . There
is an antilinear involution Ĵ : Ĥ → Ĥ given by
Ĵ
(
ϕ⊗ ξ ⊗ ψ) = ψ¯ ⊗ JM (ξ)⊗ ϕ¯,
where ξ ∈ L2M is a vector, and for ϕ ∈ hom(L2AA, HA) and ψ ∈ hom(AL2A,AH),
the maps
ϕ¯ ∈ hom(AL2A,AH¯), ψ¯ ∈ hom(L2AA, HA)
are given by ϕ¯ = I ◦ϕ ◦JA and ψ¯ = I ◦ψ ◦JA, where I is the identity map between
H and H . There are natural left and right actions of B on Ĥ coming from its
actions on H and H . Moreover, the left and right actions of M on L2(M) induce
actions of M0 on Ĥ . The left and right actions of M0 and B are interchanged (up
to a star) by Ĵ , and so the algebra M̂ := M0 ∨ B generated by them in their left
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action on Ĥ is isomorphic to the algebra generated by them in their right action on
Ĥ . From this discussion, we see that Ĥ is an M̂–M̂ -bimodule with an involution Ĵ
that satisfies Ĵ(aξb) = b∗Ĵ(ξ)a∗.
Proposition B.34. In the above situation, there is a canonical positive cone P̂
in Ĥ := H ⊠A L
2M ⊠AH such that (Ĥ, Ĵ , P̂ ) is a standard form for M̂ = M0 ∨B.
In the following proof, as in Section B.VIII, ℓ2 stands for ℓ2(N), or perhaps ℓ2(X)
for a set X of sufficiently large cardinality. If H admits a cyclic vector for A then
we can replace ℓ2 by C everywhere, and the proof simplifies.
Proof. Pick an A-linear isometry u : HA → ℓ2 ⊗ L2(A)A (Lemma B.21) and
let
u¯ := (1⊗ JA) ◦ u ◦ I : AH → ℓ2 ⊗ L2(A) ∼= AL2(A)⊗ ℓ2.
The endomorphism algebra of ℓ2 ⊗ L2(A)A can be identified with B(ℓ2) ⊗¯A. In
particular, the range projection p := uu∗ is in B(ℓ2) ⊗¯A.
Let us defineM1 := B(ℓ
2) ⊗¯M , with associated standard form (L2M1, JM1 , PM1)
and let q := p JM1p JM1 ∈ B(L2M1) or, equivalently, q(ξ) := p ξ p. Composing
u⊠idL2(M)⊠ u¯ with the obvious identifications (ℓ
2⊗L2A)⊠AL2M⊠A(L2A⊗ℓ2 ) ∼=
ℓ2 ⊗ L2M ⊗ ℓ2 ∼= L2M1, we get an isometry
v : Ĥ =H ⊠A L
2M ⊠A H → L2M1
v
(
ϕ⊗ ξ ⊗ ψ) = (uϕ) · ξ · (u¯ ψ)
with range projection vv∗ = q. The resulting isomorphism Ĥ ∼= q(L2M1) in-
tertwines Ĵ and qJM1 , as can be seen from the commutativity of the following
diagram:
ϕ⊗ ξ ⊗ ψ ψ¯ ⊗ JM (ξ)⊗ ϕ¯
(u ψ¯) · JM (ξ) · (u¯ ϕ¯)
(uϕ) · ξ · (u¯ ψ) (u¯ ψ)∗ · JM (ξ) · (uϕ)∗
Ĵ
JM1
v
v
Here, the last equality holds because the preimage of u ψ¯ under the left action map
ℓ2⊗A→ hom(L2AA, ℓ2⊗L2AA) agrees with the preimage of (u¯ ψ)∗ under the right
action map ℓ2 ⊗ A → hom(AL2A ⊗ ℓ2,AL2A), and the preimage of u¯ ϕ¯ under the
right action map agrees with the preimage of (uϕ)∗ under the left action map.
Recall that B is the commutant of A on H . In its action on L2M1 = ℓ
2 ⊗
L2M ⊗ ℓ2, we have B ≡ vBv∗ = q(B(ℓ2) ⊗¯A)q, and so it follows that
M̂ ≡ v M̂ v∗ = v(M0 ∨B)v∗
= qM0 ∨ q(B(ℓ2) ⊗¯A)q
= q
(
B(ℓ2) ⊗¯ (M0 ∨ A)
)
q = q
(
B(ℓ2) ⊗¯M)q = qM1 q.
(B.35)
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Now by [Haa75, Lem. 2.6], we know that
(
q(L2M1), qJM1 , q(PM1)
)
is a standard
form for qM1q. Therefore, by letting P̂ := v
−1(q(PM1 )), we have that (Ĥ, Ĵ , P̂ ) is
a standard form for M̂ . 
Lemma B.36. Let M , M0, A, M̂ be as in the previous lemma. Then if M is a
factor, so is M̂ .
Proof. We have seen in (B.35) that M̂ = qM1 q = q(B(ℓ
2) ⊗¯M)q. The result
follows since corners of factors are factors. 
The isomorphism constructed by Proposition B.34 satisfies the following version
of associativity. Let M = M0 ∨A1 ∨A2 be a von Neumann algebra, where M0, A1,
and A2 are commuting subalgebras of M . Let Hi be faithful right Ai-modules, and
let Bi be their commutants. Then we can form the Hilbert spaces
Ĥ1 := H1 ⊠A1 L
2M ⊠A1 H1 and Ĥ2 := H2 ⊠A2 L
2M ⊠A2 H2
on which the algebras M̂1 := M0 ∨ B1 ∨ A2 and M̂2 := M0 ∨ A1 ∨ B2 act. By
Proposition B.34, we have canonical isomorphisms Ĥ1 ∼= L2M̂1 and Ĥ2 ∼= L2M̂2.
Furthermore, we can form the Hilbert spaces
Ĥ1 := H2 ⊠A2 L
2M̂1 ⊠A2 H2 and Ĥ2 := H1 ⊠A1 L
2M̂2 ⊠A1 H1,
on which the algebra M̂ := M0 ∨B1 ∨B2 acts. Again by Proposition B.34, we then
have canonical isomorphisms Ĥ1 ∼= L2M̂ ∼= Ĥ2.
Proposition B.37. In the above situation, the following diagram is commuta-
tive:
(B.38)
H2 ⊠
A2
L2M̂1 ⊠
A2
H2= Ĥ1H2 ⊠
A2
Ĥ1 ⊠
A2
H2
L2M̂
H1 ⊠
A1
Ĥ2 ⊠
A1
H1 H1 ⊠
A1
L2M̂2 ⊠
A1
H1= Ĥ2
∼=
Proof. Let ℓ1 and ℓ2 be two copies of ℓ
2. Pick isometries ui : (Hi)Ai →֒ (ℓi ⊗
L2Ai)Ai , so as to identify Ĥ1 with L
2(p1(B(ℓ1) ⊗¯M)p1), and Ĥ2 with L2(p2(M ⊗¯B(ℓ2))p2),
for pi := uiu
∗
i . Here, we have p1 ∈ B(ℓ1) ⊗¯M and p2 ∈ M ⊗¯B(ℓ2). Let us
also define the projections q1 on L
2(B(ℓ1) ⊗¯M) ∼= ℓ1 ⊗ ℓ1 ⊗ L2M and q2 on
L2(M ⊗¯B(ℓ2)) ∼= L2M ⊗ ℓ2 ⊗ ℓ2 by qi(ξ) = piξpi.
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Given the above notations, consider the following diagram:
L2((p1⊗1)(1⊗p2)(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M⊗¯B(ℓ2))(1⊗p2)(p1⊗1))
L2(B(ℓ1)⊗¯(p2(M⊗¯B(ℓ2))p2))
H1 ⊠
A1
L2(p2(M⊗¯B(ℓ2))p2)⊠
A1
H1
ℓ1⊗ℓ¯1⊗L
2(p2(M⊗¯B(ℓ2))p2)
H1 ⊠
A1
(q2(L2M⊗ℓ2⊗ℓ¯2))⊠
A1
H¯1
H1 ⊠
A1
L2(M⊗¯B(ℓ2))⊠
A1
H¯1
ℓ1⊗ℓ¯1⊗L
2(M⊗¯B(ℓ2))
L2(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M⊗¯B(ℓ2))
H1 ⊠
A1
(
H2 ⊠
A2
L2M ⊠
A2
H¯2
)
⊠
A1
H¯1
H1 ⊠
A1
(
L2M⊗ℓ2⊗ℓ¯2
)
⊠
A1
H¯1
ℓ1⊗ℓ¯1⊗(L2M⊗ℓ2⊗ℓ¯2)
H2 ⊠
A2
(
H1 ⊠
A1
L2M ⊠
A1
H¯1
)
⊠
A2
H¯2
H2 ⊠
A2
(
ℓ1⊗ℓ¯1⊗L
2M
)
⊠
A2
H¯2
(ℓ1⊗ℓ¯1⊗L2M)⊗ℓ2⊗ℓ¯2
H2 ⊠
A2
(q1(ℓ1⊗ℓ¯1⊗L2M))⊠
A2
H¯2
H2 ⊠
A2
L2(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M)⊠
A2
H¯2
L2(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M)⊗ℓ2⊗ℓ¯2
H2 ⊠
A2
L2(p1(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M)p1)⊠
A2
H2
L2(p1(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M)p1)⊗ℓ2⊗ℓ¯2
L2((p1(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M)p1)⊗¯B(ℓ2))
L2((1⊗p2)(p1⊗1)(B(ℓ1)⊗¯M⊗¯B(ℓ2))(p1⊗1)(1⊗p2))
L2 ̂M
Here, arrows denote inclusions and lines denote isomorphisms. One recognizes
(B.38) as the outside of the above diagram, and each one of the interior cells com-
mutes for obvious reasons. 

APPENDIX C
Conformal nets
C.I. Axioms for conformal nets
Let VN be the category whose objects are von Neumann algebras with sep-
arable preduals, and whose morphisms are C-linear homomorphisms and C-linear
antihomomorphisms. A net is a covariant functor A : INT→ VN taking orientation-
preserving embeddings to injective homomorphisms and orientation-reversing em-
beddings to injective antihomomorphisms. We call a net continuous if for any
intervals I and J , the map HomINT(I, J) → HomVN(A(I),A(J)), ϕ 7→ A(ϕ) is
continuous for the C∞ topology on HomINT(I, J) and Haagerup’s u-topology on
HomVN(A(I),A(J)) [BDH13, Appendix]. Given a subinterval I ⊆ K, we will
often not distinguish between A(I) and its image in A(K).
A conformal net is a continuous net A subject to the following conditions. Here,
I and J are subintervals of an interval K:
(i) Locality: If I ⊂ K and J ⊂ K have disjoint interiors, then A(I) and A(J)
are commuting subalgebras of A(K).
(ii) Strong additivity: IfK = I∪J , then A(K) is generated as a von Neumann
algebra by the two subalgebras: A(K) = A(I) ∨A(J).
(iii) Split property: If I ⊂ K and J ⊂ K are disjoint, then the map from the
algebraic tensor product A(I)⊗algA(J) → A(K) extends to a map from
the spatial tensor product A(I) ⊗¯A(J)→ A(K).
(iv) Inner covariance: If ϕ ∈ Diff+(I) restricts to the identity in a neighbor-
hood of ∂I, then A(ϕ) is an inner automorphism of A(I). (A unitary
u ∈ A(I) with Ad(u) = A(ϕ) is said to implement ϕ.)
(v) Vacuum sector: Suppose that J ( I contains the boundary point p ∈ ∂I,
and let J¯ denote J with the reversed orientation; A(J) acts on L2(A(I))
via the left action of A(I), and A(J¯) ∼= A(J)op acts on L2(A(I)) via
the right action of A(I). In this case, we require that the action of
A(J)⊗algA(J¯) on L2(A(I)) extends to an action of A(J ∪p J¯):
A(J)⊗algA(J¯) B(L2A(I))
A(J ∪p J¯)
Here, J ∪p J¯ is equipped with any smooth structure extending the given
smooth structures on J and J¯ , and for which the orientation-reversing
involution that exchanges J and J¯ is smooth.
A conformal net A is called irreducible if the algebras A(I) are factors. As
discussed in Correction 1.31, contrary to our claim in [BDH13, §1.4, Eq 1.42], we
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do not know whether an arbitrary conformal net decomposes as a direct integral of
irreducible ones. A conformal net is called semisimple if it is a finite direct sum of
irreducible conformal nets. We denote by CN0 the symmetric monoidal category of
semisimple conformal nets and their natural transformations. The tensor product of
nets A and B is defined using the spatial tensor product of von Neumann algebras:
(A⊗B)(I) := A(I) ⊗¯ B(I). A natural transformation τ : A → B between semisimple
conformal nets is called finite if for all intervals I, the map τI : A(I) → B(I) is a
finite homomorphism (Appendix B.VI).
C.II. The vacuum sector
A conformal circle S is a circle S together with a diffeomorphism S → S1 that
is specified up to a (not-necessarily orientation preserving) Mo¨bius transformation
of S1 [BDH13, Def. 2.12]; here, S1 denotes the standard circle {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}.
The set of conformal maps S → S′ is denoted by Conf(S, S′). If S and S′ are
oriented, then we denote by Conf+(S, S
′) and Conf−(S, S
′) the subsets of orienta-
tion preserving and orientation reversing maps. From now on, all our circles are
implicitly assumed to be oriented.
For a conformal net A there is a functor [BDH13, Thm. 2.13]
(C.1) S 7→ H0(S,A)
from the category of oriented conformal circles to the category of Hilbert spaces. It
sends orientation preserving conformal maps to unitary operators and orientation
reversing conformal maps to anti-unitary operators. The Hilbert space H0(S,A) is
called the vacuum sector of A on S, and comes equipped with compatible actions
of the algebras A(I) for any subinterval I of S.
For ϕ ∈ Conf(S, S′), the operator H0(ϕ,A) implements the diffeomorphism ϕ,
that is:
A(ϕ)(a) = H0(ϕ,A) aH0(ϕ,A)∗ if ϕ ∈ Conf+(S, S′)
A(ϕ)(a) = H0(ϕ,A) a∗H0(ϕ,A)∗ if ϕ ∈ Conf−(S, S′)
for any I ⊂ S and a ∈ A(I).
Moreover, for every interval I ⊂ S, there is a canonical unitary identification
(C.2) vI : H0(S,A)→ L2(A(I)).
These unitaries are such that for ϕ ∈ Conf+(S, S′) and ψ ∈ Conf−(S, S′), the
diagrams
(C.3)
H0(S,A) L2(A(I))
H0(S
′,A) L2(A(ϕ(I)))
H0(ϕ,A) L
2(A(ϕ))
vI
vϕ(I)
H0(S,A) L2(A(I))
H0(S
′,A) L2(A(ψ(I ′)))
H0(ψ,A) L
2(A(ψj))◦J
vI
vψ(I′)
commute, where J is the modular conjugation on L2(A(I)), j ∈ Conf−(S) is the
involution that fixes ∂I, and I ′ = j(I) is the closure of S \ I. Taking ψ := j in the
second diagram, we recover the modular conjugation as J = vIH0(jI ,A)v∗I .
If S is a circle without a conformal structure, then it is still possible to define
H0(S,A) as L2(A(I)) of some interval I ⊂ S, but this only defines H0(S,A) up
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to non-canonical unitary isomorphism [BDH13, Def. 1.17]. We will sometimes
abbreviate H0(S,A) by H0(S).
Proposition C.4. (Haag duality for conformal nets [BDH13, Prop. 1.18]) Let
A be a conformal net, and let S be a circle. Then for any I ⊂ S, the algebra A(I ′)
is the commutant of A(I) on H0(S,A).
If J ⊂ K are intervals such that Jc, the closure of K \ J , is itself an interval,
then the relative commutant of A(J) in A(K) is A(Jc).
C.III. Gluing vacuum sectors
Consider a theta-graph Θ, and let S1, S2, S3 be its three circle subgraphs with
orientations as drawn below:
Θ :
S1
,
S2
,
S3
.
(Elsewhere in this book, we more often depict circles as squares:
Θ :
S1
,
S2
,
S3
.)
We equip Θ with a ‘smooth structure’ in the sense of [BDH14, Def. 1.4] and let
I := S1 ∩ S2, K := S1 ∩ S3, L := S2 ∩ S3.
Let us give K the orientation coming from S1, and let us give I and L the orienta-
tions coming from S2.
Then given a conformal net A, there is a non-canonical isomorphism [BDH13,
Cor. 1.34]
(C.5) H0(S1,A)⊠A(I) H0(S2,A) ∼= H0(S3,A),
compatible with the actions of A(K) and A(L). Moreover, in the presence of
suitable conformal structures, this isomorphism can be constructed canonically:
equip S1 and S2 with conformal structures, and let j1 ∈ Conf−(S1), j2 ∈ Conf−(S2)
be the unique involutions fixing ∂I. Then there is a unique conformal structure on
S3 for which j2|I ∪ IdK : S1 → S3 and j1|I ∪ IdL : S2 → S3 are conformal. We can
then use (C.2) to obtain the canonical isomorphism [BDH13, Cor. 2.20]
Υ: H0(S1,A)⊠A(I) H0(S2,A) vK⊠vI−−−−→ L2(A(K))⊠A(I) L2(A(I))
∼=−→ L2(A(K)) v
∗
K−−→ H0(S3,A).
(C.6)
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C.IV. Finite-index conformal nets
Let S be a circle, split into four intervals I1, I2, I3, I4 as follows:
(C.7) I1
I2
I3
I4
Given an irreducible conformal net A, the algebras A(I1 ∪ I3) = A(I1) ⊗¯A(I3) and
A(I2 ∪ I4) = A(I2) ⊗¯A(I4) act on H0(S,A) and commute with each other. The
index µ(A) of A is then defined to be minimal index (see Appendix B.VII) of the
inclusion A(I1 ∪ I3) ⊆ A(I2 ∪ I4)′ [KLM01, Xu00]:
µ(A) := [A(I2 ∪ I4)′ : A(I1 ∪ I3)],
where the commutant is taken on H0(S,A).
C.V. Sectors and the Hilbert space of the annulus
Let A be an irreducible conformal net and let S be a circle (always oriented).
An S-sector of A is a Hilbert space H together with homomorphisms
ρI : A(I)→ B(H), I ⊂ S
subject to the compatibility condition ρI |A(J) = ρJ whenever J ⊂ I.
Let us write ∆ for the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible S-sectors of A.
The vacuum sector discussed before is an example of a sector and we write 0 for the
corresponding element of ∆. As all circles are diffeomorphic, ∆ does not depend
on the choice of circle S. There is an involution λ 7→ λ¯ on ∆ given by sending
an S-sector to its pull back along an orientation reversing diffeomorphism of S, as
defined in [BDH13, (1.13)]. For λ ∈ ∆, we write Hλ(S) for a representative of λ as
an S-sector. Of course, Hλ(S) is only determined up to non-canonical isomorphism.
Let Sl be a circle, decomposed into four intervals I1, . . . , I4 as in (C.7), and let Sr
be another circle, similarly decomposed into four intervals I5, . . . , I8. Let ϕ : I5 → I1
and ψ : I7 → I3 be orientation-reversing diffeomorphisms. These diffeomorphisms
equip H0(Sl) with the structure of a right A(I5) ⊗¯A(I7)-module. We are interested
in the Hilbert space
HΣ := H0(Sl) ⊠
A(I5)⊗¯A(I7)
H0(Sr) ∼= H0(Sl)⊠A(I5) H0(Sr)⊠A(I3)
This space is associated to the annulus Σ = Dl ∪I5∪I7 Dr, where Dl and Dr are
disks bounding Sl and Sr. (As H0(Sl) and H0(Sr) are only determined up to non-
canonical isometric isomorphism, the same Hilbert space HΣ is, at this point, also
only determined up to non-canonical isometric isomorphism.) Let Sb := I2 ∪ I8 and
Sm := I4 ∪ I6 be the two boundary circles of this annulus.
Sl Sr Sb Sm
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The Hilbert space HΣ is an Sm-Sb-sector, which means that it is equipped with
compatible actions of the algebras A(J) associated to all subintervals of Sm and
Sb [BDH13, §3.2].
We finish by stating the computation of the annular Hilbert space, which, for-
mulated in a different language, is due to [KLM01]:
Theorem C.8 ([BDH13, Thm. 3.23, Thm. 3.14]). If the conformal net A
has finite index, then the set ∆ is finite, and there is a unitary isomorphism of
Sm-Sl-sectors
HΣ ∼=
⊕
λ∈∆
Hλ(Sm)⊗Hλ¯(Sb).
C.VI. Extension of conformal nets to all 1-manifolds
A priori, the only manifolds on which a conformal net A : INT → VN can be
evaluated are intervals. However, the functor A can be extended, in a canonical way,
to the larger category 1MAN of compact oriented 1-manifolds [BDH14, Thm. 1.3].
We denote the extension 1MAN→ VN by the same letter A.
For S a circle, the algebra A(S) is defined to be the subalgebra of B(HΣ)
generated by A(I×{0}) for all I ⊂ S, where S is one of the two boundaries of the
annulus Σ := S×[0, 1].
Theorem C.9 ([BDH14, Thm. 1.20]). Let A be a conformal net with finite
index and let S be a circle. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
(C.10) A(S) ∼=
⊕
λ∈∆
B(Hλ(S)).
Note that even though Hλ(S) is only defined up to non-canonical isomorphism,
its algebra of bounded operators is defined up to canonical isomorphism. It therefore
makes sense for the isomorphism (C.10) to be canonical.

APPENDIX D
Diagram of dependencies
9
8
D
.
D
IA
G
R
A
M
O
F
D
E
P
E
N
D
E
N
C
IE
S
Thm 1.44
(Fusion of defects)
Thm 6.2
(1 ⊠ 1 = 1)
Thm 5.2
(Defect fusion Haag duality)
Eq (6.25)
(Interchange isomorphism)
Prop 4.29
=
Lma 4.21
=
Prop 4.18
→֒
Eq (4.31)
→֒
Thm 1.53
⊛ = ∗
Eq (1.55)
(Associativity
of fusion)
Thm 4.11
L2
( )
=
Prop 4.4
∃ ∼=
Thm C.8
=
⊕
λ
⊗ λ¯Cor 4.16
fin→֒
Cor 3.7
(Fused defect
is semisimple) Thm 3.6
(Fused algebra
is semisimple)
Lma 3.17
finite
Lma 3.15
finite
Lma 5.19q
:
y
=
q
:
y
=
√
µ(B)q
:
y
=
q
:
y
=
√
µ(B)
Cor 5.20q
:
y
=
√
µ(B)
Cor 5.21q
:
y
=
√
µ(B)q
:
y
=
√
µ(B)
Lma 5.13( )′
=( )′
=
Cor 5.17
J : ( )′ KT
= J : K
Cor 5.16
factor
Lma 5.10
J( )′ : K =
J( )′ : K
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